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General introduction
and outline of this thesis

CHAPTER 1



Cancer 

History & epidemiology

Evidence of what is now called cancer can be found throughout recorded human history, as 
far back as the time of ancient Egypt. The Edwin Smith Papyrus (±3000 B.C.) mentions 8 
cases of removal of breast tumors or ulcers, adding that “there is no treatment” [1]. Growths 
suggestive of osteosarcomas have been found in mummies originating from the same peri-
od. The Greek “Father of Medicine” Hippocrates (460-370 B.C.) coined the terms “carcinos” 
and “carcinoma” to describe non-ulcer forming and ulcer-forming tumors, respectively. 
With these words he was referring to a crab, most likely because the shape of the tumors he 
was describing reminded him of this animal. These words were later translated from Greek 
into the Latin word “cancer” by the Roman physician Celsus (28-50 B.C.) [2]. 

Nowadays, cancer is a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. In 2012, ap-
proximately 14.1 million new cases were diagnosed, and 8.2 million cancer-related deaths 
were reported, corresponding to incidence and mortality rates of 182 and 102 per 100.000, 
respectively. The five most common types of cancer together contribute for almost 50% 
of total incidence rates, being lung (13.0%), breast (11.9%), colorectal (9.7%), prostate 
(7.9%) and stomach (6.8%) cancer [3]. The five types of cancer with the highest mortality 
rates are lung (19.4%), liver (9.1%), stomach (8.8%), colorectal (8.5%) and breast (6.4%). 
Unfortunately, incidence rates have been and are still increasing, with an expected number 
of annual new cancer cases of almost 24 million by 2035 [4, 5].

Causes

90-95% of cancers are associated with exposure to environmental and lifestyle risks, 
whereas the remaining 5-10% can be attributed to genetic defects. Most cancer-related 
deaths are due to dietary choices (30-35%), tobacco smoking (25-30%) and infections 
(15-20%) [6]. Other common factors include radiation, stress, physical activity and envi-
ronmental pollutants. 

Cancer arises due to mutations in the DNA of a normal cell, caused by external mutagens 
or genetically inherited. These mutations accumulate and lead to a multistep process in 
which gain-of-function oncogenes and loss-of-function tumor suppressor genes slowly 
transform the normal cell into a malignant cell with increased proliferation and lifespan. 
This genomic instability, together with tumor promoting inflammation, facilitates the ac-
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quisition of the so-called “Hallmarks of Cancer”: capabilities that affect the cell and its 
interaction with the microenvironment, and are needed for malignant growth. These 
hallmarks are sustained proliferative signaling, evasion of growth suppressors, evasion 
of immune destruction, replicative immortality, invasion and metastasis, sustained angio-
genesis, evasion of cell death and deregulation of cellular energetics [7, 8]. Some of these 
hallmarks will be discussed in more detail later.

Treatments

Conventional cancer therapies include surgery (removal of (parts of) the tumor), radio-
therapy (applying ionizing radiation to the tumor cells to induce DNA damage) and differ-
ent kinds of chemotherapies (generally cytotoxins that interfere with mitosis). However, 
research on new treatment options focuses more and more on targeted treatments includ-
ing antibodies, small molecules, antiangiogenics and viral therapy [9], because these new 
therapies have the potential to cause less side effects, exhibit more localized treatment 
delivery, achieve higher concentration of anticancer therapeutics and decrease resistance 
of the cancer cells toward the treatment. Lately, immunotherapies, in which the patient’s 
own immune system is induced and/or stimulated to eradicate cancer cells, have also 
emerged as promising new cancer treatments [10]. Additionally, cancer treatment nowa-
days is mainly focused on combinations of afore mentioned treatments. By simultaneously 
targeting different pathways, such combination treatments can enhance efficacy in an ad-
ditive or even synergistic manner compared to a monotherapy approach. This also might 
lead to a lower required dosage of each individual treatment, thus reducing toxicity [11]. 

Tumor hypoxia

Causes

As a tumor grows, it needs supportive vasculature for the delivery of sufficient levels of 
oxygen and nutrients. To proliferate, cells need to be within 70-150 µm of a perfused blood 
vessel [12]. Solid tumors therefore exploit one of the hallmarks of cancer, namely sus-
tained angiogenesis, i.e. the formation of new blood vessels from the existing ones. How-
ever, angiogenic regulators are often imbalanced in tumors, and angiogenic genes and sig-
naling pathways lack feedback regulatory control, leading to abnormal, chaotic, fragile and 
hyperpermeable tumor vasculature [13, 14]. Therefore, not all tumor cells will be within 
the diffusion limit of oxygen from perfused blood vessels, leading to the formation of dif-
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fusion-limited (chronic) hypoxia. Additionally, the disordered tumor vasculature causes 
transient changes in blood flow, potentially causing a temporary shutdown resulting in 
perfusion-limited (acute) hypoxia. Where normal physiological oxygen levels range be-
tween 1 and 11% [15], hypoxic tumor areas can potentially contain no oxygen at all (an-
oxia) [16]. 

Tumor hypoxia increases tumor cell malignancy and therapeutic resistance

Up to 60% of solid tumors exhibit detectable hypoxic areas [17], and tumor hypoxia has 
been associated with poor prognosis [16, 18]. Tumor hypoxia aggravates the malignant tu-
mor cell phenotype: it promotes genomic instability [19], angiogenesis [20], and resistance 
to apoptosis [21], it induces autophagy [22] and changes in central metabolic pathways 
and in the global metabolome [23, 24], it suppresses DNA repair pathways [19], it increas-
es invasion and metastasis [25], it modulates tyrosine kinase-mediated cell signaling path-
ways [26], it mediates escape from the immune system [27], it alters histone methylation 
[28], it coordinates the metabolic response to hypoxia-induced reductive stress [29] and 
it provides a niche for cancer stem cells [30]. Hypoxia can thus greatly contribute to the 
Hallmarks of Cancer. Additionally, tumor hypoxia poses therapeutic problems (Figure 1). 
In well-oxygenated cells, oxygen reacts with radical species on the DNA caused directly or 
indirectly by ionizing radiation, which makes the damage permanent. In hypoxic cells, this 
so-called oxygen-enhancement effect is missing or reduced [31-33]. Also, hypoxic tumors 
are intrinsically more resistant to radiation, e.g. through increased levels of heat-shock 
proteins or increased numbers of cells with diminished apoptotic potential or increased 
proliferation potential [21, 34-37]. Hypoxia also induces resistance to chemotherapeutic 
agents, e.g. by inhibiting cell proliferation [38], causing tissue acidosis [39], or decreasing 
cytotoxicity of some agents [40-42]. Additionally, intrinsic resistance of tumor cells to che-
motherapeutic agents can be enhanced by hypoxia, due to the expression of hypoxic stress 
proteins and loss of apoptotic potential [43-49]. Limited perfusion in hypoxic areas also 
limits drug delivery [50]. Regarding immunotherapies, tumor hypoxia can interfere with 
T lymphocyte effector function, regulate natural killer and natural killer T cell activity, in-
duce resistance to cell-mediated cytotoxicity, induce immune suppression, contribute to 
immune tolerance, and impair T cell infiltration [51, 52].

Tumor hypoxia thus is a promising therapeutic target to exploit in cancer treatment. By 
combining conventional treatments, which target aerobic cells, with hypoxia-targeting 
strategies, a greater anticancer effect can be achieved. Over the years, several strategies to 
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combat tumor hypoxia have been explored, three important approaches being modulation 
of tumor oxygenation and using hypoxia-activated prodrugs (HAPs) either as radiosen-
sitizers or as hypoxia-specific cytotoxins. Examples of each of these approaches will be 
discussed below.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of diffusion-limited (chronic) hypoxia. With increasing distance from a blood 

vessel, oxygen concentration decreases and resistance to certain anticancer therapies, including radiotherapy, 

chemotherapy and likely immunotherapy, increases.

Modulation of tumor oxygenation

One way to combat tumor hypoxia is to oxygenate the tumor, reducing or completely elim-
inating the hypoxic areas, and thus making the cells more susceptible to existing cancer 
treatments. Several options to modulate tumor oxygenation have been and are still being 
investigated. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT; 100% O2 at elevated atmospheric pres-
sure) enhances the amount of dissolved oxygen in the plasma (thus independent of he-
moglobin), increasing oxygen tissue delivery and thus increasing normal tissue but also 
tumor oxygenation [53]. However, despite this reduced diffusion-limited hypoxia, hypoxic 
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regions are still detectable [54], possibly being perfusion-limited hypoxic regions which 
are not affected by HBOT. Still, in clinical trials in various tumor types, HBOT combined 
with radiotherapy reduced tumor growth and improved local control, resulting in in-
creased survival. Additionally, HBOT even diminished some negative side effects of radio-
therapy, such as the injury of normal tissue after radiation [55, 56]. In other trials however, 
this combination therapy was not effective, or was accompanied by a high prevalence of 
severe late complications, potentially due to excessive radiation doses per fraction [55, 56]. 
The combination of HBOT with chemotherapy seems promising, however its effectiveness 
seems to heavily depend on which cytotoxic agent is used, the experimental conditions, 
and the tumor type [55, 56]. Beneficial effects of HBOT are diverse and vary with tumor 
type, malignancy, size of the lesion, and clinical state of the patient. These effects are also 
dependent on the oxygenation protocol used. As such, HBOT as adjuvant cancer treatment 
has not made it into clinical practice as (adjuvant) cancer treatment yet. Most research on 
HBOT now seems to focus on its beneficial effects in reducing radiation-induced normal 
tissue injuries, since HBOT is capable of promoting wound healing [55, 57, 58].

Tumor oxygenation can also be increased by CON: the inhalation of carbogen, a gas mix-
ture of ≥95% O2 and ≤5% CO2 which deceases diffusion-limited hypoxia, together with 
the administration of nicotinamide, a vasoactive agent which decreases perfusion-limited 
hypoxia [59-64]. A clinical trial with bladder carcinoma patients showed significant dif-
ferences in overall survival, risk of death and local relapse in favor of the combination of 
radiotherapy with CON [65]. In a phase 2 clinical trial, combining accelerated radiotherapy 
with carbogen and nicotinamide (ARCON) in head and neck cancer resulted in improved 
local control, which could however not be repeated in a phase 3 clinical trial [66, 67]. Be-
cause of this lack of efficacy, and, possibly, the high treatment burden of AR for patients, 
ARCON has also not made it into clinical practice. 
Myo-inositol trispyrophosphate (ITPP) is an allosteric effector of hemoglobin. ITPP accu-
mulates in erythrocytes and, by binding to it, decreases the binding affinity of hemoglobin 
to oxygen [68]. Specifically, under hypoxic conditions, this leads to an enhanced release of 
oxygen and thus elevated oxygen levels in hypoxic tumors (16). Preclinically, ITPP treat-
ment improves survival of animals across several tumor models, especially when com-
bined with chemotherapy [69-77], and inhibits tumor spread [69]. A clinical trial in pa-
tients is currently underway [78]. However, in a preclinical glioblastoma model, ITPP as 
a monotherapy was ineffective, and in combination with radiotherapy even reduced the 
latter’s effectiveness [79].
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Hypoxia-activated prodrugs in cancer treatment

Hypoxia-activated prodrugs as radiosensitizers

The use of hypoxia-activated prodrugs (HAPs) to eradicate hypoxic tumor cells is a prom-
ising approach in cancer treatment. HAPs are activated specifically in hypoxic conditions, 
where they, in general, act as either radiosensitizers or as DNA-damaging cytotoxins. As 
stated before, in well-oxygenated cells, oxygen reacts with radical species on the DNA 
caused directly or indirectly by ionizing radiation, which makes the damage permanent. In 
hypoxic cells, this same effect can be obtained by using HAPs as oxygen mimetic radiosen-
sitizers. Nitroimidazoles are the most common HAP radiosensitizers; their electron-affinic 
nitro-group is designed to react with the same radical species on the DNA as oxygen does 
in well-oxygenated cells [80]. Misonidazole exhibited considerable antitumor activity [81], 
but when combined with fractionated radiotherapy, delayed peripheral neuropathies were 
observed [82, 83]. Etanidazole seemed to be more potent, but no beneficial effects were 
found when combined with fractionated radiotherapy [81, 84]. In contrast, nimorazole 
has been more of a success: it significantly improved the effect of radiotherapy in head and 
neck tumors, without major side effects [85], and is now standard of care for the treatment 
of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma in Denmark [85, 86], with several exploratory 
clinical trials still ongoing or planned [87-89]. Novel oxygen mimetic radiosensitizers are 
being investigated but are not in clinical development yet [90-92].

Hypoxia-activated prodrugs as hypoxia-specific cytotoxins

The other class of HAPs releases or is metabolized to DNA-damaging cytotoxins specifi-
cally in hypoxic conditions. These HAPs are continuously being developed, tested and se-
lected for favorable properties. They should be able to penetrate from a blood vessel to 
hypoxic cells deep within a tumor, without being activated too early in the surrounding 
less-hypoxic cells. Also, it should preferentially be activated at oxygen levels low enough 
to prevent activation under normal physiological conditions. Additionally, the active me-
tabolite(s) should be able to kill non-proliferating cells, since these are typically found in 
hypoxic tumor areas, and should exert a bystander effect: the ability to diffuse from the 
hypoxic activator cells to better-oxygenated surrounding cells and kill these too [93].
In order to release or activate their effector, these HAPs have to be enzymatically reduced 
[94]. This can be done by both one- and two-electron oxidoreductases (Figure 2). One-elec-
tron reductases reduce the HAP to an inactive, oxygen-sensing intermediate, which is 
back-oxidized to the parental HAP and reactive oxygen species (ROS) when oxygen is pres-
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ent. The ROS are detoxified by superoxide dismutase and thus the HAP has no effect in 
normal tissues. In hypoxic tissues however, the inactive intermediate is further reduced, 
or fragments, to generate an active, cytotoxic metabolite [95]. Two-electron reductases 
reduce the HAP immediately to its active metabolite, thus bypassing the oxygen-sensing 
inactive intermediate. Where in the case of one-electron activation HAP selectivity is de-
termined by the ability of oxygen to back-oxidize the inactive intermediate and/or the 
overexpression of oxidoreductases in the tumor, in the case of two-electron activation this 
selectivity is largely determined by the latter only [96]. 

Several early HAPs yielded good results in in vitro tumor cell lines and in vivo preclinical 
animal models, however stranded in development during clinical trials due to disappoint-
ing results [97-103]. Several other HAPs are in different stages of clinical development 
[87, 104, 105]. Three of the most extensively investigated HAPs are tirapazamine, evofos-
famide and PR-104.

Figure 2: General activation mechanism of hypoxia-activated prodrugs. 

Tirapazamine

Tirapazamine (TPZ) is an aromatic N-oxide, which is reduced by one-electron reductases 
to a radical species which, in hypoxic conditions, undergoes further spontaneous reactions 
to form DNA-damaging oxidizing hydroxyl or benzotriazinyl radicals [106]. TPZ reduced 
cell viability in a hypoxia selective manner in a range of cancer cell lines in vitro, and inhib-
ited growth of a range of human tumor xenografts when combined with radiotherapy and 
cisplatin in vivo [107]. TPZ then entered clinical trials, in which it was investigated in phase 
2 trials in combination therapies with cisplatin, etoposide and/or radiotherapy in several 
cancer types. Promising toxicity profiles and indicative anticancer effects were obtained in 
these trials [108-111], however several phase 3 clinical trials showed no beneficial effects 
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of adding TPZ to chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy in several cancer types [112-114]. It 
was found that TPZ is not able to reach deeply into severe hypoxic areas because it is too 
quickly metabolized in the surrounding, less hypoxic areas [115]. As such, TPZ has not 
made it into clinical practice.

Evofosfamide

Evofosfamide (TH-302) is a 2-nitroimidazole, which is reduced by one-electron reductases 
to a radical anion. In hypoxic conditions, this radical anion intermediate is further reduced 
and/or fragmentizes to form bromo-isophosphoramide mustard, a DNA-alkylating agent 
[116]. In vivo, evofosfamide has been shown to target hypoxic cells and enhance the ther-
apeutic effects of doxorubicin and docetaxel in human tumor xenografts [117]. Moreover, 
induction of transient hypoxia sensitizes tumor xenografts to evofosfamide [118]. Several 
more in vivo human tumor xenograft studies showed that adding evofosfamide to a treat-
ment with cytotoxic drugs, targeted therapeutics or radiotherapy increases anticancer ef-
fects and reduces repopulation of tumors by hypoxic cells after reoxygenation [119-125]. 
In phase 1 and 2 clinical trials, evofosfamide toxicity was manageable, and promising anti-
tumor effects were observed in some patients treated with evofosfamide as a monotherapy 
or in combination with doxorubicin or gemcitabine [126-130]. However, two large-scale 
phase 3 trials combining evofosfamide with gemcitabine or doxorubicin recently showed 
no improved overall survival [131, 132]. Since then, clinical development of evofosfamide 
has slowed down.

PR-104 

PR-104 is a phosphate ester pre-prodrug that is converted to the prodrug PR-104A by 
phosphatase-mediated hydrolysis. This prodrug is then reduced by one- and/or two-elec-
tron reductases to the PR-104H (hydroxylamine) and PR-104M (amine) metabolites [133], 
which can kill cells by cross-linking the DNA. In vitro and in vivo, PR-104 was found to be 
selectively active in hypoxia in a range of cancer cell lines and human tumor xenografts 
[134]. A maximum tolerated dose was established in a phase 1 clinical trial, and a phase 
2 trial combining PR-104 with gemcitabine or docetaxel in small cell lung cancer was ini-
tiated [135]. However, severe dose-limiting myelotoxicity was observed, and the trial was 
halted [135]. In vitro PR-104 was found to be activated in normoxia, and thus in an oxy-
gen-insensitive manner, by the two-electron reductase aldo-keto reductase 1C3 (AKR1C3) 
[133, 136]. This is a likely explanation for the toxicity observed in afore-mentioned trial. 
In advanced hepatocellular carcinoma, the combination of PR-104 and sorafenib caused 
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significant thrombocytopenia and neutropenia [137]. This toxicity is explained by the fact 
that normally PR-104A undergoes glucuronidation leading to clearance from the blood 
plasma [138]. Glucuronidation is however compromised in patients with advanced hepa-
tocellular carcinoma [137-139], thereby exacerbating PR-104 toxicity. Due to these toxic 
effects plasma exposure of PR-104A is insufficiently high [140-142], limiting its clinical 
applicability in solid tumors. Glucuronidation of PR-104A can also greatly suppress its 
nitroreduction and thereby limit its effectiveness [138]. Positive results were obtained 
in a phase 1/2 trial in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and acute lymphoblastic leukemia 
(ALL), which are AKR1C3 positive, although no correlation was found between functional 
AKR1C3 and drug efficacy [143]. PR-104 could thus potentially be used in acute leuke-
mias, which requires further investigation. However, the fact that PR-104 can be off-target 
activated in normoxia by AKR1C3 limits its use as a HAP in solid tumors. As for the other 
HAPs mentioned before, clinical development of PR-104 has largely halted. No HAP of the 
cytotoxin-releasing class has made it into clinical practice yet.

 
Targeting the hypoxia molecular response 

The HIF pathway

Another way of targeting tumor hypoxia is to target its molecular response, e.g. targeting 
a hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-regulated protein which is implicated in cancer progres-
sion. The stabilization of HIF-1α plays a key role in the adaptation of tumor cells to the hos-
tile hypoxic environment [144, 145]. HIF-1α is expressed in every tissue, however under 
normoxic conditions it is continuously hydroxylated by prolyl-hydroxylases (PHDs) us-
ing molecular oxygen as a co-factor [146, 147]. Hydroxylated HIF-1α is recognized by the 
E3 ubiquitin ligase complex containing the von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor protein 
(pVHL), and rapidly proteasomally degraded with a half-life of <1 minute [148]. Hypoxia 
exposure, however, inhibits the functioning of PHDs, stabilizing HIF-1α which can then 
dimerize with the constitutively expressed HIF-1β. This HIF protein complex translocates 
to the nucleus, where it interacts with co-factor P300 and binds to hypoxia-response ele-
ment (HRE) regions, which are present in the promotor region of multiple (>100) genes 
[149]. As a result, these genes are transcribed and aid the cell in its survival in hypoxic 
conditions [144, 145]. For example, HIF regulates anaerobic energy production, induces 
extracellular acidity, and enhances angiogenesis via upregulation of glucose transporter 1 
(GLUT1), monocarboxylate transporter 4 (MCT4) and vascular endothelial growth factor 
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(VEGF), respectively [149-151]. 

Carbonic anhydrase IX 

An HRE sequence is also present in the promotor region of the carbonic anhydrase 9 (CA9) 
gene, meaning that CA IX expression is mainly HIF regulated [152]. CA IX is a zinc-contain-
ing glycoprotein and belongs to the family of carbonic anhydrase enzymes [153, 154]. To 
date, 15 carbonic anhydrases have been discovered, all of which facilitate the hydration 
of carbon dioxide to bicarbonate and a proton, or vice versa. CA IX and CA XII are trans-
membrane proteins that are associated with cancer [155, 156]. CA IX expression is pre-
dominantly found in tumors, and only marginal CA IX expression can be found in normal 
tissues (in gastric, intestinal and gallbladder epithelia) [157]; therefore, CA IX expression 
serves as an endogenous hypoxia marker. Importantly, CA IX has been found to select for 
and to maintain an aggressive cancer cell phenotype and to promote metastasis formation. 
Hydration of carbon dioxide by CA IX leads to extracellular accumulation of protons, and 
thus extracellular acidification. This stimulates degradation of the extracellular matrix, 
thereby promoting tumor invasion [158]. The formed bicarbonate is transported back in-
tracellular by sodium bicarbonate transporters (NBCs) or anion exchangers (AEs). CA II, 
forming a metabolon with CA IX, catalyzes the reaction of bicarbonate with an intracellu-
lar proton to carbon dioxide and water, creating a buffer system (Figure 3). Intracellular 
bicarbonate slightly alkalizes the intracellular environment, thereby promoting tumor cell 
proliferation and survival in the hostile extracellular acidic microenvironment [159-161]. 
Additionally, CA IX expression is associated with several stem cell markers [162], thus it 
may be involved in the maintenance of therapy resistant cancer stem cells. Moreover, CA 
IX was found to re-localize to the invading lamellipodia of migrating tumor cells due to its 
ability to maintain a proton gradient, facilitating invasion and metastasis formation [163]. 
Lastly, CA IX may also facilitate tumor cell migration via its glycosylated part which aids 
in cellular attachment [164, 165]. CA IX is thus a potential prognostic biomarker. Indeed, 
in a recent meta-analysis CA IX expression was found to be a negative prognostic factor in 
cancer patients regardless of the tumor type or site, or treatment [166]. For the very same 
reasons, CA IX is also an attractive target for anticancer treatment [167-171]. 

Carbonic anhydrase IX inhibitors in cancer treatment

The CA IX-specific antibody girentuximab (G250) was the first CA IX inhibitor to go into 
clinical trials, however due to lack in efficacy its further clinical development was stopped 
[172, 173]. Another CA IX-specific antibody, VII/20, was shown to have anticancer effects 
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in an in vivo colorectal carcinoma xenograft model [174], but no further studies have been 
reported.

Several small molecule CA IX inhibitors have been identified, generally belonging to a va-
riety of chemical classes, including the sulfonamides, sulfamates, sulfamides and couma-
rins [175-177]. Only few, however, have been investigated in in vivo animal models, and 
so far only one, SLC-0111, has made it into clinical trials [178]. In vivo SLC-0111 inhibited 
growth of CA IX- (or CA XII)-expressing tumors only [179, 180], and inhibited metastasis 
formation [179]. Results of a phase 1 clinical trial have not yet been published [181]. As 
it is the first small molecule CA IX inhibitor to be tested in a clinical trial, these results are 
eagerly awaited.

Figure 3: The CA IX-CA II metabolon, a buffer system that maintains intracellular pH. CA IX: carbonic anhydrase 

IX; CA II: carbonic anhydrase II; AE: anion exchanger; NBC: sodium bicarbonate transporter.

A rather new approach of targeting CA IX-expressing cells is to conjugate small molecule 
CA IX inhibitors to a cytotoxic agent, thereby specifically directing this agent to CA IX ex-
pressing (hypoxic, therapy resistant) cells. This is the so-called dual targeting approach. 
These drugs consist of different anticancer drugs, conjugated to a CA IX targeting moiety, 
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which should thus exert their effects specifically in CA IX expressing cells. This should in-
crease tumor specificity of the parental drugs, increase drug concentrations in the tumor 
only, and potentially decrease normal tissue toxicity. Such a conjugate molecule, consisting 
of the cytotoxic agent mertansine (DM1, a tubulin inhibitor) conjugated to a acetazolamide 
derivative (general CA inhibitor), was recently shown to exhibit a potent antitumor effect 
in vivo [182].

Non-invasive detection of CA IX expression can aid in the successful development of CA IX 
targeting cancer treatments. A number of CA IX-specific imaging tracers has been devel-
oped and used for preclinical CA IX imaging [183]. Usually these tracers are antibodies, 
affibodies, or small molecule inhibitors, labeled with a fluorescent probe for fluorescent 
imaging, or with a radioactive probe for positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. 
None of these imaging tracers are currently being used in clinical practice.

Concluding, a few CA IX inhibitors and imaging agents are in different stages of clinical 
development, but none have been implemented into clinical practice yet. 
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Outline of this thesis

Tumor hypoxia is a promising therapeutic target to exploit in cancer treatment, however, 
so far only one of these treatments (nimorazole) has made it into the clinical practice. 
Chapter 2 summarizes recent progress of several novel treatments targeting tumor hypox-
ia or its molecular response, including HAPs and monoclonal antibodies and small mole-
cule inhibitors targeting CA IX. Detection of hypoxia or CA IX could aid in the decision of 
which patients would benefit from a hypoxia- or CA IX-targeting treatment, respectively. 
Chapter 2 summarizes several hypoxia imaging markers currently being evaluated in clin-
ical trials, and outlines research performed on CA IX imaging tracers. Chapter 2 also pro-
poses window-of-opportunity trials to implement non-invasive imaging as an important 
tool to prove anti-tumor efficacy of experimental drugs early during drug development.
Furthermore, this thesis outlines research performed on novel CA IX-targeting imaging 
tracers and inhibitors. Chapter 3 describes the design, synthesis and biological evaluation 
of novel 68Ga-radiolabeled small-molecule sulfonamides targeting CA IX, intended to be 
used in PET imaging. Chapter 4 describes the design, synthesis and biological evaluation 
of novel dual targeting drugs, a new approach of delivering cytotoxic drugs to CA IX ex-
pressing cells. Chapter 5 describes the design, synthesis and biological evaluation of novel 
fluorinated high-affinity CA IX inhibitors. 

No HAP has made it into clinical practice yet. The failure of several HAPs in clinical trials 
could partly be due to unsuccessful/insufficient patient selection and stratification. Chap-
ter 6 proposes how future clinical HAP studies should be set up, to be able to correctly 
assess the effects of the HAP and to ensure that these promising new cancer treatments 
will be successfully translated to the clinic. 

The fact that PR-104 can be off-target activated under normoxia by AKR1C3, and, possi-
bly, its glucuronidation, limit its use as a HAP in solid tumors. To tackle these limitations, 
the PR-104 molecule was adjusted so that it cannot be activated by AKR1C3, and cannot 
be glucuronidated, resulting in the novel HAP CP-506. Chapter 7 describes the very first 
therapeutic results of this new compound as a monotherapy in in vitro 2D and 3D tumor 
cell culture, and in in vivo human tumor xenograft models. HAPs are mainly intended to 
be used in combination therapies, necessitated by the need to inactivate well-oxygenated 
cells as well, although interaction between CP-506 and other therapies is also expected 
apart from spatial cooperation. Chapter 8 describes the results of the combination of CP-
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506 with radiotherapy and/or immunotherapy (L19-IL2), which was tested in in vivo an-
imal models.

Lastly, Chapter 9 provides a general discussion of the work outlined in this thesis. Addi-
tionally, future directions on how to advance with these novel treatments are discussed.

Table 1: Schematic presentation of the outline of this thesis.

Exploiting tumor hypoxia for cancer treatment

Chapter 1:
General introduction

Chapter 2:
Recent progress in tumor hypoxia imaging and targeting

Targeting CA IX Using HAPs

Chapter 3:
New CA IX PET imaging tracer

Chapter 4:
New dual-target drugs targeting CA IX

Chapter 5:
New CA IX inhibitors

Chapter 6:
Clinical HAP trial design

Chapter 7:
The new HAP CP-506 as monotherapy

Chapter 8:
The new HAP CP-506 in combination therapies

Chapter 9:
Discussion and future perspectives
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Abstract

Tumour hypoxia and its molecular responses have been shown to be associated with poor 
prognosis. Detection of hypoxia, preferably in a non-invasive manner, could therefore pre-
dict treatment outcome and serve as a tool to individualize treatment. This review gives an 
overview of recent literature on hypoxia imaging markers currently used in clinical trials. 
Furthermore, recent progress made in targeting hypoxia (hypoxia-activated prodrugs) or 
hypoxia response (carbonic anhydrase IX inhibitors) is summarized. Last, window-of-op-
portunity trials implementing non-invasive imaging are proposed as an important tool to 
prove anti-tumour efficacy of experimental drugs early during drug development. 
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Introduction

It is well established that tumours are not a collection of relatively homogeneous cancer 
cells, but act as organs with a complexity that might even exceed that of healthy tissues. 
Therefore to understand the biology of a tumour both the different individual cell types 
within a tumour as well as its microenvironment need to be studied [1]. Within this re-
view, we will focus on hypoxia, a common characteristic of solid tumours, which has been 
associated with poor prognosis [2]. Detection of hypoxia, preferably in a non-invasive 
manner, could predict treatment outcome and serve as a tool to support treatment deci-
sions. Such non-invasive imaging approaches that are routinely available in clinical prac-
tice including positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
and perfusion computed tomography (CT) are able to accurately and reliably image hypox-
ia in tumours. Over the last decade, these diagnostic techniques are developing into versa-
tile tools integrated in treatment monitoring, outcome prediction and treatment targeting. 
A meta-analysis evaluating the relationship between hypoxia imaging and outcome after 
radiation treatment demonstrated a uniform tendency for poor response when tumours 
were hypoxic. This was not only observed for widely used hypoxic PET tracers, but also 
when hypoxia was indirectly evaluated using perfusion-CT or DCE-MRI [3]. 

While the prognostic significance of tumoural hypoxia on outcome has been established 
more than two decades ago only recently compounds are being tested in clinical trials that 
enable monitoring and selective elimination of hypoxic tumours cells. Here we will pro-
vide an update on the current status of hypoxia imaging agents and strategies to combat 
tumour hypoxia.

Hypoxia PET imaging tracers

Multiple PET tracers suitable for the detection of hypoxia have been developed, validated 
and shown to exhibit different characteristics. The ideal hypoxia tracer has complete clear-
ance of unbound tracer at time of imaging, thus only bound in oxygen deprived tissues 
resulting in high signal to noise ratios [3]. We recently reviewed the PET hypoxia tracers 
that were validated in preclinical and clinical studies and reported accurate quantification 
methods and clinical applications [4]. The most investigated PET hypoxia tracer is fluoro-
misonidazole (FMISO). However, due to concerns regarding FMISO stability, metabolite 
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formation and slow clearance properties [5,6], alternative hypoxia PET tracers with dif-
ferent clearance and hydrophilicity characteristics have been developed trying to over-
come these limitations: fluoroazomycin arabinoside (FAZA), fluoroerythronitroimidazole 
(FETNIM) and fluorinated etanidazole derivatives (EF1, EF3, EF5), which all have been 
extensively reviewed previously [3,4,7]. 

More recently, the hydrophilic flortanidazole (HX4), with preferred pharmacokinetics and 
clearance properties, has been synthesized through click-chemistry [8] showing 82% in-
tact and 84% unmetabolized tracer at 2 h post injection (h p.i.) in plasma and urine respec-
tively [9]. HX4 has been evaluated in a preclinical rhabdomyosarcoma rat tumour model, 
where binding was causally dependent on tumoural oxygenation status. Furthermore, a 
significant spatial relationship at tumour-microregional level between HX4 distribution 
and the exogenous hypoxia marker pimonidazole staining was observed [10,11]. Studies 
in primates and healthy volunteers [9] and in patients with histologically proven solid 
cancer [12] provided evidence for a good safety profile. Recently, in non-small cell lung 
cancer patients, image contrast was found to be superior 4 h p.i. compared with earlier 
time points and uptake patterns were strongly correlated between two scans [13]. Overlap 
studies between HX4 and the metabolism tracer FDG indicated that on average 24% of the 
hypoxic volume is outside the FDG volume [14]. Similar results have been obtained for 
head and neck cancer patients [15], suggesting that hypoxia PET imaging provides com-
plementary information to FDG imaging.

Due to the large heterogeneity in uptake, differences in tumour and animal models, dif-
ferent time points of imaging and anaesthesia observed in the literature, it is difficult to 
compare different hypoxia markers. Although characterization of new hypoxia markers 
should be preferably performed in multiple cancer models, highly additive data can be 
expected from comparisons of different tracers within the same tumour models [3,11]. 
Recently, we performed a comparative study characterizing the clinically approved hypox-
ia markers FMISO, FAZA and HX4 on tumour to blood ratio (TBR), reproducibility and 
reversibility within a rat rhabdomyosarcoma model [16]. Blood clearance for FAZA and 
HX4 became similar 3 h p.i., while for FMISO as expected clearance from normal tissues 
was significantly lower. Differences in tumour uptake resulted in significantly higher TBR 
for HX4 compared to the other tracers. Reproducibility and spatial overlap between two 
PET acquisitions over a 48 h time period was high for both FMISO and HX4. Furthermore, 
decreasing the hypoxic fraction using carbogen resulted in loss of FMISO uptake, while 
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increased hypoxia achieved by breathing 7% oxygen, further enhanced FAZA and HX4 up-
take. Another study performed a similar comparison in a SQ20b head and neck xenograft 
mouse model and found similar tumour to muscle ratios for FMISO, FAZA and HX4 [10]. 
However, these results were obtained at 80-90 min p.i., a time point which is probably too 
early for evaluation since normal tissue clearance is still ongoing. A comparative study in 
head and neck cancer patients found similar tumour to muscle ratios for HX4 imaging at 
1.5 h p.i. and FMISO imaging at 2 h p.i. [17]. For HX4 higher uptake and increasing ratios 
would be expected at later time points based on our clinical results [13]. Recently a sim-
ulation study, comparing FMISO, FAZA and HX4 based on their respective physical and 
chemical properties, revealed that tracer clearance and diffusion are the major parame-
ters influencing image contrast. Highest clearance and image contrast was observed for 
HX4, but also the largest patient-to-patient variation, which might be a concern for clinical 
imaging to define tumour hypoxia based on a reliable threshold value [18].

Current available tracers have proven to be reliable for evaluation of tumour hypoxia, al-
though with inherent problems resulting in clinical limitations. Alternative tracers, such 
as HX4, are promising with respect to deliver higher contrast images, whereas FMISO 
remains a robust reproducible hypoxia marker. It is not inconceivable that more tracers 
will be developed; but currently existing PET tracers should rather be used in clinic with 
standardized protocols enabling comparisons between different institutes. Furthermore, 
applicability and clinical validation should be proven in multiple cancer types and tracers 
need be tested with respect to their prognostic and predictive value.

Hypoxia targeting

The compelling evidence for hypoxia in tumour tissue and its therapeutic importance 
makes hypoxia a high priority target for cancer therapy. Bioreductive prodrugs selectively 
activated under hypoxia and drugs that inhibit molecular targets in hypoxic cells (vide 
infra) are currently extensively investigated. A recent overview described the challenges 
and opportunities of these strategies [19]. The clinically most advanced hypoxia-activated 
prodrug is tirapazamine (TPZ). Although promising results have been reported in a num-
ber of Phase 2 trials, TPZ failed in several Phase 3 clinical trials since no survival benefit 
was observed when incorporated into standard therapy regimens. Possible explanations 
are its poor tumour penetration, low in vivo potency at tolerable doses and unacceptable 
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toxicity levels and lack of patient selection with high levels of tumour hypoxia [20]. A more 
potent hypoxia-activated prodrug currently undergoing early clinical testing is TH-302. It 
is a 2-nitroimidazole conjugated to bromo-isophosphoramide mustard, which is released 
and activated upon very low levels of oxygen [21] and diffuses to surrounding cells cre-
ating a cytotoxic bystander effect [19]. TH-302 displayed clinical activity when used as 
single agent, which makes it unique compared to earlier generation hypoxia-activated 
cytotoxins which demonstrate anti-tumour activity only when used in combination with 
radiation or chemotherapy [22]. Furthermore, TH-302 efficacy was correlated with the 
hypoxic fraction across different tumour models [23-26]. Phase 1 trials have proved TH-
302 safety with nausea, vomiting and fatigue as the most frequently occurring toxicities. 
Other trials successfully combined TH-302 with doxorubicin in patients with advanced 
soft tissue sarcoma [27] or with gemcitabine in patients with advanced pancreatic cancer 
[28]. A phase 3 double-blind, placebo-controlled trial has been initiated in which patients 
with advanced pancreatic cancer were randomized to gemcitabine combined with TH-302 
or placebo [29]. Recently our group has evaluated the efficacy of TH-302 in a rat rhabdo-
myosarcoma and a human H460 xenograft model, using growth delay as endpoint. TH-302 
in both models significantly inhibited tumour growth and markedly sensitized tumours to 
radiation. Furthermore, the therapeutic effect of TH-302 was dependent on the tumour 
oxygenation status prior to local radiotherapy that was modified by either carbogen (to 
improve oxygenation) or low oxygen containing gas (to increase hypoxia) breathing [30]. 
Increasing tumour oxygenation has shown potential for improving radiotherapy efficacy 
in several randomized clinical trials [31,32]. In spite of positive results, these strategies 
using hyperbaric oxygen or carbogen combined with vasodilating agents have not gained 
clinical traction due to practical limitations, toxicity and relatively modest clinical benefit 
[33]. An alternative strategy to achieve improved tumour oxygenation is to decrease cel-
lular oxygen consumption using for example metformin, an inhibitor of the mitochondrial 
NADH dehydrogenase, also known as complex 1, activity in the mitochondrial electron 
transport respiration chain [34]. Recently, it has been demonstrated that metformin in-
creases tumour response to radiotherapy, through a reduction in oxygen consumption and 
improved tumour oxygenation [35]. For future personalized cancer medicine, evaluation 
of hypoxia biomarkers and patient stratification will be essential to apply hypoxia target-
ing treatments to change radiotherapy response.
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Hypoxia molecular response

As tumours progress from an early to later stage disease, supply of oxygen becomes lim-
ited. Cancer cells must therefore alter their metabolism to an anaerobic glycolytic pheno-
type, resulting in a less efficient energy production and intracellular acidosis. In order to 
survive cancer cells must adapt to this acidic microenvironment, which helps promote 
metastases [36]. One of the important molecular responses to hypoxia is the stabilization 
of the hypoxia inducible factor (HIF)-1α, enabling interaction with HIF-1β. The complex 
translocates to the nucleus where it binds to hypoxia responsive elements (HRE) in the 
promoter region of target genes, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), glu-
cose transporters 1 (GLUT-1) and carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX) [37]. CAIX as well as other 
membrane transporters, like the sodium-proton exchanger 1 (NHE-1) and the monocar-
boxylate transporters (MCT), are upregulated to counteract the hypoxia-induced intracel-
lular acidosis. CAIX is a tumour specific dimeric membrane bound zinc metallo-enzyme, 
which catalyses the reversible hydration of carbon dioxide to bicarbonate and a proton 
to help maintain the cells pH homeostasis [38]. High tumoural CAIX expression has been 
associated with poor prognosis, tumour progression and aggressiveness [39]. Inhibition 
of its function would therefore be a promising anticancer approach to target the hypoxic 
compartment of tumours. 

CAIX imaging tracers

A molecular imaging approach based on selective ligands to accessible proteins overex-
pressed at sites of hypoxia is desired. Such an agent could help physicians to decide which 
patients would benefit from adjuvant hypoxia-targeted therapy, e.g. anti-CAIX therapy. 
One strategy is using antibodies or antibody fragments targeted against transmembrane 
CAIX expression. The highly specific antibody M75 recognizes the extracellular proteogly-
can-like domain of CAIX and is used for Western blotting and immunohistochemistry [40]. 
Specific accumulation of iodine-125 radiolabelled derivative has been observed in HT29 
tumour-bearing mice [41]. Independently, the monoclonal G250 antibody was developed 
as a biomarker for renal cell carcinoma [42]. A chimeric version of G250 (cG250) has been 
radiolabelled with iodine-124, zirconium-89 or indium-111 for diagnostic purposes [43]. 
However, no apparent correlation has been observed between cG250 uptake and pimo-
nidazole labelling or CAIX staining in head and neck tumour models attributed to the 
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large interval between cG250 injection and immunohistochemical evaluation [44]. Pepsin 
degradation of intact cG250 antibodies resulted in F(ab’)2 fragments with a smaller mo-
lecular weight resulting in faster clearance from blood and healthy tissues. Zirconium-89 
labelled cG250-F(ab’)2 fragments were found to spatially correlate with CAIX expression 
[45]. Furthermore, fully human CAIX single-chain variable fragment (scFv) minibodies 
have been generated using phage-display technology. They recognize the extracellular 
carbonic anhydrase domain, but do not inhibit CAIX activity and do not bind to the other 
transmembrane enzyme CAXII [46]. Recently, near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent monoclonal 
antibodies against CAIX and CAXII have been successfully tested for the non-invasive de-
tection of breast cancer metastasis [47]. A dual labelled antibody combining indium-11 or 
iodine-125 nuclear with NIR imaging has proven feasible for preoperative and intraopera-
tive detection of CAIX expressing renal cell carcinomas [48,49].

A second approach is the use of small molecules specifically targeting the active site of 
CAIX. Several classes of small molecules with low (nM) affinity have been extensively de-
scribed, but due to the high degree of homology among CA isotypes, small molecules are 
generally not specific for one isoform [50]. To prevent interaction with the intracellular CA 
isoforms charged species or bulky groups such as FITC, albumin or sugar moieties are add-
ed to the small molecule. These strategies prevent transportation across membranes, but 
do not guarantee selectivity between CAIX and CAXII, both transmembrane enzymes with 
their catalytic domains oriented extracellularly. Attempts to design specific compounds 
targeting each isoform separately have been recently reviewed [51].

We and others have demonstrated in vitro that small molecule binding requires not only 
CAIX expression but also its hypoxic activation [52,53]. This offers a big advantage com-
pared with antibodies against CAIX, since these small molecules can distinguish cells that 
are currently hypoxic from those that were previously hypoxic, while antibodies do not 
since their long half-life after reoxygenation [54]. In vivo, we have reported significant 
accumulation of fluorescent sulfonamides in HT29 xenografts, which was causally relat-
ed with tumour oxygenation. Furthermore, bound sulfonamide decreased rapidly upon 
tumour reoxygenation [55]. Similar results have been obtained using fluorescent acet-
azolamide derivatives showing preferential targeting of CAIX overexpressing SK-RC-52 
renal cell xenografts [56]. Recently, a series of sulfonamide derivatives conjugated with 
NIR fluorescent dyes having up to 50-fold higher selectivity for CAIX compared to the in-
tracellular and other transmembrane isoforms has been designed. High tumoural uptake 
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with little accumulation in other organs, except for the kidneys, has been observed using 
fluorescence molecular tomography [57]. Several synthesis strategies have been proposed 
to enable nuclear imaging, however most attempts were not successful in showing specific 
enhanced tumour uptake. We have synthesized and evaluated a technecium-99m labelled 
sulfonamide for visualization of CAIX expression by SPECT imaging. Despite favourable 
affinity values maximum tumour uptake was low (<0.5% ID/g) even after varying physi-
cochemical properties of the molecules [58,59]. A range of sulfonamides conjugated metal 
complexes have recently been designed for metallic radionuclide imaging. Although high 
in vitro uptake was observed, cellular binding between CAIX positive and negative cell 
lines was not obviously different [60]. Besides metal chelation approaches, direct fluo-
rine-18 radiolabelling of CAIX targeted molecules has been assessed. Several compounds 
have been synthetized, such as 7-(2-fluoroethoxy)coumarin (FEC) and U-104 [61], the ter-
tiary sulfonamides 4a-c [62] and VM4-037A [63]. Although all derivatives showed good 
affinity for CAIX with excellent plasma stability, uptake in HT-29 xenografts was minimal 
which precludes their application as CAIX imaging agents. 

CAIX targeting

Inhibiting CAIX can be done either by the use of monoclonal antibodies or with small mol-
ecule inhibitors. Antibody approaches are mostly based on the concept of antibody de-
pendent cell cytotoxicity (ADCC). A leading example is cG250, marketed as RENCAREX®, 
which is extensively investigated as an anticancer immunotherapy [64]. Phase 1 and 2 
trials have demonstrated safety and efficacy as monotherapy or in combination with inter-
feron (IFN)-α for the treatment of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) [65]. This antibody was also 
tested in the double-blind, placebo-controlled phase 3 aRISER trial for adjuvant therapy 
of clear cell RCC, but as announced by WILEX AG the antibody failed to meet the primary 
endpoint, since no improvement in median disease-free survival was observed compared 
to placebo. Several new antibodies currently tested in preclinical settings show promising 
results regarding anti-tumour effects [66,67]. 

Specific inhibition of different carbonic anhydrase isoforms using small molecules is an 
active field of research and has been extensively reviewed [50,68,69]. Membrane-im-
permeable acetazolamide derivatives [56] and aromatic sulfonamides [70] were able to 
reduce tumour growth and proliferation. Treatment of mammary-tumour bearing mice 
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with CAIX-specific sulfonamide and glycosylcoumarin inhibitors resulted in a significant 
reduction in tumour growth and lung metastasis formation [71]. One of the several potent 
CAIX inhibitors identified from a DNA-encoded chemical library screen has shown high 
and specific accumulation in tumour models [72].

A new class of sulfamate inhibitors proved to be excellent candidates for low dosage an-
ti-metastatic drugs [73], but were ineffective in reducing primary tumour growth [73,74]. 
Combining small molecules targeting CAIX with conventional therapies might yield even 
better efficacy. Recently, a CAIX dependent sensitizing effect of indanesulfonamides [75] 
and acetazolamide [76] on respectively radio- and chemotherapy has been demonstrated. 
Similarly combination of paclitaxel with orally administered U-104 significantly affected 
primary tumour growth and metastasis formation by reducing the breast cancer stem cell 
population [77]. Nitroimidazole and sulfamide based dual targeting drugs reduced hypox-
ic extracellular acidification in vitro, inhibited tumour growth at low dosage and sensi-
tized tumours to both radiation [78] and doxorubicin [79]. This dual-targeting strategy 
appeared to be more effective than single targeting molecules. Recently, a family of novel 
small-molecule drug conjugates comprising of a linker cleavable in the extracellular space 
and a potent cytotoxic payload targeting CAIX has been designed and characterized. The 
disulfide-linked conjugate with maytansinoid DM1 as cytotoxic payload and an acetazol-
amide derivative as the targeting ligand has shown potent anti-tumour effects in renal cell 
carcinoma models with only minimal toxicity [80]. These results indicate that targeted 
delivery of potent cytotoxic agents using CAIX directed ligands may provide therapeutic 
benefits over current standard of care. The first clinical trial (NCT02215850) testing a 
small molecule CAIX inhibitor, named SLC-0111, is currently ongoing and is focused on 
testing the safety in subjects with advanced solid tumours. 

Window-of-opportunity trial 

Although there is a high number of new promising anti-cancer agents under preclinical and 
clinical investigation, the success rate of approved drugs for clinical practice has not been 
significantly increased. Improved clinical trial designs, such as ‘window-of-opportunity’ 
trials will help to select effective drugs at an earlier stage and to identify patients which 
potentially will benefit of the drug. In this trial, the patient agrees to delay combined con-
ventional anti-cancer therapy to first receive the experimental drug, with the aim to obtain 
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knowledge about anti-tumour activity in a disease state that is not disturbed by previous 
or simultaneous treatments [81]. The question has been raised whether these trials should 
be more widely applied in early phases of drug development knowing the progress in im-
aging and monitoring tumour progression [82] to prevent expensive long-lasting classical 
clinical testing of inefficacious drugs. Using this trial approach, hypoxia imaging can be 
used as a biomarker of response, especially suitable in the context of testing hypoxia (re-
sponse) targeting drugs. Upon patient inclusion, baseline hypoxia should be acquired fol-
lowed by the experimental targeting drug. A post-treatment hypoxia PET scan will assess 
the effect of the single treatment by comparison of the hypoxic fractions between the two 
scans (Fig. 1). This window-of-opportunity trial can precede a phase 1 trial testing safety 
of the experimental drug in combination with conventional treatment, e.g. radiotherapy, 
or a randomized phase 2 clinical trial. We have used this concept preclinically to proof 
efficacy of the hypoxia-activated cytotoxic prodrug TH-302. The hypoxic fraction assessed 
with HX4 PET imaging in the rhabdomyosarcoma model was significantly reduced at day 4 
upon TH-302 treatment, while vehicle treatment was ineffective. Additionally, TH-302 was 
not only effective as monotherapy, but also sensitized tumours to a single dose of radiation 
[30]. Similarly, BAY 87-2243, an inhibitor of mitochondrial complex 1, resulted in reduced 
HIF-1α activity and pimonidazole binding prior to radiotherapy improving local tumour 
control [83,84]. Its efficacy has also been shown by a dramatic reduction in FAZA PET 
signal before significant changes in tumour volume were observed [85]. Finally sunitinib 
treatment resulted in improved tumour oxygenation as FAZA uptake in Caki-1 renal cell 
xenografts [86] and in patients with soft-tissue sarcomas [87] was significantly reduced 
during therapy. Upon withdrawal of sunitinib therapy, FAZA uptake increased again, indi-
cating a rebound in tumour hypoxia. These examples clearly highlight the importance of 
imaging the hypoxic fraction of tumours to monitor treatment response.
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Figure 1: Window-of-opportunity trial concept implementing non-invasive hypoxia imaging before and after 

drug administration followed by phase 1 or 2 trial combining radiotherapy and experimental drug. Additional 

hypoxia imaging can be included in step 3 for early response monitoring. HX4 hypoxia PET-CT images from a 

patient with head and neck cancer are shown as proof of concept.

Conclusions

Current clinically available hypoxia PET tracers, although showing different characteris-
tics, have proven to be reliable for evaluation of tumour hypoxia. Much progress has been 
made in the synthesis and evaluation of high affinity small molecules targeting CAIX. Nev-
ertheless, proper clinically-suited diagnostic tools are still lacking. The window-of-oppor-
tunity trial concept implementing non-invasive imaging to monitor treatment response 
is an important tool to provide evidence of anti-tumour efficacy in earlier stages of drug 
development.
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Abstract

Tumor hypoxia contributes resistance to chemo- and radiotherapy, while oxygenated tu-
mors are sensitive to these treatments. The indirect detection of hypoxic tumors is pos-
sible by targeting carbonic anhydrase IX (CA IX), an enzyme overexpressed in hypoxic tu-
mors, with sulfonamide-based imaging agents. In this study, we present the design and 
synthesis of novel gallium radiolabeled small molecule sulfonamides targeting CA IX. The 
compounds display favorable in vivo pharmacokinetics and stability. We demonstrate that 
our lead compound, [68Ga]-2, discriminates CA IX-expressing tumors in vivo in a mouse xe-
nograft model using positron emission tomography (PET). This compound shows specific 
tumor accumulation and low uptake in blood and clears intact to the urine. These findings 
were reproduced in a second study using PET/computed tomography. Small molecules 
investigated to date utilizing 68Ga for preclinical CA IX imaging are scarce, and this is one of 
the first effective 68Ga compounds reported for PET imaging of CA IX.
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Introduction

Molecular imaging with positron emission tomography (PET) has had a profound impact 
on primary diagnosis, management, therapy monitoring, and prognosis in cancer; it is 
noninvasive and provides personalized care to patients by informing treatment decisions 
and evaluating treatment response. Hypoxia (low oxygen concentration) is a characteristic 
feature of solid tumors. Hypoxic cells co-opt adaptive mechanisms to switch to a glyco-
lytic metabolism, promote cell proliferation, evade immune attack, induce angiogenesis, 
invade, and metastasize [1]. Tumor hypoxia is a negative prognostic factor associated with 
a more aggressive phenotype, specifically with resistance to chemo- and radiotherapy. For 
example, up to a 3-fold higher radiation dose is needed to achieve the same level of tumor 
cell death in hypoxic tumors as in oxygenated tumors [2]. The implementation of a hy-
poxia-guided clinical management strategy, such as hypoxia radiation sensitizers (e.g. ni-
morazole [3]) or hypoxia-specific cytotoxic therapy (e.g., TH-302; Figure 1A) [4], to those 
patients most likely to benefit is currently not possible, as there is no established method 
in routine clinical practice that is (i) noninvasive, (ii) routine to prepare, and (iii) indicative 
of the hypoxic cell population [2]. Most current methods to detect hypoxia are invasive 
(e.g., require surgery) and are subject to technical issues that cause sampling errors. 

Small-molecule molecular probes for imaging of hypoxia with PET may be split into two 
broad categories: “direct” and “indirect” imaging probes. Nitroimidazoles are direct imag-
ing probes for the detection of hypoxia with PET, with one compound, 18F-fluoromisonida-
zole (18F-FMISO) in limited clinical use [5]. Second- and third-generation nitroimidazoles, 
18F-FAZA and 18F-HX4, respectively, have been shown by us to address the pharmacokinetic 
(PK) problems of 18F-FMISO (slow tumor-specific accumulation and nonspecific washout), 
but better probes for hypoxia are still required [5-8].

A critical cellular response to hypoxia is the stabilization and activation of the transcrip-
tion factor hypoxia inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α). HIF-1α regulates the expression of genes 
required for survival under hypoxia. In principle, the gene products may be used as targets 
for imaging of tumor hypoxia with indirect probes and bypass the drawbacks associated 
with nitroimidazole probes [9]. Carbonic anhydrase IX (CA IX) is one of the most highly in-
duced HIF-1α responsive genes and is proposed as the “gold standard” endogenous mark-
er of cellular hypoxia [10-13]. CA IX expression is a negative prognostic factor in several 
types of cancer [14]. Additionally CA IX (over)expression is thought to predict the thera-
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peutic effect of CA IX-targeting anticancer therapies. CA IX is overexpressed and sustained 
in many solid tumors, including breast, brain (glioblastoma), clear cell renal, colorectal, 
head and neck, bladder, and non-small cell lung carcinomas, but expression in normal tis-
sues is restricted to the stomach and gastrointestinal tract [10, 15]. 

CA IX is a transmembrane zinc metalloenzyme that catalyzes the reversible hydration of 
CO2 to give HCO3

- and H+, enabling the tumor to regulate pH, allowing its spread and sur-
vival [12, 13, 16-20]. Expression of CA IX is commonly used as a histologic marker of tissue 
hypoxia, with detection using M75 [18] or G250 [21], two different monoclonal antibod-
ies specific for CA IX. There are several antibody- and antibody-fragment-based imaging 
agents with in vivo data that indirectly target hypoxic tumors by binding to CA IX [22, 23]. 

Our groups have shown that small-molecule sulfonamides are able to discriminate oxygen 
levels in tissues and bind preferentially to CA IX only in hypoxic cells, while CA IX-target-
ing antibodies also bind upon reoxygenation [24]. Therefore, our attention has turned to 
small molecules to develop radiopharmaceuticals to detect CA IX positive tumors with 
PET. To date, very few small molecules that incorporate a primary sulfonamide functional 
group, which is required for tight binding to the active site zinc in CA IX (see examples 
in Figure 1), have been developed and tested for CA IX imaging with PET in vivo [25-29]. 
Compound [18F]U-104 proved to be ineffective because of poor PK [28]. [18F]VM4-037 was 
found to be safe for use in healthy volunteers [25], but no CA IX-dependent uptake was 
found in vivo [30, 31]. In a recent phase-II pilot study of two patients with clear cell renal 
cell carcinoma (RCC) primary tumors with this agent, uptake was observed in both healthy 
and cancerous kidney as well as metastases, and CA IX selectivity was not confirmed [32], 
limiting the use of this imaging agent in RCC. The trivalent sulfonamide compounds [18F]
AmBF3-(ABS)3 and [18F]AmBF3-(ABS)3 have demonstrated imaging efficacy in vivo [26] en-
abling tumor visualization with a respective tumor-to-blood ratio (TBR) of 3.93 ± 1.26 or 
2.88 ± 1.81 in CA IX-expressing HT-29 tumors 1 h after injection. Interestingly, the mon-
ovalent variants showed a TBR close to unity and hence were less effective as imaging 
agents [26]. No discrimination between CA IX-expressing or nonexpressing tumors was 
shown, but preinjection of acetazolamide effectively blocked uptake of [18F]AmBF3-(ABS)3 

in the tumor. Recently another series of mono-, di-, and trivalent sulfonamides based on 
68Ga-DOTA/NOTGA as the PET reporter group were tested in a CA IX-expressing HT-29 tu-
mor xenograft, and again only the trivalent sulfonamide (68Ga-NOTGA-AEBSA3) had a TBR 
that significantly differed from that of the controls (where test animals were first treated 
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with acetazolamide as a CA IX-blocking sulfonamide) [27]. 
68Ga (t1/2 = 68 min) has been used to label small molecules, biological macromolecules, and 
nano- and microparticles [33]. It is a favorable positron emitter because its γ emission is 
negligible and it can be produced in a 68Ge/68Ga generator, so an on-site cyclotron is not 
required [34]. As the parent radionuclide 68Ge has a long half-life (t1/2 = 270.8 days), it can 
be stored for relatively long periods [34]. To make PET imaging with sulfonamides suit-
able for eventual use in cancer patients, the purpose of the present work is to design and 
synthesize novel small-molecule 68Ga-labeled imaging agents that can selectively target 
CA IX-positive tumor cells in vivo. Specifically, agents with improved PK properties, CA IX 
targeting, TBR, and image contrast compared with those previously described are sought.

Figure 1. (A) Nitroimidazole hypoxia-targeted cytotoxic drug TH-302 and small-molecule nitroimidazole PET 

imaging agents for hypoxia: 18F-MISO, 18F-FAZA, and 18F-HX4. (B) Small-molecule primary sulfonamides investi-

gated in animal models for CA IX imaging with PET [25-28].
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Results and Discussion

Compound Design and Synthesis. 
Most small-molecule CA inhibitors incorporate a primary sulfonamide functional group, 
which imparts molecular recognition specificity for the zinc in the active site of CAs but not 
the metals of other metalloenzymes [29]. The active site of CA IX is, however, structurally 
similar to those of CA I and CA II, the major CA isozymes within red blood cells, (CA I: 1.6 
± 2.3 mg/g of hemoglobin (Hb); CA II: 1.8 ± 0.3 mg/g of Hb) [35]. As a consequence of the 
binding of sulfonamide-based imaging agents to CA I and CA II in red blood cells, increased 
background signal and reduced image contrast have hampered the efforts of others in this 
field [2, 36, 37]. Our group has contributed substantially to the development of CA inhibi-
tors with enhanced selectivity for CA IX over CA I and CA II in vitro and, via extrapolation, 
in vivo [4]. We have shown that the different CA active sites have variable tolerance to the 
nature of moieties appended to the aromatic sulfonamide CA targeting group [38-42]. This 
attribute allows fine-tuning of the bioactive, physicochemical, and toxicological proper-
ties of the compound to better target a particular CA isozyme [43]. The CA IX targeting 
agents of this study, compounds 1 (natGa and 67Ga) and 2 (natGa, 67Ga, and 68Ga), extend 
our established design principles. These compounds are primary sulfonamides tethered 
to a metal chelator, 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA), via 
either an intervening aliphatic triazole linker (1) or a hydrophilic triazole poly(ethylene 
glycol) (PEG) linker (2) (Figure 2). The DOTA macrocycle is the workhorse metal ion chela-
tor for molecular imaging agents, forming stable complexes with the PET imaging isotope 
68Ga [44]. 68Ga is becoming a relevant isotope for routine clinical examinations, with 68Ga 
PET imaging agents such as 68Ga-DOTATATE and 68Ga-HBED-PSMA in clinical use [45, 46]. 
67Ga is a common radionuclide for use with single photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT). The most widely used application is of 67Ga-citrate for inflammation and infec-
tion imaging. The relatively long half-life (t1/2 = 3.26 days) makes 67Ga a useful tool for the 
assessment of key parameters of gallium-based radiopharmaceuticals, including radio-
chemical stability, metabolic stability, and plasma protein binding, and this in turn informs 
subsequent decisions on in vivo protocols. The preparation of 67Ga complexes also permits 
the optimization of radiolabeling conditions, purification methodology, and reformulation 
procedures prior to using the shorter-half-life PET radionuclide 68Ga. We first synthesized 
the “cold” compounds, natGa-1 and natGa-2, followed by the corresponding radiolabeled 
compounds [67Ga]-1 and [67Ga]-2 to establish optimized radiolabeling conditions. [68Ga]-2 
was selected as the target compound for in vivo PET imaging studies. 
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Figure 2. Target [sulfonamide]–[triazole linker]–[DOTA] compounds for use as CA IX imaging agents.

The compound design as [sulfonamide]–[variable linker]–[DOTA] is deliberately modular. 
This enables a straightforward synthesis using copper-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddi-
tion (CuAAC), or “click chemistry”, to combine the components. CuAAC is one of the most 
accomplished reactions for combining groups to pool their individual properties into a 
single molecule [47]. The biopharmaceutical stability of the resulting triazole is favorable, 
as it is resistant to acidic, basic, reductive, and oxidative conditions in addition to enzymat-
ic degradation [48]. Scaffold 2 employs a tetraethylene glycol linker, which is a shortened 
PEG chain with good biopharmaceutical properties, polarity, and water solubility, aiding 
the eventual formulation [49]. The PEG-based linker was additionally selected to enhance 
the likelihood that the agents would have improved specificity for CA IX. The increased 
polarity reduces plasma protein binding and membrane permeability and thus may lessen 
the off-target binding to CA I and CA II in red blood cells [50]. A previous generation of DO-
TA-based scaffolds were designed by Rami and co-workers, but to the best of our knowl-
edge, these were not radiolabeled or evaluated as CA IX imaging agents in vivo [51, 52]. 

The target compounds 1 and 2 are synthesized from three modular components, [sul-
fonamide], [linker], and [DOTA], with incorporation of the gallium cation as the final step 
(Schemes 1 and 2). The synthesis of the [sulfonamide] component, 4-ethynylbenzenesul-
fonamide (5), has been described previously [53]. The [linker] components, 4 and 11, were 
designed with orthogonal end groups. An azide facilitates the reaction with 5 via CuAAC, 
while the bromide provides an orthogonal leaving group facilitating the SN2 substitution 
reaction with the [DOTA] component 7. Linkers 4 and 11 were prepared by reaction of 
bromoacetyl bromide (3.3 equiv) with amino azides 3 [54] and 10, respectively [55]. The 
[sulfonamide] component 5 and [linker] components 4 and 11 were subjected to CuSO4 
(0.01–0.05 equiv), sodium ascorbate (0.1 equiv), and TBTA (0.01–0.05 equiv) to generate 
6 and 12, respectively. The removal of excess copper ions from 6 and 12 was achieved by 
a solid EDTA chase or by washing the organic phases with EDTA (1.0 M) in ammonium 
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hydroxide (28.0–30.0%, NH3 basis) solution. The [DOTA] component 7 was prepared from 
commercially available cyclen as described by Prashun et al [56]. SN2 substitution of 6 

and 12 with 7 using anhydrous conditions gave the tBu-protected compounds 8 and 13 

in reasonable yields. Treatment of compounds 8 and 13 with either neat formic acid or 
1:1 TFA/DCM removed the tBu protecting groups to provide the nonmetalated precursor 
compounds 9 and 14 in high yield. Next, the target natGa complexes, natGa-1 and natGa-2, 
were prepared in quantitative yield from 9 and 14 using Ga(NO3)3·xH2O in H2O with the 
pH adjusted to pH 4.5 with 1.0 M HCl or 1.0 M KOH. Compounds 9 and 14 were purified 
by reversed-phase HPLC (RP-HLPC) prior to biological evaluation and radiolabeling with 
67Ga and/or 68Ga.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of natGa-1a

aReagents and conditions: (i) bromoacetyl bromide (3.3 equiv), 1.0 M aqueous NaOH (3 equiv), DCM, rt, 18 h; (ii) 5 

(1.0 equiv), CuSO4 (0.05 equiv), sodium ascorbate (0.1 equiv), TBTA (0.05 equiv), 2:1 DMSO/H2O, 45 °C, 3 h; (iii) 7 

(1.2 equiv), K2CO3 (1.2 equiv), anhydrous MeCN, rt, 18 h; (iv) 1:1 TFA/DCM, rt, 18 h; (v) Ga(NO3)3·xH2O (1.1 equiv), 

H2O, 80 °C, 2–4 h.

Carbonic Anhydrase Binding

The CA binding data for natGa-1, natGa-2, and the reference CA inhibitor acetazolamide were 
measured for the cancer-associated CA isozymes CA IX and XII and the off-target CA iso-
zymes CA I and CA II. Compounds natGa-1 and natGa-2 have low affinity for CA I but bind 
equally well to CA II, CA IX, and CA XII (Ki range 59.6–84.7 nM) (Table 1). Binding to CA II 
supports the significance and importance of designing probes to have reduced cell-mem-
brane permeability, as this limits access of the probes to the intracellular CA II.
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of natGa-2a

aReagents and conditions: (i) bromoacetyl bromide (3.3 equiv), NaOH (1.0 M, 2 equiv), DCM, rt, 18 h; (ii) 5 (1.0 

equiv), CuSO4 (0.01 equiv), sodium ascorbate (0.1 equiv), TBTA (0.01 equiv), 2:1 DMSO/H2O, 30 °C, 18 h; (iii) 7 (1.2 

equiv), K2CO3 (1.3 equiv), anhydrous MeCN, 60 °C, 3 h; (iv) 1:1 TFA/DCM, rt, 18 h; (v) Ga(NO3)3·xH2O (1.1 equiv), H2O, 

80 °C, 2–4 h.

Table 1. Inhibition Data for Human CA Isozymes I, II, IX, and XII with Compounds natGa-1 and natGa-2 and the 

Reference Compound Acetazolamide

Ki (nM)a,b selectivityc

compd hCA I hCA II hCA IX hCA XII CA I/CA IX CA II/CA 
IX

CA XII/ 
CA IX

acetazolamided 250 12 25 n/a 10 0.48 n/a

natGa-1 387 72.5 84.7 59.6 4.57 0.85 0.70

natGa-2 169 78.3 63.1 56.8 2.67 1.24 0.90

aErrors were in the range of ±5% of the reported value, from three determinations. bMeasured using a stopped-flow assay that 

monitors the physiological reaction (CA-catalyzed hydration of CO2) [57, 58]. cSelectivity is determined by the ratio of Ki values 

for CA isozymes I, II, and XII relative to CA IX. dLiterature acetazolamide values [59].

Radiochemistry

Compounds 9 and 14 were successfully radiolabeled with 67Ga under standard conditions 
(0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 4.5, 10 min, 95 °C). To test the robustness of the radiolabeling 
method developed, the compound amount was progressively reduced from 10 to 1 nmol 
and the radiochemical yield quantified by RP-HPLC (Table 2). It was shown that 9 was suc-
cessfully radiolabeled (to give [67Ga]-1) down to 2 nmol of compound (98%) but at 1 nmol, 
only 61% radiolabeling was achieved. However, 14 was radiolabeled efficiently (to give 
[67Ga]-2) down to 1 nmol of compound (>99%). Purification of the radiolabeled products 
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was carried out using either RP-HPLC or rapid reversed phase C-18 solid-phase extraction 
(SPE). Both [67Ga]-1 and [67Ga]-2 were reformulated into phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). 

Table 2. Radiochemical Yields of [67Ga]-1 and [67Ga]-2 at Varying Compound Concentrationsa

amount of compd

(nmol)

radiochemical yield (%)b

9 [67Ga]-1 14  [67Ga]-2

25 100 100

10 >99 >98

5 n/a >99

2 98 100

1 61 >99

aReaction conditions: Compound 9 or 14 (1 mM in water), sodium acetate (0.1 M, to pH 4.5), 67GaCl3 (18–21 MBq in 0.1 M HCl), 95 

°C, 10 min. bAs determined by RP-HPLC (conditions available in the Supporting Information). cLabeling in HEPES buffer proceed-

ed with >99% radiochemical yield. d±standard deviation based on two radiolabeling experiments.

Compound 14 was radiolabeled with 68Ga (200–800 MBq, eluted from a 68Ge/68Ga genera-
tor (IDB Holland, Baarle-Nassau, The Netherlands) in about 1 mL of 0.6 M HCl), in 400 µL 
of 3.0 M sodium acetate or ammonium acetate (pH 4.3, 10 min, 99 °C) in high radiochemi-
cal purity (>95%) as determined by radio-RP-HPLC (Inertsil ODS C18, 5 µM, 4.6 mm × 250 
mm, 100:0 → 0:100 H2O + 0.1% TFA/MeCN + 0.1% TFA, 1.0 mL/min).

Biopharmaceutical Properties 

The stability of the 67Ga radiolabeled compounds [67Ga]-1 and [67Ga]-2 was examined in 
PBS (pH 7.4). The compounds were found to be stable, with ≥95% of the parent com-
pounds remaining after 18 h of incubation at 37.5 °C and ≥90% after 96 h of incubation. 
The protein binding of [67Ga]-1 and [67Ga]-2 to human serum was minimal (< 7%, n = 3) 
after 48 h. [67Ga]-2 exhibited favorable radiochemical purity (data not shown), good sta-
bility, and good preliminary physicochemical properties. Hence, additional biopharmaceu-
tical properties of cold natGa-2 were assessed (Table 3); by extrapolation, these properties 
should reflect those expected for the radiolabeled analogue [68Ga]-2. The in vitro metabol-
ic stability of compound natGa-2 in mouse liver microsomes was measured in the presence 
and absence of NADPH, the cofactor required for oxidative metabolism by cytochrome 
P450s. Compound natGa-2 exhibited minimal microsomal degradation (t1/2 > 247 min), and 
it is expected that compound natGa-2 is subject to low hepatic clearance in vivo. The in 
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vitro intrinsic clearance of natGa-2 was low (<7 µL min-1 (mg protein)-1). The in vitro mem-
brane permeability (Papp) of natGa-2 in the Caco-2 cell model (pH 7.4) was measured. natGa-2 
was not detected in the Caco-2 assay acceptor chamber, while good mass balance (92% ± 
6%) confirmed minimal retention of the compound within the cell monolayer and mini-
mal nonspecific adsorption. The experimental value measured, Papp < 0.7 cm/s, indicates 
that natGa-2 has very low cell membrane permeability. The stability and extent of plasma 
protein binding of natGa-2 in mouse plasma was analyzed. The measured concentration of 
natGa-2 in mouse plasma samples (37 °C) quenched at 2 min was unchanged. However, at 
10 min the concentration of natGa-2 had dropped but then remained steady over the re-
mainder of the 4 h incubation. Plasma protein binding of natGa-2 was low (39%) following 
4 h of incubation. The cytotoxicity and cell viability of natGa-2 were tested via a standard 
methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium assay, with no toxicity observed up to 1 mM natGa-2 in nor-
moxia (data not shown). Collectively, these additional properties of natGa-2 are indicative 
of a safe, well-tolerated compound with physicochemical properties suited to preferential 
targeting of CA IX over intracellular CAs and hence a favorable TBR of the corresponding 
68Ga compound.

Table 3. Biopharmaceutical Properties of Compound natGa-2

degrada-

tion

t1/2 (min)a

in vitro CLint 

(µL min-1 )mg of protein)-1)a

microsome-predicted 

EH
b

Papp

(cm/s)c

plasma protein binding (4 

h)d

>247 <7 <0.13 <0.7 39%

aThe metabolic stability parameters for compound natGa-2 are based on NADPH-dependent degradation profiles in 

mouse liver microsomes. In vitro CLint is the intrinsic clearance value. bPredicted in vivo hepatic extraction ratio (EH). 

cPapp = apparent permeability across Caco-2 monolayers. dAverage of duplicate determinations.

Small Animal PET and PET/CT Imaging Studies

Our lead compound, [68Ga]-2, was chosen for follow-up in vivo PET studies and was in-
jected intravenously into mice bearing HCT116 tumors with high or low CA IX expression 
to assess the selectivity of uptake using PET. The efficiency of CA IX genetic silencing was 
determined by Western blot analysis and immunofluorescence. In agreement with pre-
vious studies [60, 61], CA IX levels were significantly lower in CA IX-knockdown tumors 
than in CA IX-expressing tumors (Figure 3A, B). Additionally, as determined by immuno-
fluorescence staining, membranous CA IX expression was colocalized with the exogenous 
hypoxia marker pimonidazole in CA IX-expressing tumors, whereas in CA IX-knockdown 
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tumors very low or no CA IX expression was present (Figure 3C). This confirms efficient 
CA IX knockdown and thus CA IX-dependent uptake of [68Ga]-2. 

Figure 3. CA IX expression in mice bearing CA IX-expressing (shNT) or CA IX-knockdown (shCA IX) tumors. (A) 

Western blot showing CA IX protein levels in representative samples. (B) Quantification of CA IX protein levels 

as determined by Western blot for all shNT and shCA IX tumors. (C) Immunofluorescence staining of CA IX (red) 

and the hypoxia marker pimonidazole (green). Right-side images are magnifications of areas within the white 

rectangles in the left-side images. “n” indicates necrotic areas.
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In order to determine the optimal imaging time point, µPET scans were acquired hourly 
from 1 to 4 h post injection (h p.i.) of [68Ga]-2. Tumor uptake in the CA IX-expressing model 
was clearly observed and found to be highest at 1 h p.i. (Figure 4A). This time point was 
selected for all of the subsequent experiments. Additionally, it was found that the agent 
was rapidly excreted renally, as observed by the high presence of the agent in the kidneys 
and bladder. Mass spectrometry analysis of the urine confirmed that the compound was 
cleared without metabolism.

To assess the compound selectivity, uptake was compared between mice with either CA 
IX-expressing or CA IX-knockdown tumors. Although CA IX-knockdown tumors tend to 
grow slower than their CA IX-expressing counterparts [61], the tumor volumes at the time 
of scans were not statistically different (P = 0.422) between the two groups (315 ± 104 
and 277 ± 63 mm3

 for CA IX-expressing and CA IX-knockdown tumors, respectively). The 
TBR was significantly higher (P < 0.01) in mice bearing CA IX-expressing tumors (3.87 
± 1.34) compared with mice bearing CA IX-knockdown tumors (1.99 ± 0.99) (Figure 4B, 
C). Uptake of [68Ga]-2 was therefore found to be CA IX-dependent. However, the lack of 
anatomical information in the acquired PET images prompted us to verify colocalization 
with computed tomography (CT). Therefore, the experiments were repeated to include 
CT scans, enabling better tumor delineation in the fused PET/CT images and more clearly 
confirming the localization of the agent in the tumor. Again the tumor volumes at the time 
of scans were not statistically different (P = 0.071) between the two groups (492 ± 390 
and 125 ± 44 mm3

 for CA IX-expressing and CA IX-knockdown tumors respectively). Simi-
lar to the first experiment, the TBR was significantly higher (P < 0.01) in mice bearing CA 
IX-expressing tumors (2.36 ± 0.424) than in mice bearing CA IX-knockdown tumors (1.30 
± 0.350) (Figure 5A, B). Autoradiography analysis of tumor sections supported the µPET 
results, showing a higher signal intensity relative to injected dose (ID) in CA IX-expressing 
tumors (9.12 ´ 10-7 ± 7.25 ´ 10-7) compared with CA IX-knockdown tumors (3.84 ´ 10-7 ± 
1.53 ´ 10-7) (Figure 5C). Low uptake of [68Ga]-2 was also observed in the CA IX-knockdown 
model, which can be explained by residual CA IX expression in these tumors. Nevertheless, 
the significantly higher uptake of [68Ga]-2 in tumors with high CA IX expression confirms 
the selectivity of this imaging compound. 
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Figure 4. [68Ga]-2 uptake in mice bearing CA IX-expressing (shNT) or CA IX-knockdown (shCA IX) tumors. (A) 

Representative μPET scans at 1–4 h p.i. in a shNT-tumor bearing mouse. (B) Representative μPET scans at 1 h p.i. 

(C) TBRs of [68Ga]-2 uptake determined from PET scans of shNT-tumor bearing mice (n = 11) and shCA IX-tumor 

bearing mice (n = 6). **, P < 0.01.
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Figure 5. [68Ga]-2 uptake in mice bearing CA IX-expressing (shNT) or CA IX-knockdown (shCA IX) tumors. (A) 

Representative μPET/CT fusion images at 1 h p.i. (B) TBRs of [68Ga]-2 uptake determined from PET scans of 

shNT-tumor bearing mice (n = 4) and shCA IX-tumor bearing mice (n = 5). **, P < 0.01. (C) Signal intensity relative 

to injected dose (ID) as determined by autoradiography analysis of tumor sections from shNT-tumor bearing 

mice (n = 6) and shCA IX-tumor bearing mice (n = 6).

Conclusion

This study provides the first evidence of noninvasive, specific detection of CA IX in vivo 
using a CA IX-targeting small-molecule PET radiotracer, [68Ga]-2. The synthesis of the unla-
beled precursor of [68Ga]-2 (compound 14) and the radiochemistry to introduce 68Ga were 
straightforward, proceeded in good yields, and were reproducible, and the biopharmaceu-
tical properties were favorable. This study is a promising step toward a new predictive tool 
that will enable testing of the potential of CA IX expression as a biomarker for selection of 
patients eligible for CA IX-targeting anticancer therapies.

Experimental Section

Chemistry - General Methods 

All of the starting materials and reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers. 
Where specified, solvents were available commercially dried or were dried prior to use. 
Reactions took place open to the atmosphere unless otherwise specified. Reaction prog-
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ress was monitored by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using silica gel 60 F254 plates 
with detection by short-wave UV fluorescence (λ = 254 nm) and staining with ninhydrin 
(1 g of ninhydrin, 200 mL of EtOH, 8 mL of acetic acid), KMnO4 (0.75 g of KMnO4, 5 g of 
K2CO3, 75 mg of NaOH, 100 mL of H2O), or vanillin stain (5 g of vanillin in an 87:10.2:2.8 
EtOH/H2O/H2SO4 mixture with subsequent heating); by TLC using RP-18 silica gel 60 F254 
plates with detection by short-wave UV fluorescence; or by high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC) on an Agilent 1100 system using a Thermo Betasil C18 column (150 
mm × 4.6 mm, 5 μm) and a gradient method of 95:5 → 5:95 H2O (+0.1% TFA)/acetoni-
trile (+0.1% TFA) over 10 min at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Silica gel flash chromatogra-
phy was performed using silica gel 60 Å (230–400 mesh). NMR (1H, 13C{1H}, 1H–1H gCOSY, 
and HSQC) spectra were recorded on either a 400 or 500 MHz spectrometer at 30 °C. 1H 
NMR spectra were referenced to the residual solvent peak (CDCl3, 7.26 ppm; DMSO-d6, 
2.50 ppm). 13C NMR spectra were referenced to the internal solvent (CDCl3, 77.0 ppm; DM-
SO-d6, 39.5 ppm). Multiplicity is indicated as follows: s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), 
q (quartet), quint (quintuplet), m (multiplet), dd (doublet of doublets), ddd (doublet of 
doublets of doublets), b (broad). Coupling constants (J) are reported in hertz. Mestreno-
va 6.1 software was used for NMR analysis. Melting points are uncorrected. Mass spectra 
(low- and high-resolution) were recorded using electrospray as the ionization technique 
in positive-ion and/or negative-ion mode as stated. The purities of all final compounds (8, 
9, natGa-1, and natGa-2) were ≥95% as determined by HPLC with UV detection. Compounds 
3, 4, 5, 7, and 10 were synthesized as described elsewhere, with characterization in agree-
ment with the literature [53, 54, 56, 62-65]. The atom labeling of DOTA compounds used 
for NMR assignments is shown in Scheme 3. 

Scheme 3. Atom Labeling of DOTA Compounds
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Chemistry – Synthesis Methods

General Procedure 1: Synthesis of Brominated [linker] Components

The amino azide precursor (1 equiv) was suspended in a biphasic DCM/NaOH(aq) solu-
tion (2:1, 2–3 equiv of NaOH) and cooled to 0 °C. Bromoacetyl bromide (3 equiv) was add-
ed dropwise to the DCM layer. The solution was then stirred vigorously overnight at rt. The 
reaction mixture was diluted with DCM and H2O, and the aqueous fraction was extracted 
with DCM (2 × 50 mL). The organic fractions were combined and washed with 50 mM Na-

2CO3 (3 × 50 mL), dried with MgSO4, filtered, and concentrated. The crude compound was 
sufficiently pure and used crude in the next step.

General Procedure 2: Addition of “Cold” Ga

The parent compound (9 or 14, 1 equiv) was suspended in H2O, and excess Ga(NO3)3·x-

H2O(aq) was added. The pH of the reaction mixture was adjusted to ∼4.5 using KOH (1.0 
M) or HCl (1.0 M). The reaction mixture was heated at 80 °C, and the pH was monitored 
and adjusted accordingly to maintain pH 4.5. The reaction mixture stabilized after ∼2 h. 
Reaction progress was monitored by LC–MS. Products were purified by RP-18 flash col-
umn chromatography (H2O/MeOH 100:0 → 5:95), and the solvent was removed in vacuo, 
leaving a hygroscopic solid.

N-(3-Azidopropyl)-2-bromoacetamide (4)

The title compound was synthesized from 3-azido-1-propanamine HCl salt (3) (1.5 g, 11 
mmol) and NaOH (2 equiv) using general procedure 1 and isolated as a yellow oil (1.9 g, 
78%). Rf 0.13 (90:10 DCM/MeOH). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δH 6.72 (br s, 1H, NH), 3.88 
(s, 2H, βCH2), 3.40–3.36 (m, 4H, γCH2, εCH2), 1.82 (quint, 2H, J = 6.60 Hz, δCH2). 13C NMR 
(125 MHz, CDCl3): δC 165.8 (αC═O), 49.5 (εCH2 or γCH2), 38.1 (εCH2 or γCH2), 29.3 (βCH2), 
28.6 (δCH2). LRMS (ESI–): m/z = 221, 219 [M – H; 81Br, 79Br]−. HRMS (ESI)+: calcd for C5H-

9
79BrN4NaO+, 242.9852; found, 242.9852. The 1H NMR data were in agreement with the 

data reported in the literature [62].

2-Bromo-N-(3-[4-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl]propyl)acetamide (6)

CuSO4 (7 mg, 0.027 mmol) and sodium ascorbate (10.8 mg, 0.055 mmol) were combined 
in 1 mL of H2O and added to a solution of alkyne 11 (100 mg, 0.55 mmol), azide 5 (145 
mg, 0.66 mmol), and TBTA (14.5 mg, 0.027 mmol) in DMSO (2 mL). The mixture was left 
to stir at 45 °C, and the reaction was monitored by TLC. Once the reaction was complete 
(1.5 h), the reaction mixture was filtered through Celite and washed with H2O, and the 
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filtrate was redissolved in DMF. The DMF was concentrated to a minimum amount before 
EtOAc (30 mL) was added and the organic phase was rapidly washed with EDTA in am-
monium hydroxide (1.0 M, 50 mL). The organic fraction was dried (MgSO4) and filtered, 
and the remaining residue was purified by flash column chromatography (90:10 EtOAc/
MeOH). The product was isolated as a white powder (0.04 g, 18%). Rf 0.36 (80:20 DCM/
MeOH), mp 182–185 °C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δH 8.70 (s, 1H, triazole CH), 8.39 (t, 
1H, NH), 8.02 (m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.89 (m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.37 (s, 2H, SO2NH2), 4.45 (t, J = 
7.0 Hz, 2H, εCH2), 3.85 (s, 2H, βCH2), 3.15 (q, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H, γCH2), 2.08–2.02 (quint, J = 6.9 
Hz, 2H, δCH2). 13C NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δC 166.2 (αC═O), 145.0 (Cq), 143.1 (triazole 
Cq), 133.9 (Cq), 126.4 (2 × CHAr), 125.3 (2 × CHAr), 122.6 (triazole CH), 47.4 (εCH2), 36.3 
(γCH2), 29.5 (βCH2 and δCH2), 29.4 (βCH2 and δCH2). LRMS (ESI–): m/z = 402, 400 [M – H; 
81Br, 79Br]−. HRMS (ESI): calcd for C13H16BrN5O3S+, 402.0228; found, 402.0208.

Tri-tert-butyl 2,2′,2″-(10-(2-Oxo-2-((3-(4-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-

yl)propyl)amino)ethyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-triyl)triacetate (8)

Compound 7 (109 mg, 0.21 mmol), 6 (85 mg, 0.21 mmol), and K2CO3 (58 mg, 0.42 mmol) 
were dissolved in anhydrous MeCN (5 mL), and the reaction mixture was stirred overnight 
at room temperature. The mixture was filtered through Celite and washed with MeOH. 
The residue was purified by flash column chromatography (gradient 100% DCM→ 85:15 
DCM/MeOH). Appropriate fractions were combined, and the product was isolated as a hy-
groscopic solid (59.3 mg, 33%). Rf 0.04 (95:5 DCM/MeOH). 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 
85 °C): δH 8.63 (s, 1H, CH triazole), 8.17 (t, J = 5.38 Hz, 1H, NH), 7.98 (m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.91 
(m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.20 (s, 2H, SO2NH2), 4.45 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H, εCH2), 3.53 (MeOH), 3.19 (m, 
2H, γCH2), 3.08 (s, 6H, τCH2), 2.94 (dt, J = 42.0, 5.2 Hz, 2H, CH2 Aza), 2.61 (br, 7H, CH2 Aza), 
2.30 (br, 7H, CH2 Aza), 2.10 (quint, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H, δCH2), 1.44 (s, 9H, tBu), 1.40 (s, 18H, 2 × 
tBu). 13C NMR (75.5 MHz, DMSO-d6): δC 172.5 (C═O), 172.2 (2 × C═O), 171.6 (C═O), 145.0 
(Cq triazole), 143.1 (Cq Ar), 133.9 (Cq Ar), 126.4 (2 × ArCH), 125.3 (2 × ArCH), 122.5 (CH 
triazole), 81.1 (Cq tBu), 80.9 (2 × Cq tBu), 69.8 (MeOH), 60.18 (τCH2), 55.7 (τCH2), 55.3 
(τCH2), 54–49 (CH2 Aza in baseline), 47.6 (εCH2), 36.0 (γCH2), 29.6 (δCH2), 27.9 (βCH3), 
27.5 (CH3 tBu). LRMS (ESI+): m/z = 836 [M + H]+. HRMS (ESI): calcd for C39H65N9NaO9S+, 
858.4518; found, 858.4513.

2,2′,2″-(10-(2-Oxo-2-((3-(4-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl)propyl)ami-

no)ethyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-triyl)triacetic Acid (9)

Compound 8 (87.7 mg, 0.1 mmol) was dissolved in 1:1 DCM/TFA (8 mL), and the solution 
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was stirred at 40 °C for 3 h. The reaction progress was monitored by LC–MS and RP-18 
TLC. When conversion was complete, the solvent was removed in vacuo and then coevap-
orated with water (×3) followed by lyophilization. Rf 0.76 (50:50 MeOH/H2O RP-18 TLC). 
Samples for radiolabeling were purified using HPLC (isocratic 7:93 MeCN/H2O + 0.1% for-
mic acid on a Waters Atlantis T3 C18 column (19 mm × 150 mm, 10 μM) at a flow rate of 
12 mL/min). Product fractions were collected, and the solvent was removed in vacuo (8.5 
mg, 52% HPLC recovery). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δH 8.69 (s, 1H, CH triazole), 8.57 
(t, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H, NH), 8.01 (m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.90 (s, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.38 (s, 2H, SO2NH2), 
4.48 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H, εCH2), 4.1–3.0 (m, signals masked by broad H2O peak), 3.18 (q, J = 
5.1 Hz, 2H, γCH2), 2.08 (quint, 2H, δCH2). Correlations under the H2O peak were observed 
in the 1H–1H gCOSY and HSQC spectra. LRMS (ESI+): m/z = 668 [M + H]+. HRMS (ESI): calcd 
for C27H42N9O9S+, 668.2821; found, 668.2819.

N-[2-[2-[2-(2-Azidoethoxy)ethoxy]ethoxy]ethyl]-2-bromoacetamide (11)

The title compound was synthesized from 11-azido-3,6,9-trioxaundecanamine (10) (450 
mg, 2.08 mmol) using general procedure 1 and isolated as a yellow oil (0.54 g, 76%). Rf 
0.35 (95:5 DCM/MeOH). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δH 6.92 (s, 1H, NH), 3.87 (s, 2H, βCH2), 
3.71–3.63 (m, 10H, εCH2, ζCH2), 3.59 (t, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H, δCH2), 3.49 (m, 2H, γCH2), 3.39 (t, J 
= 5.0 Hz, 2H, ηCH2N3). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3): δC 165.8 (αC═O), (70.9, 70.8, 70.7, 70.5, 
70.2, εCH, ζCH2), 69.5 (δCH2), 50.8 (ηCH2), 40.1 (γCH2), 29.2 (βCH2). LRMS (ESI–): m/z 339, 
337 [M – H, 81Br, 79Br]−. HRMS (ESI+): calcd for C10H19

79BrN4O4
+, 339.0662; found, 339.0684. 

The 1H NMR data were in agreement with the data reported in the literature [66].

2-Bromo-N-[[2-(2-[2-[4-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl]ethoxy]ethoxy)

ethoxy]methyl]acetamide (12)

CuSO4 (2 mg, 0.007 mmol) and sodium ascorbate (14 mg, 0.071 mmol) were combined in 
1 mL of H2O and added to a solution of azide 11 (264 mg, 0.78 mmol), alkyne 5 (128 mg, 
0.71 mmol), and TBTA (4 mg, 0.007 mmol) in DMSO (2 mL). The mixture was left to stir at 
45 °C, and the reaction was monitored by TLC. Once the reaction was complete, the reac-
tion mixture was diluted with H2O and EtOAc, and the aqueous phase was extracted with 
EtOAc (4 × 30 mL). The organic fractions were combined and washed with EDTA (1.0 M) 
in ammonium hydroxide (28.0–30.0%, NH3 basis) solution, dried (Na2SO4), filtered, and 
purified by flash column chromatography (95:5 EtOAc/MeOH or DCM/MeOH). The prod-
uct was isolated as a yellow gum (0.148 g, 40%). Rf 0.2 (95:5 DCM/MeOH), mp 85–90 °C. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δH 8.66 (s, 1H, triazole CH), 8.28 (br t, J = 5.90 Hz, 1H, NH), 
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8.02 (m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.90 (m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.36 (s, 2H, SO2NH2), 4.60 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 2H, 
ηCH2), 3.88 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 2H, ζCH2), 3.84 (s, 2H, βCH2), 3.58–3.45 (m, 8H, εCH2), 3.39 (t, J 
= 5.7 Hz, 2H, δCH2NH), 3.20 (q, J = 5.67 Hz, 2H, γCH2). 13C NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δC 
166.0 (αC═O), 144.9 (Cq Ar-triazole), 143.0 (Cq Ar-SO2NH2), 133.9 (Cq triazole), 126.3 (2 × 
ArCH), 125.25 (2 × ArCH), 122.84 (CH triazole), 69.7–69.5 (εCH2, 4C), 68.7 (δCH2 or ζCH2), 
68.6 (δCH2 or ζCH2), 54.8 (DCM), 49.7 (ηCH2), 48.6 (γCH2), 29.4 (βCH2). LRMS (ESI+): m/z = 
544, 542 [M + Na, 81Br, 79Br]+; 522, 520 [M + H, 81Br, 79Br]+. HRMS (ESI): calcd for C18H26

79Br-
N5NaO6S+, 542.0679; found, 542.0681.

Tri-tert-butyl 2,2′,2″-(10-(2-Oxo-14-(4-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl)-

6,9,12-trioxa-3-azatetradecyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-triyl)triacetate 

(13)

Compound 12 (0.196 g, 0.37 mmol), 7 (253 mg, 0.49 mmol), and K2CO3 (68 mg, 0.49 mmol) 
were dissolved in anhydrous MeCN (8 mL), and the reaction mixture was stirred at 60 °C 
for 3h. The mixture was filtered through Celite, washed (MeCN), and concentrated, and 
the remaining residue was purified by column chromatography (90:10 DCM/MeOH). The 
fractions were monitored by HPLC, and positive fractions were combined to give the title 
compound as a hygroscopic off-white solid (0.268 g, 76%). Rf 0.28 (90:10 DCM/MeOH). 1H 
NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δH 8.67 (s, 1H, CH triazole), 8.18 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, NH), 8.02 (m, 
2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.90 (m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.37 (s, 2H, SO2NH2), 4.59 (t, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H, ηCH2), 
3.88 (t, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H, ζCH2), 3.50 (m, 8H, εCH2), 3.41 (t, J = 5.94 Hz, 2H, δCH2), 3.21 (m, 
2H, γCH2), 3.1–2.0 (br, m, 24H, Aza CH2, βCH2, 3 × τCH2), 1.43 (s, 9H, tBu), 1.41 (s, 18H, 2 × 
tBu). 13C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d6): δC 172.5 (C═O), 172.1 (2 × C═O), 171.6 (C═O), 144.9 
(Cq triazole), 143.1 (Cq Ar), 134.0 (Cq Ar), 126.3 (2 × ArCH), 125.2 (2 × ArCH), 122.8 (CH 
triazole), 81.1 (Cq tBu), 80.9 (2 × Cq tBu), 69.6–69.5 (εCH2, βCH2), 68.8 (ζCH2), 68.5 (δCH2), 
59.7 (τCH2), 55.7 (τCH2), 55.3 (τCH2), 49.7 (ηCH2), 38.5 (γCH2), 27.5 (CH3 tBu), CH2 Aza 
peaks masked in baseline. LRMS (ESI+): m/z = 954 [M + H]+. HRMS (ESI): calcd for C44H75N-

9NaO12S+, 976.5148; found, 976.5155.

2-[4,10-Bis(carboxymethyl)-7-[[[2-[2-(2-[2-[4-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)-1H-1,2,3-tri-

azol-1-yl]ethoxy]ethoxy)ethoxy]ethyl]carbamoyl]methyl]-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclo-

dodecan-1-yl]acetic Acid (14)

Compound 13 (0.219 mg, 0.23 mmol) was dissolved in formic acid or 1:1 TFA/DCM (10 
mL), and the solution was stirred at 60 °C. The reaction was monitored by HPLC. Upon 
completion, water (10 mL) was added, and the solvent was removed in vacuo and then 
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coevaporated with water (×3) followed by lyophilization. The sample was purified by re-
versed-phase column chromatography using a gradient of 100% H2O → 95:5 MeOH/H2O, 
and the product was isolated as a hygroscopic white gum (144 mg, 80%). Rf 0.53 (50:50 
MeOH/H2O RP-18 TLC). Samples were further purified via HPLC prior to radiolabeling 
(isocratic 10:90 MeCN/H2O + 0.1% formic acid on a Waters Atlantis T3 C18 column (19 
mm × 150 mm, 10 μm) at a flow rate of 12 mL/min). The product fractions were collected, 
and the solvent was removed in vacuo (19%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δH 8.67 (s, 
1H, CH triazole), 8.17 (br, 1H, NH), 8.02 (m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.90 (m, 2H, 2 × ArCH), 7.38 (s, 
2H, SO2NH2), 4.60 (t, J = 5.0 Hz, 2H, ηCH2), 3.88 (t, J = 5.3 Hz, 2H, ζCH2), the remaining sig-
nals were masked by the broad H2O peak. Correlations were observed in the 1H–1H gCOSY 
and HSQC spectra. LRMS (ESI+): m/z 786 [M + H]+. HRMS (ESI): calcd for C32H51N9NaO12S+, 
808.3281; found, 808.3278.

2,2′,2″-(10-(2-Oxo-2-((3-(4-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl)propyl)ami-

no)ethyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-triyl)triacetic Acid Gallium Com-

plex (natGa-1)

Compound 9 (48 mg, 0.071 mmol) was treated as per general procedure 2 to give the title 
compound as a hygroscopic white solid. LRMS (ESI–): m/z = 734 [M – H]−. HRMS (ESI): 
calcd for C27H38GaN9NaO9S+, 756.1661; found, 756.1660.

2-[4,10-Bis(carboxymethyl)-7-[([2-[2-(2-[2-[4-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)-1H-1,2,3-tri-

azol-1-yl]ethoxy]ethoxy)ethoxy]ethyl]carbamoyl)methyl]-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclo-

dodecan-1-yl]acetic Acid Gallium Complex (natGa-2)

Compound 14 (50 mg, 0.064 mmol) was treated as per general procedure 2 to give the 
title compound as a hygroscopic white solid. Rf 0.65 (RP-18 TLC, 60:40 H2O/MeOH). 
LRMS (ESI+): m/z 852 [M + H]+. HRMS (ESI): calcd for C32H49GaN9O12S+, 852.2472; found, 
852.2460.

Cell Culture

Human MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells (ATCC-26) for toxicity studies were cultured in 
Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bo-
vine serum (FBS), 100 units/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin at 37 °C and 5% 
CO2. Cells were seeded at 3 × 104 cells/well (200 μL, RPMI-1640) and allowed to grow for 
24 h before being exposed to the compound of interest. Untreated cells were used as a 
control. HCT116 human colorectal carcinoma cells (ATCC CCL-247) stably expressing a 
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CA IX-targeting shRNA (shCA IX) or nontargeting shRNA (shNT) construct established as 
described previously [61] were routinely cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% FBS at 37 °C.

Cell Proliferation Assay

Compounds were dissolved in RPMI medium to a final concentration of 1 mM, and linear 
dilutions ranging from 1 mM to 1 μM were carried out in culture medium. After 24 h of 
treatment at 37 °C and 5% CO2, MTT (20 μL, 5 mg/mL) was added. After 3 h, SDS (50 μL, 
20% (w/v) SDS in 0.01 M HCl) was added, and the plates were left overnight before being 
read by a SpectraMax fluorescence plate reader (Molecular Devices) at 570 nm. Experi-
ments were performed in triplicate and, where possible, were repeated three times. Values 
were determined using the GraphPad Prism software (www.graphpad.com).

Radiolabeling 

Radiolabeling with 67Ga

[67Ga]GaCl3 in 0.1 M HCl was prepared from commercial [67Ga]citrate for injection (Lan-
theus) via standard conversion methods [67]. In an acid-washed microcentrifuge tube, the 
DOTA complex (25 μL, 1 mM H2O) and sodium acetate buffer (100 μL, 0.1 M, pH 4.3) were 
combined, and the solution was agitated. 67GaCl3 (18–21 MBq in 0.1 M HCl) was added, and 
the solution was heated at 95 °C for 10 min using a solid-state heating block. The sample 
was stirred via convection. Once the reaction was complete, a sample (20 μL, ∼3 MBq) was 
analyzed by HPLC, and the radiochemical purity was noted. The solutions were purified by 
HPLC (Atlantis T3, 10 mm × 250 mm, 5 μm, flow rate 3 mL/min) or rapid reversed-phase 
C-18 SPE (washed with copious amounts of H2O and compounds eluted in 50:50 EtOH/
H2O).

Stability of [67Ga]-1 and [67Ga]-2 versus Human Serum

Human serum (150 μL) was placed in a previously acid-washed 0.5 mL microcentrifuge 
tube. To this was added 10× PBS concentrate (15 μL), water (60 μL), and the radiocomplex 
(75 μL in water, 0.24–0.28 MBq). The mixture was agitated via a bench vortex mixer and 
then incubated at 37.5 °C for the course of the study. Aliquots (5–15 μL) were injected onto 
a Phenomenex Biosep SEC-S 3000 column (300 mm × 7.8 mm i.d., 5 μm, pore size 290 Å) 
with a mobile phase of 50 mM sodium phosphate and 300 mM NaCl (pH 7.0, 0.2 μm fil-
tered) at 1 mL/min on an HPLC system. Serum uptake was assessed as a percentage of the 
total activity in the chromatogram.
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Stability of [67Ga]-1 and [67Ga]-2 in Phosphate-Buffered Saline

In a previously acid-washed 0.5 mL microcentrifuge tube, 10× PBS concentrate (20 μL), 
water (160 μL), and the radiocomplex (20 μL in water, 0.2–0.23 MBq) were combined. The 
solution was agitated and then incubated at 37.5 °C for the course of the study. Aliquots 
(5–50 μL) were injected onto a Waters Atlantis T3 C18 column (150 mm × 4.6 mm i.d., 3 
μm) with a mobile phase of 16:84 MeCN/ammonium formate buffer (120 mM, pH 4.43, 0.2 
μm filtered) at 0.6 mL/min on a HPLC system. Stability was assessed as a percentage of the 
parent radiocomplex.

Radiolabeling with 68Ga

The reaction progress was monitored by radio-HPLC equipped with an Inertsil ODS C18 
column (5 μm, 4.6 mm × 250 mm) using a gradient method (100% H2O → 100% MeCN 
over 17 min, 1 mL/min). Sodium acetate or ammonium acetate buffer (3 M, 400 μL, pH 
4.3–4.5) was combined with ∼800 MBq of 68Ga in aqueous HCl (0.6 M, ∼1.2 mL), which 
was eluted from an iThemba 1480 MBq 68Ge/68Ga generator. Compound 14 in H2O (40 μL, 
1 mM) was added, and the solution was mixed by Eppendorf pipet (pH ∼4.5) and then 
heated at 99 °C for 10 min. Reaction mixtures were analyzed by radio-HPLC, and the ra-
diochemical purity was consistently >95%. The specific activity of [68Ga]-2 at the time of 
radiolabeling was ∼20 MBq/nmol (800 MBq/40 nmol). Small-animal PET imaging studies 
with [68Ga]-2 were carried out between 1 and 2.5 h post radiolabeling of 14 → [68Ga]-2. No 
further purification was carried out prior to imaging. Samples (∼3.7 MBq) were diluted in 
0.9% saline solution prior to injection.

CA Inhibition Assay

An Applied Photophysics stopped-flow instrument was used for assaying the CA-catalyzed 
CO2 hydration activity [58]. IC50 values were obtained from dose–response curves work-
ing at seven different concentrations of test compound by nonlinear least-squares fitting 
using GraphPad Prism; values represent means of at least three different determinations 
as described previously [39]. The inhibition constants (Ki) were then derived using the 
Cheng–Prusoff equation: Ki = IC50/(1 + [S]/Km), where [S] is the CO2 concentration at which 
the measurement was carried out and Km is the concentration of substrate at which the 
enzyme activity is half-maximal. All of the enzymes used were recombinant, produced in 
Escherichia coli as reported earlier [68, 69]. The following concentrations of enzymes were 
used in the assay: hCA I, 10.4 nM; hCA II, 8.3 nM; hCA IX, 8.0 nM; hCA XII, 12.4 nM.
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Animal Model

Animal experiments were performed using adult NMRI-nu mice. Animal facilities and ex-
periments were in accordance with local institutional guidelines for animal welfare and 
were approved by the Maastricht University Animal Ethical Committee (no. 2014-020). 
HCT116 cells stably expressing either a CA IX-targeting shRNA (shCA IX) (n = 10) or CA 
IX-nontargeting shRNA (shNT) (n = 10) construct established as described previously [61] 
were resuspended in BD Matrigel Basement Membrane Matrix (BD Biosciences) and in-
jected (106) subcutaneously into the lateral flank of the animal.

Image Acquisition

Once tumors reached a volume between 180 and 300 mm3, animals were intravenously 
injected via the lateral tail vein with ∼3.7 MBq of the 68Ga-labeled sulfonamide compound 
diluted in 0.9% saline solution via an IV line flushed with 10% heparin saline solution. 
For PET and CT scans, animals receiving only a PET scan were anesthetized with isoflu-
rane (induction 4%, maintenance 1–2%); animals receiving both PET and CT scans were 
anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of a 100 mg/kg ketamine/10 mg/kg xyla-
zine mixture. PET image acquisition was performed using a Focus 120 microPET (Siemens 
Medical Solutions USA, Inc.). Animals receiving only a PET scan underwent a 9 min emis-
sion scan at 1, 2, 3, and 4 h p.i., whereas animals receiving both PET and CT scans un-
derwent a 15 min emission scan 1 h p.i. The OSEM-3D-reconstructed PET images were 
viewed and analyzed using the PMOD software (PMOD Technologies Ltd.). Activity data 
(Bq/mL) were obtained by manually delineating volumes of interest (VOIs) in the PET 
images for mice that received only a PET scan or in the fused PET/CT images for mice that 
received both PET and CT scans, using the PMOD software. The tumor itself was delineated 
as tumor VOI (T), whereas the heart outflow area was delineated as blood VOI (B). Stan-
dardized uptake values (SUVs) were calculated by correcting the activity data for the 68Ga 
injected dose, decay toward injection time, and weight of the animal. Data were quantified 
by calculating the T/B activity ratios (TBRs). CT image acquisition was performed using 
the SmART system (X-RAD 225CX; Precision X-ray, North Branford, CT, USA). Tumor vol-
ume at time of scanning was determined by delineating the tumor on the CT image using 
the PMOD software.

Western Blot

Samples from tumors were minced, and proteins were isolated using RIPA buffer complet-
ed with a protease inhibitor cocktail (complete EDTA-free; Roche). Bradford assay (BioRad) 
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was performed for protein quantification. Proteins were separated on a 10% SDS-PAGE 
gel and blotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane (GE Healthcare) by electrotransfer. Mem-
branes were blocked in 5% nonfat dry milk and probed overnight with mouse anti-CA IX 
monoclonal antibody (M75, kindly provided by S. Pastorekova, Institute of Virology, Slo-
vak Academy of Science, Bratislava, Slovak Republic) and mouse anti-β-actin monoclonal 
antibody (Cell Signaling). Subsequently, membranes were probed with horseradish perox-
idase-linked horse anti-mouse IgG antibodies (Cell Signaling), which were detected with 
Western blot detection reagents (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Immunofluorescence

Mice were injected intravenously with the hypoxia marker pimonidazole 1 h before sac-
rifice. After sacrifice, tumors were collected and sections were made. The sections were 
fixed with cold acetone, and nonspecific binding was blocked using 1% normal goat se-
rum at room temperature for 30 min. The sections were incubated overnight at 4 °C with 
rabbit anti-CA IX polyclonal antibody (1:1000, Novus Biologicals) and fluorescein isothio-
cyanate-conjugated mouse antipimonidazole monoclonal antibody (1:100, Hypoxyprobe, 
Bioconnect). Subsequently, the sections were incubated at room temperature for 1 h with 
Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:500, Invitrogen). 
Mounting was done using fluorescence mounting medium (Dako).

Autoradiography

Tumor sections (30 μm) were made using a cyrotome (Leica) and placed on high-reso-
lution phosphorimaging plates (Storage Phosphor Screen BAS-IP SR 2040 E Super Res-
olution, GE Healthcare) overnight. The plates were read using a Typhoon FLA 7000 laser 
scanner (GE Healthcare). Signal intensities were determined using the ImageQuant TL 
software (GE Healthcare) and normalized per animal to the respective ID.

Statistics

All of the statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 5.03. Un-
paired Student’s t test was used to determine the statistical significance of differences be-
tween two independent groups of variables.
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HRMS for compound [natGa]-2 showing characteristic splitting pattern
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VT experimental data for compound 8
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Radiolabeling with 67Ga additional data

Table 4: HPLC conditions for purification of 67Ga DOTA complexes [67Ga]-1 and [67Ga]-2 at 25→1 nmole

Sample Compound (nmol) Columna Flow rate (ml/min) Mobile Phaseb Retention Time 
(min)

[67Ga]-1 25 Analytical 1.5 8:92 17.7

10 Analytical 1.5 8:92 16.6

2 Semi 3 12:88 15.7

1 Semi 3 12:88 15.9

[67Ga]-2 25 Analytical 1.5 12:88 13.5

10 Analytical 1.5 12:88 12.3

5 Semi 3 16:84 13.6

2 Semi 3 16:84 13.4

1 Semi 3 16:84 13.2

a Where Analytical refers to the Atlantis® T3, 4.6 × 150 mm, 3 µM analytical column and Semi to the Atlantis® T3, 10 × 250 mm, 

5 µM semi-preparatory column. Injection sizes adjusted appropriately for each column size.

b Mobile phase expressed as a ratio of MeCN: Ammonium formate buffer (120 mM, pH 4.3)
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Analytical radio-trace chromatograms of complexes [67Ga]-1 and [67Ga]-2 produced 

in high yield from ~20 MBq of 67GaCl3 – 10 nmol

Atlantis® T3 4.6 × 150 mm, 3 µm, 1.5 ml/min flow rate (10 nmol of either compound 9 or 
compound 14), ~20 MBq 67GaCl3 in sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.3)
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Analytical radio-trace chromatograms of compound [67Ga]-1 – 25 nmol

Atlantis® T3 4.6 × 150 mm, 3 µm, 1.5 ml/min flow rate (25 nmole compound 9, ~20 MBq 
67GaCl3 in sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.3)
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Analytical radio-trace chromatograms of compound [67Ga]-2 co-injected with [nat-

Ga]-2 and compound 14. 

Atlantis® T3 4.6 × 150 mm, 3 µm, 1.5 ml/min flow rate, 12:88 MeCN: NH4CO2H (120 mM, 
pH 4.3).
Compound 14 elutes at 8.2 minutes, [nat/67Ga]-2 at 13.5 minutes.

[68Ga]-2 example analytical data

(Inertsil ODS C18, 5 µM, 4.6 × 250 mm, 100:0 → 0:100 H2O + 0.1% TFA/ MeCN +0.1% 
TFA, 1 ml/min)
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Compound 14 

Retention time 12.90 minutes

[natGa]-2

Retention time 13.20 minutes

[68Ga]-2

Retention time 13.28 minutes
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Table 5: SMILES Strings

Cmpnd SMILES

3 NCCCN=[N+]=[N-].Cl

4 BrCC(NCCCN=[N+]=[N-])=O

5 C#CC1=CC=C(S(=O)(N)=O)C=C1

6 BrCC(NCCCN1C=C(C2=CC=C(S(=O)(N)=O)C=C2)N=N1)=O

8
O=C(OC(C)(C)C)CN1CCN(CC(OC(C)(C)C)=O)CCN(CC(OC(C)(C)C)=O)CCN(CC(NCCCN2C=C(C3=C-
C=C(S(=O)(N)=O)C=C3)N=N2)=O)CC1

9
OC(CN1CCN(CC(NCCCN2C=C(C3=CC=C(S(=O)(N)=O)C=C3)N=N2)=O)CCN(CC(O)=O)CCN(CC(O)=O)
CC1)=O

10 NCCOCCOCCOCCN=[N+]=[N-]

11 BrCC(NCCOCCOCCOCCN=[N+]=[N-])=O

12 BrCC(NCCOCCOCCOCCN1C=C(C2=CC=C(S(=O)(N)=O)C=C2)N=N1)=O

13
O=C(OC(C)(C)C)CN1CCN(CC(OC(C)(C)C)=O)CCN(CC(OC(C)(C)C)=O)CCN(CC(NCCOCCOCCOC-
CN2C=C(C3=CC=C(S(=O)(N)=O)C=C3)N=N2)=O)CC1

14 OC(CN1CCN(CC(NCCOCCOCCOCCN2C=C(C3=CC=C(S(=O)(N)=O)C=C3)N=N2)=O)CCN(CC(O)=O)
CCN(CC(O)=O)CC1)=O
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Abstract

Carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX) is a hypoxia-regulated and tumor-specific protein that 
maintains the pH balance of cells. Targeting CAIX might be a valuable approach for spe-
cific delivery of cytotoxic drugs, thereby reducing normal tissue side-effects. A series of 
dual-target compounds were designed and synthesized incorporating a sulfonamide, sul-
famide, or sulfamate moiety combined with several different anti-cancer drugs, including 
the chemotherapeutic agents chlorambucil, tirapazamine, and temozolomide, two Ataxia 
Telangiectasia and Rad3-related protein inhibitors (ATRi), and the anti-diabetic biguanide 
agent phenformin. An ATRi derivative (12) was the only compound to show a preferred 
efficacy in CAIX overexpressing cells versus cells without CAIX expression when combined 
with radiation. Its efficacy might however not solely depend on binding to CAIX, since all 
described compounds generally display low activity as carbonic anhydrase inhibitors. The 
hypothesis that dual-target compounds specifically target CAIX expressing tumor cells 
was therefore not confirmed. Even though dual-target compounds remain an interesting 
approach, alternative options should also be investigated as novel treatment strategies.
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Introduction

Solid tumors are characterized by a hypoxic microenvironment caused by their immature 
and inadequate vascular supply of oxygen and nutrients. These hostile hypoxic conditions 
result in a phenotype that is associated with a worse prognosis [1] and resistance to stan-
dard treatment options such as radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and surgery [2-4]. Several dif-
ferent approaches are currently being investigated to target these hypoxic areas to make 
tumors more sensitive to standard treatment modalities [5-7].

Carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX) can be a valuable therapeutic target since it plays an import-
ant role in maintaining the intracellular pH homeostasis [8, 9]. Furthermore its expression 
is predominantly tumor specific [5, 8, 10] and directly regulated via the hypoxia-inducible 
factor (HIF) pathway [11]. Even though alternative pathways are also able to modulate 
CAIX expression [12-14], its significant prognostic value in many different tumor types 
[15] has promoted investigations in its use as an imaging agent for diagnostic and prognos-
tic purposes [5, 16-19]. Together these characteristics of CAIX support investigations into 
the therapeutic targeting of CAIX to improve efficacy of standard treatments. The function 
of CAIX is evolutionary conserved and catalyzes the hydration of carbon dioxide to bicar-
bonate at the cell membrane. The bicarbonate is transported back intracellular from the 
extracellular space, whereas the free proton is extruded in the extracellular space. CAIX 
thereby maintains the balance between an acidic extracellular and alkaline intracellular 
pH of tumor cells, the latter of which would otherwise acidify due to the increased acid 
production resulting from their glycolytic metabolism [8, 9]. Many different inhibitors are 
currently being developed to specifically target the tumor-associated CAIX isoform and 
have shown promise in reducing tumor cell survival, migration, invasion, and reduce tu-
mor xenograft growth and metastases formation [20-23]. Furthermore, the combination 
therapy of CAIX inhibitors (CAIXi) with standard treatment options was previously found 
to increase the efficacy of radiotherapy [24] and of weakly basic chemotherapeutic agents 
such as doxorubicin [25].

The predominant expression of CAIX on hypoxic tumor cells can also be exploited to direct 
cytotoxic agents specifically to those CAIX expressing cancer cells thereby possibly mini-
mizing normal tissue toxicity. This can be achieved by conjugating anti-cancer drugs with 
CAIX inhibiting molecules that bind to the Zn2+ active site of CAIX and hence inhibit its 
enzymatic function [8, 26, 27], i.e. a so-called dual-targeting approach. Our group showed 
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previously that such a dual-target approach with a sulfamide CAIXi moiety coupled to the 
radiosensitizing compound nitroimidazole to be a more effective radiosensitizer than an 
indanesulfonamide CAIXi [28]. Alternative novel dual-target compounds have been de-
veloped to investigate this strategy of dual-targeting further in the context of anti-cancer 
agents to target CAIX. Here we have designed five different classes of dual-target com-
pounds conjugated to CAIXi (sulfonamide, sulfamide, or sulfamate), which included the 
chemotherapeutic anti-cancer agents chlorambucil, tirapazamine, and temozolomide, two 
ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related protein inhibitors (ATRi), and the biguanide agent 
phenformin, previously used in diabetes treatment. We hypothesize that these new du-
al-target compounds will have the ability to specifically target CAIX expressing cells and 
modulate their efficacy in a CAIX-dependent manner.

Results and discussion

Chemistry

Chlorambucil was converted to its acid chloride [29] 1 by using oxalyl chloride. This chlo-
rambucil acid chloride reacted with different benzene sulfonamides under basic condition 
to obtain good yields of chlorambucil derivatives 2a, 2b and 2c. Chlorambucil carbamate 
derivatives were obtained by converting compound 1 into a methyl ester [30] using meth-
anol. This ester was reduced to alcohol [31], i.e. compound 3, after treating with lithium al-
uminium hydride. Compound 3 was treated with triphosgene to obtain its respective chlo-
roformate [32], i.e. compound 4 (Scheme 2). The reaction of chlorambucil chloroformate 
(4) with different benzene sulfonamides resulted in compounds 5a, 5b and 5c (Scheme 3).

Tirapazamine derivatives 8 and 11 were synthesized from 6 and 9 with the previously de-
scribed procedure [33]. In short, 6 and 9 reacted with 4-(2-aminoethyl) benzene sulfonamide 
under reflux conditions and was followed by oxidation of the mono-oxides (Scheme 4).

The ATRi derivatives 12 and 13 were synthesized from commercially available VE-821 
and VE-822 (MedChemTronica) using a classical synthetic strategy described previously 
[25] (Scheme 5).
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Scheme 1. Reagents and conditions: (i) (COCl)2, DMF, DCM, 0 °C–rt; (ii) DIPEA, THF, 0 °C–rt.

Scheme 2. Reagents and conditions: (i) MeOH, DCM; (ii) LAH, THF; (iii) Triphosgene, Na2CO3, Toluene, DMF.

Scheme 3. Reagents and conditions: (i) DIPEA, THF, 0 °C–rt.
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Scheme 4. Reagents and conditions: (i) RNH2 (3 equiv.), DME, reflux; (ii) TFAA, H2O2, DCM, rt.

Scheme 5. Reagents and conditions: (i) ClSO2NCO, tBuOH, NEt3, DCM, 0 °C to rt; (ii) 20% TFA-DCM.

Commercially purchased temozolomide (SelleckChem) was converted into its respective 
acid by treating with concentrated sulfuric acid and sodium nitrate at 0 °C–15 °C (Scheme 
6) [34]. Reacting the temozolomic acid with different benzenesulfonamides, aminoxysul-
fonamide [35]Reacting the temozolomic acid with different benzenesulfonamides, ami-
noxysulfonamide [35] and 5-amino-1, 3,4-thiadiazole-2-sulfonamide hydrochloride under 
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known amide bond formation conditions [34] resulted in compounds15a, 15b, 15c and 
15d (Scheme 7).

Scheme 6. Reagents and conditions: (i) Con. H2SO4, NaNO2, 0 °C to 15 °C

Scheme 7. Reagents and conditions: (i) BOP, NEt3, DCM, rt.
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The compound 18 was obtained by a slight modification based on the method reported 
by Kelarev et al. [36]. The commercially available compounds 4-(2-aminoethyl) benzene-
sulfonamide 16 and cyanoguanidine 17 were coupled in n-butanol using a stoichiometric 
amount of hydrochloric acid (Scheme 8).

Scheme 8. Reagents and conditions: (i) 6.0 M HCl aq, nBuOH, reflux.

Binding affinity human CAs

Increased binding affinity to human carbonic anhydrases (CAs) as compared with their 
respective parental compound are observed (Table 1) for most of the compounds, except 
for the CAIXi conjugated ATRi (12 and 13), which do not bind to any of the four tested 
human CA isoforms included (Ki > 50000 nM). The Ki values of the other dual-targeting 
compounds are higher than of the previously reported CAIXi [20] with 15a showing rela-
tively good Ki for the CAII and CAIX isoforms, but not for CAXII. Only the phenformin de-
rivative 18 was found to be selective for the transmembrane CAIX and CAXII isoforms. To 
investigate whether the biological efficacy of the functionalized compounds is dependent 
on CAIX expression, canine kidney epithelial (MDCK) cells without CAIX (CAIX−), i.e. both 
human and canine [37], or MDCK cells transfected with human CAIX [37], i.e. overexpress-
ing CAIX (CAIX+), were used. Western blotting confirmed differential expression of CAIX in 
these cells both under normoxic and hypoxic conditions (Supplementary Fig. S1).

Chlorambucil derivatives

Chlorambucil (4-[p-[bis(2-chloroethyl)amino]phenyl]butyric acid) is a nitrogen mustard 
that acts as a bifunctional alkylating agent used for decades to treat cancers originating in 
the blood and lymphatic system, e.g. chronic lymphocytic leukemia and lymphomas [38]. 
Even though reported data suggest chlorambucil efficacy to increase in an acidic microen-
vironment [39], the CAIXi moiety (benzenesulfonamides) with different linkers (i.e. amide, 
carbamate) might allow for specific targeting of the compounds to these areas in the tu-
mor. The six CAIXi conjugated chlorambucil derivatives (2a, 2b, 2c, 5a, 5b, and 5c, Scheme 
1 and Scheme 2) lead to reduced cell viability as compared to the parental compound, 
which was only marginally effective (Table 2, Supplementary Fig. S1).
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Table 1: Binding affinity (Ki) to human CAI, CAII, CAIX, and CAXII of the parental compounds (bold) and their 

CAIXi conjugated derivatives.

Ki (nM)a Selectivity Ratiosb

Compound hCA I hCA II hCA IX hCA XII Ki hCA II / Ki 
hCA IX

Ki hCA II / Ki 
hCA XII

Chlorambucil >50000 >50000 >50000 >50000

2a 73.0 9.0 172 689 0.05 0.01

2b 5950 747 8970 7340 0.08 0.10

2c 8400 450 4610 10160 0.10 0.04

5a 5580 553 2740 9380 0.20 0.06

5c 6140 265 4130 9570 0.06 0.03

5c 5670 504 3850 13600 0.13 0.04

Tirapazamine >50000 >50000 >50000 >50000

8 567 7.1 383 14600 0.02 <0.01

11 428 8.1 307 624 0.03 0.01

Temozolomide >50000 >50000 >50000 >50000

15a 91.3 9.2 37.1 9300 0.25 <0.01

15b >50000 >50000 >50000 >50000

15c 539 90.5 271 12400 0.33 0.01

15d 743 15.7 176 92.7 0.09 0.17

ATRi VE-821 >50000 >50000 >50000 >50000

12 >50000 >50000 >50000 >50000

ATRi VE-822 >50000 >50000 >50000 >50000

13 >50000 >50000 >50000 >50000

Phenformin >50000 >50000 >50000 >50000

18 4435 501 20.2 1.7 24.8 295

Acetazolamidec 250 12.1 25.3 5.7 0.48 2.12
aValues reported (in nM) are the average of three different estimations with errors between 5–10% of the reported values. Re-

ported values >50000 indicates no binding of the compound towards the CA isoforms.

bSelectivity ratios of the cytosolic hCAII over the tumor-associated hCAIX and hCAXII isoforms. 

cNon-specific CAi acetazolamide is included as a reference.

The therapeutic efficacy of these compounds however was not increased in the CAIX+ 
MDCK cells as compared with the CAIX− MDCK cells. Furthermore, none of the six com-
pounds showed an increased efficacy upon hypoxia exposure (0.2% O2). In contrast, some 
of the chlorambucil dual-target derivatives were less cytotoxic (i.e. higher IC50, Table 2) in 
CAIX expressing cells independent of oxygen levels, which contradicts the studies demon-
strating an increased efficacy of chlorambucil in an acidic micromilieu [39]. All together 
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from these results it can be concluded that the CAIXi conjugated chlorambucil derivatives 
do not show an increased efficacy in a CAIX or hypoxia dependent manner.

Table 2: Estimated IC50 of the cytotoxic parental compounds (bold) and their CAIXi conjugated derivatives obtained 

with cell viability assays for MDCK CAIX- and MDCK CAIX+ cells exposed to normoxic and hypoxic conditions.

Normoxia 
(µM)a

Hypoxia (µM)a

Compound CAIX- CAIX+ CAIX- CAIX+

Chlorambucilb 93 >100 ~100 >100

2a ~100 87 ~100 95

2b 18 98 14 92

2c 18 ~100 18 ~100

5a 8 56 8 62

5b 86 98 52 100

5c 89 99 81 ~100

Tirapazaminec >300 >300 <50 95

8 >300 >300 ~300 >300

11 >300 >300 >300 >300

Temozolomided 775 >1000 ~1000 >1000

15a >1000 >1000 >1000 >1000

15b 719 >1000 ~1000 >1000

15c >1000 >1000 >1000 >1000

15d >1000 >1000 >1000 >1000

aNo IC50 reached is indicated with >. Estimated IC50 value higher than the maximum concentration included is indicated with ~.

bIncluded concentrations for chlorambucil were 1, 10, and 100 µM.

cIncluded concentrations for tirapazamine were 50, 100, 200, and 300 µM.

dIncluded concentrations for temozolomide were 100, 400, 700, and 1000 µM. 

Tirapazamine derivatives

The hypoxia-activated prodrug tirapazamine (3-amino-1,2,4-benzotriazine-1,4-dioxide) 
has been tested in several clinical trials in combination with chemo- and/or radiotherapy 
[40]. The cytotoxicity of tirapazamine results from activation by reductive enzymes that 
add an electron to the parent drug to produce a radical species that causes DNA damage. 
Nevertheless, no definitive conclusions regarding its clinical efficacy can be drawn since 
addition of tirapazamine to standard treatment (i.e. radio-chemotherapy) did not result 
in an increased benefit in phase III clinical trials. In addition, tirapazamine treatment was 
often characterized by toxic side-effects, such as nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, which 
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limited its therapeutic gain [40]. Targeting tirapazamine towards the CAIX expressing (hy-
poxic) areas in tumors by conjugating tirapazamine with the benzenesulfonamide CAIXi 
might thereby prove a valuable approach to reduce normal tissue toxicity and increase 
the efficacy of the compounds (8 and 11) in CAIX expressing (hypoxic) cells. Cell viability 
assays (Table 2, Supplementary Fig. S2) confirmed that the parental compound was spe-
cifically effective in hypoxic cells, and more effective in CAIX− cells (IC50 < 50 versus 95 μM, 
p = 0.037). The CAIXi conjugated tirapazamine derivatives however abrogated the effect 
observed for the parental compound, both during hypoxia and normoxia, which was inde-
pendent of CAIX levels (Table 2).

Temozolomide derivatives

The current treatment of glioblastoma is based on radiotherapy combined with temozolo-
mide, which has been shown to increase survival in phase III clinical trials [41]. Temo-
zolomide is a methylating agent that spontaneously hydrolyzes to its active metabolite 
3-methyl-(triazen-1-yl)imidazole-4-carboxamide (MTIC) at physiological pH [42].
The acidic extracellular pH in tumors might therefore reduce spontaneous temozolomide 
conversion and thereby decrease its efficacy. Inhibiting CAIX function is known to decrease 
extracellular acidification in vitro [24, 25, 28, 43], and we hypothesized that conjugating 
temozolomide with a sulfonamide or sulfamate moiety (15a, 15b, 15c, and 15d) will spe-
cifically target hypoxic tumors and increase temozolomide conversion and thereby its ef-
ficacy. Nevertheless, while temozolomide resulted in lower cell viability in CAIX− cells, 
consistent with the pH-dependent mechanism of activation, the CAIXi conjugated temo-
zolomide derivatives 15a, 15c, and 15d were ineffective in reducing cell viability in both 
MDCK cell lines during normoxic and hypoxic conditions within the concentration range 
tested in the present study (Table 2, Supplementary Fig. S3). In contrast, 15b was similarly 
effective as the parental temozolomide compound (Table 2).

This dual-target compound was therefore investigated further in clonogenic survival as-
says in which the medium of the cells was acidified because of CAIX function during hypox-
ic conditions (Supplementary Fig. S1)[44]. Temozolomide was again more effective in re-
ducing clonogenic cell survival in the CAIX− MDCK cells as compared with the CAIX+ MDCK 
cells (Fig. 1), similarly to its efficacy on cell viability. During hypoxia however temozolo-
mide caused no difference in clonogenic survival as compared to normoxia, even though 
hypoxia is required to activate CAIX and cause extracellular acidification [43, 45] and is 
therefore hypothesized to reduce temozolomide conversion and efficacy. In contrast, the 
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CAIXi conjugated derivative 15b significantly reduced clonogenic cell survival in hypox-
ic versus normoxic conditions in the CAIX+ cells (surviving fraction is 46.1 ± 3.1 versus 
26.1% ± 7.9 during normoxia and hypoxia respectively, p < 0.05). Nevertheless, the effect 
of 15b on survival was not significantly different from the parental temozolomide com-
pound. In addition, the low binding affinity of the compound (Table 1) combined with its 
relatively low efficacy in the CAIX+ as compared to the CAIX− cells minimizes its potential 
for further development. These results furthermore suggest that temozolomide efficacy is 
not affected by CAIX dependent changes in extracellular pH during hypoxia. A reduction of 
temozolomide conversion and efficacy might require lower pH levels, i.e. pH < 6.6, which 
may have not been achieved in the present experiments [8, 9, 39].

Figure 1. Clonogenic cell survival of confluent MDCK CAIX- and CAIX+ cells during normoxia (21% O2) and hypoxia (0.02% O2) 

when exposed to temozolomide (TMZ) and the CAIXi conjugated derivative 15b. Surviving fraction (%) was normalized to vehi-

cle control. Average ± SEM of three independent biological repeats is shown. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (*p<0.05; 

***p<0.001).
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ATR inhibitor derivatives

Preclinical experiments have shown that Ataxia Telangiectasia and Rad3-related protein 
inhibitors (ATRi) reduce the DNA repair capacity resulting in enhanced cell death and de-
creased tumor growth when combined with either chemo- or radiotherapy [46-48]. How-
ever, ATRi are not highly tumor specific, thus targeting these compounds towards the CAIX 
expressing areas of a tumor might increase their therapeutic benefit. The effect on cell 
viability of the parental ATRi (VE-821 and VE-822) and their CAIXi conjugated derivatives 
(12 and 13) was tested in combination with radiotherapy to induce DNA damage where a 
higher radiation dose was applied to anoxic cells, since those are more radioresistant [49, 
50]. The parental ATRi and the CAIXi conjugated derivatives in combination with radiation 
decreased cell viability as compared to radiation only in the CAIX+ cells (p<0.05) under 
both normoxic and anoxic conditions, but not in the CAIX− cells (Fig. 2). 

The only exception is the derivative 13, which had no significant effect on cell viability 
during anoxic conditions in both cell lines as compared to radiation alone (p=0.09 and 
p=0.08 for CAIX− and CAIX+ cells, respectively). More importantly, the CAIXi conjugated 
derivative 12 was more effective than its respective parental ATRi (VE-821) in the CAIX+ 
(p<0.01 during normoxia and anoxia), but not the CAIX− cells (p=0.52 and p=0.72 for nor-
moxia and anoxia, respectively), suggesting a CAIX specific effect. In contrast, the CAIXi 
conjugated derivative 13 in combination with radiation was less effective in reducing cell 
viability than the parental compound VE-822 in CAIX+ cells (p<0.001 and p<0.01 during 
normoxic and anoxic conditions, respectively). Although radiation induced similar effects 
on cell viability during normoxic and anoxic conditions, the efficacy of derivative 12 did 
not increase further during anoxic conditions as compared to normoxic conditions, even 
though CAIX expression is upregulated under hypoxic conditions (Supplementary Fig. S1) 
and these conditions are essential for CAIXi binding [43, 45]. 

Although derivative 12 indeed proved to be more effective in CAIX+ than in CAIX− cells in 
combination with radiation, its efficacy might however not be solely dependent on bind-
ing to CAIX, which is consistent with unfavorable Ki values of the compound (Table 1). 
Exposing both cell lines to ATRi without irradiation decreased cell viability of both cell 
lines during normoxic and anoxic conditions, although this effect appeared to be slightly 
more pronounced in the CAIX− cells (Supplementary Fig. S5). Differences in ATRi response 
between the cell lines when combined with radiation might be explained by a lower num-
ber of cells in the resistant S-phase of the cell cycle [51] or by a decreased DNA repair ca-
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pacity in cells with lower intracellular pH [52-54], i.e. those that do not express CAIX. This 
may also explain the difference in sensitivity to cytotoxic drugs between both cell lines, 
although further investigations are required to prove this causal relationship.

Figure 2. Relative cell viability (%) in MDCK CAIX- and CAIX+ cells exposed to ATR inhibitors (VE-821 and VE-

822) or the CAIXi conjugated derivatives (12 and 13) in combination with radiation during normoxia (21% O2) 

and anoxia (<0.02% O2). Normoxic cells were irradiated with 2 Gy and anoxic cells with 4 Gy to induce similar 

effects on cell viability. Cells were exposed to 500 nM VE-821 and 12, and to 50 nM VE-822 and 13. Average ± SEM 

of three independent biological repeats is shown. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; 

***p<0.001).

Phenformin derivatives

Phenformin (1-(diaminomethylidene)-2-(2-phenylethyl)guanidine) is a drug used to treat 
diabetes, but was withdrawn from the North-American market in the 1970s by the Food 
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and Drug Administration (FDA) due to a high risk of developing lactic acidosis [55]. Treat-
ing patients with a similar but less potent drug metformin was found to be associated with 
a decrease in cancer incidence and an increased life span of cancer patients [56]. The re-
purposing of these compounds as anti-cancer agents is therefore being investigated where 
phenformin is found to be more lipophilic, thereby requiring less active transport than 
metformin [57]. The proposed mechanism of action of phenformin is its ability to inhibit 
mitochondrial respiration, which will consequently result in a decreased ATP production, 
thereby reducing tumor cell growth and improving tumor oxygenation as a result of de-
creased oxygen consumption [58, 59]. Conjugating phenformin with CAIXi might make the 
drug more tumor-specific leading to reduced normal tissue toxicity. Since tumor cells are 
more sensitive to phenformin treatment due to their altered energy metabolism, human 
colorectal HCT116 cells, with or without CAIX knockdown [24, 28] were used to study the 
effect of phenformin and its CAIXi conjugated derivative 18 on mitochondrial respiration. 
Western blotting confirms low expression of CAIX in CAIX KD cells under hypoxic condi-
tions as compared with control cells (Supplementary Fig. S1B). As expected, CAIX levels 
were low in both cell lines under normoxic conditions. Phenformin significantly reduced 
Oxygen Consumption Rate (OCR) in both cell lines (p<0.05), independent of CAIX expres-
sion levels (Fig. 3). In contrast, the CAIXi conjugated derivative 18 was ineffective in reduc-
ing OCR, even when a fourfold higher concentration was used.

Figure 3. Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) of HCT116 cells with CAIX (shSCR) or without CAIX expression 

(shCAIX) exposed to phenformin or the CAIXi conjugated derivative 18. OCR was normalized to baseline OCR 

levels before compound injection. Average ± SEM of four independent biological repeats is shown. Asterisks 

indicate statistical significance (*p<0.05).
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Conclusion

Overall our hypothesis that newly designed dual-target drugs are more selective for CAIX 
expressing cells and are able to modulate their own efficacy by inhibiting CAIX function 
was not confirmed. Of all derivatives included, only one (i.e. the ATRi derivative 12) proved 
more effective than its parental compound when combined with irradiation in CAIX+ cells 
versus CAIX− cells. Nevertheless, the effect of this compound may not only be related to 
binding of the compound to CAIX due to limited binding affinity and the lack of further 
increase in its efficacy under hypoxic conditions. The rest of the derivatives included in 
this study did not show an increased efficacy in CAIX+ versus CAIX− cells, or an efficacy that 
depended on oxygen levels, i.e. hypoxia versus normoxia. Nevertheless, since the paren-
tal compounds proved effective in these experiments the conjugation of the CAIXi moiety 
with the cytotoxic compounds may have caused conformational changes, thereby altering 
the compounds efficacy. In addition, these conformational changes may have also limited 
the binding of the CAIXi moiety (sulfonamide, sulfamide or aminoxysulfonamide) into the 
Zn2+ containing active pocket of CAIX, which explains the lack of CAIX specificity and bind-
ing affinity for human CAs (Table 1) of the compounds. Alternative strategies to target the 
CAIX expressing cells in a tumor, e.g. antibody targeting or an increased number of CAIXi 
conjugated molecules [60], might therefore be more promising options to pursue in the 
future.

Experimental section

Chemistry

General

Unless otherwise specified, reagents and solvents were of commercial quality and were 
used without further purification. All reactions were carried out under an inert atmosphere 
of nitrogen. TLC analyses were performed on silica gel 60 F254 plates (Merck Art.1.05554). 
Spots were visualized under 254 nm UV illumination, or by ninhydrin solution spraying. 
Melting points (mp) were determined on a Büchi Melting Point 510 and are uncorrected. 
1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker DRX-400 spectrometer using DMSO-d6 
as a solvent and tetramethylsilane as an internal standard. For 1H NMR spectra, chemical 
shifts are expressed in δ (ppm) downfield from tetramethylsilane, and coupling constants 
(J) are expressed in Hertz. Electron Ionization mass spectra were recorded in positive or 
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negative mode on a Waters MicroMass ZQ. All compounds that were tested in the biolog-
ical assays were analyzed by High-resolution ESI mass spectra (HRMS) using on a Q-ToF 
I mass spectrometer fitted with an electrospray ion source in order to confirm the purity 
of >95%.

4-(4-(Bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)butanoyl chloride (1)
Oxalyl chloride (32.8 mmol, 2.0 equiv.) was added slowly over a period of 1.0 h at 5–10 °C 
to a stirred solution of chlorambucil (16.4 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) in DCM (25.0 mL, 5.0 vol) and 
a catalytic amount of N, N-dimethylformamide. The reaction mixture was stirred at ambi-
ent temperature for 2–3 h, after which excess oxalyl chloride and DCM were removed un-
der reduced pressure. The chlorambucil acid chloride that was obtained was a pale green 
solid in quantitative yield, which was used as such for the synthesis of Compounds 2a–c.
4-(4-(Bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)butan-1-ol (3)

Compound 1 (15.5 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) was dissolved in DCM (125 mL) and methanol (75 
mL, 3 vol) was slowly added over a period of 1 h at 15–20 °C. The reaction mixture was 
stirred at ambient temperature for 2 h. The reaction mixture was concentrated and the 
residue was dissolved in ethyl acetate (125 mL, 5 vol) and washed successively with a 5% 
aq. NaHCO3. Evaporation of the solvent under reduced pressure resulted in the chloram-
bucil methyl ester (16.4 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) in 95% yield as a light brown oil, which was 
added to a suspension of lithium aluminium hydride (32.8 mmol, 2 equiv.) in anhydrous 
THF (100 mL, 4 vol) at 0–5 °C for a period of 1 h. The reaction mixture was thereafter al-
lowed to stir at ambient temperature for 2–3 h. Next, the reaction mixture was cooled to 
0–5 °C and quenched slowly with ethyl acetate (250 mL, 10 vol) followed by water (100 
mL, 4 vol). The reaction mixture was filtered through celite and ethyl acetate (50 mL, 2 
vol) was used to wash the celite bed. The organic layer was washed with water (100 mL, 4 
vol), dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, and filtered. Evaporation of the solvent under reduced 
pressure resulted in 99% yield of the crude alcohol as a pale yellow oil, which was used in 
the next step.

4-(4-(Bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)butyl carbonochloridate (4)
DMF (1.4 g) and sodium carbonate (75.79 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) were added to a solution of 
triphosgene (37.89 mmol, 0.55 equiv.) in toluene (300 mL, 15 vol) at ambient temperature. 
The reaction mixture was cooled to 0–5 °C and maintained at the same temperature for 30 
min. Next, a solution of 3 (68.9 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) in toluene (100 mL, 5 vol) was added to 
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the stirred reaction mixture at 0–5 °C during 30 min. This reaction mixture was stirred for 
4–5 h at room temperature. The reaction mixture was filtered thereafter and the solid was 
washed with toluene (100 mL, 5 vol). Evaporation of the solvent under reduced pressure 
resulted in the chloroformate 4 with a 64% yield as a yellow viscous liquid, which was 
used for the synthesis of carbamates (compounds 5a–c).

General procedure for the preparation of compounds (2a–c and 5a–c)

To a solution of aminoalkylbenzene sulfonamide (1.0 equiv.) in acetonitrile (225 mL, 15 
vol) and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (2.5 equiv.) a solution of compound 1 (2a–c) or com-
pound 4 (5a–c) (1.0 equiv.) in acetonitrile (75 mL, 5 vol) was added over a period of 1 h 
and stirred overnight at ambient temperature. After completion, the reaction mixture was 
concentrated and the residue obtained was dissolved in ethyl acetate (150 mL, 10 vol). The 
organic layer was successively washed with 2 N HCl solution (100 mL × 2) in water, dried 
over anhydrous Na2SO4, and filtered. After evaporation of the solvent under reduced pres-
sure a pale yellow solid was obtained as a crude product. This crude product was purified 
with column chromatography using a silica gel (40% ethyl acetate in hexane) to obtain 
compound 2a–c and 5a–c in a 51–87% yield.
General procedure for amination of 3-Chlorobenzotriazine-1,4-di-N-oxides (7 and 10)

4-(2-Aminoethyl) benzene sulfonamide (8.25 mmol, 3.0 equiv.) was added to a stir-
ring solution of 3 chlorobenzotriazine-1,4-di-N-oxide (2.75 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) in dime-
thoxyethane (30 mL) and the mixture was stirred overnight at reflux temperature. The 
next day mixture was cooled to room temperature and concentrated under vacuum, after 
which the residue was dissolved in ammonium hydroxide solution and extracted with eth-
yl acetate. The organic layer was dried over Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated under vac-
uum. The residue was purified by chromatography using a silica gel with methylene chlo-
ride-methanol 98:2 v-v as an eluent to obtain the expected compound as a yellow powder 
with an 85–94% yield.

General procedure for oxidation (8 and 11)

Hydrogen peroxide (12.9 mmol, 10 equiv.) was added dropwise to a stirred solution of 
trifluoroacetic anhydride (12.9 mmol, 10 equiv.) in DCM at 0 °C. This reaction mixture 
was stirred at 0 °C for 5 min, warmed to room temperature for 10 min, and cooled to 5 °C. 
Next, the mixture was added to a stirred solution of mono oxide (1.29 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) 
in DCM at 0 °C and stirred at room temperature for 2–3 days. The reaction mixture was 
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carefully diluted with water and basified with aqueous NH4OH and extracted with CHCl3. 
The organic fraction was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to obtain 
the residue. This residue was purified by chromatography using a silica gel with methylene 
chloride-methanol 98:2 v-v as an eluent to obtain the expected compound as an orange 
red powder with a 46–96% yield.

General procedure for synthesis of ATRi derivatives (12 and 13)

A solution of VE-821 or VE-822 (0.54 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) and triethylamine (1.62 mmol, 3.0 
equiv.) in 10 mL of methylene chloride was added to a mixture of chlorosulfonyl isocyanate 
(0.68 mmol, 1.2 equiv.) and tert-butanol (0.648 mmol, 1.2 equiv.) in 2 mL of methylene 
chloride. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 1.0 h, diluted with ethyl ac-
etate, and washed with water. The organic layer was then dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, 
filtered and concentrated under vacuum. The residue was purified by chromatography 
with a silica gel and methylene chloride-methanol 98:2 as an eluent. This intermediate 
was thereafter diluted in a solution of trifluoro acetic acid in methylene chloride (20% 
vol.) and stirred at room temperature for 6 h. Next, the mixture was concentrated under 
vacuum and co-evaporated with diethyl ether multiple times to obtain the expected com-
pound with a 58–65% yield.

General procedure for synthesis of temozolomide derivatives

To a slurry of 3-methyl-4-oxo-3,4-dihydroimidazo[5,1-d][1,2,3,5] tetrazine-8-carboxylic 
acid (1.0 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) in DCM, BOP (1.0 mmol, 1.0 equiv.), amine (1.1 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) 
and triethylamine (2.5 mmol, 2.5 equiv.) were added. This reaction mixture was stirred 
overnight at room temperature and filtered to obtain the expected compounds with a 41–
95% yield.

4-(4-(Bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)-N-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)butanamide (2a)
mp: 155–157 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 10.22 (s, 1H), 7.73 (d, J = 4.4, 4H), 7.23 (s, 
2H), 7.05 (d, J = 8.7, 2H), 6.67 (d, J = 8.7, 2H), 3.70 (d, J = 8.6, 8H), 2.54–2.50 (m, 2H), 2.34 
(t, J = 8.6, 2H), 1.90–1.78 (m, 2H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 171.68, 144.46, 142.23, 
138.03, 129.53, 126.65, 118.51, 111.90, 52.22, 41.17, 35.84, 33.54, 26.87; MS (ESI+) m/z 
458.11 [M+H]+, 460.10 [M+2]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C20H26N3O3SCl2]+: 
458.1072, found: 458.1075. 
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4 -(4-(bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)-N-(4-sulfamoylbenzyl)butanamide (2b)
mp: 130–132 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 8.41 (t, J = 5.9, 1H), 7.76 (d, J = 8.3, 2H), 
7.41 (d, J = 8.3, 2H), 7.31 (s, 2H), 7.02 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 6.66 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 4.31 (d, J = 5.9, 
2H), 3.69 (s, 8H), 2.45 (t, J = 7.5, 2H), 2.15 (t, J = 7.5, 2H), 1.82–0.72 (m, 2H); 13C NMR (101 
MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 172.15, 144.42, 143.92, 142.54, 129.86, 129.33, 127.46, 125.68, 111.89, 
52.22, 41.67, 41.17, 34.84, 33.66, 27.39; MS (ESI+) m/z 472.12 [M+H]+, 474.12 [M+2]+. 
HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C21H28N3O3SCl2]+: 472.1228, found: 472.1236.

4-(4-(Bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)-N-(4-sulfamoylphenethyl)butanamide (2c)
mp: 108–110 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 7.89 (t, J = 5.6, 1H), 7.74 (d, J = 8.3, 2H), 
7.38 (d, J = 8.3, 2H), 7.30 (s, 2H), 7.00 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 6.66 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 3.70 (d, J = 8.9, 
8H), 3.29 (dd, J = 13.0, 5.6, 2H), 2.78 (t, J = 7.5, 2H), 2.41 (t, J = 7.5, 2H), 2.08–1.98 (m, 
2H), 1.76–1.65 (m, 2H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 171.95, 144.39, 143.80, 142.01, 
129.89, 129.21, 125.67, 111.87, 52.23, 41.17, 34.87, 33.61, 27.32; MS (ESI+) m/z 486.14 
[M+H]+, 488.14 [M+2]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C22H30N3O3SCl2]+: 486.1385, 
found 486.1387.

4-(4-(Bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)butyl (4-sulfamoylphenyl)carbamate(5a)
mp: 156–158 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 10.01 (s, 1H), 7.76–7.69 (m, 2H), 7.64–
7.56 (m, 2H), 7.22 (s, 2H), 7.04 (d, J = 8.7, 2H), 6.66 (d, J = 8.7, 2H), 4.12 (t, J = 6.0, 2H), 
3.77–3.63 (m, 8H), 1.70–1.54 (m, 4H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 153.50, 144.40, 
142.34, 137.48, 130.06, 129.30, 126.77, 117.50, 111.89, 64.43, 52.22, 41.17, 33.68, 28.09, 
27.62; MS (ESI+) m/z 488.12 [M+H]+, 490.12 [M+2]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for 
[C21H28N3O4SCl2]+: 488.1178, found: 488.1184.

4-(4-(Bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)butyl (4-sulfamoylbenzyl)carbamate(5b)
mp: 98–100 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 7.76 (t, J = 8.5, 3H), 7.41 (d, J = 8.5, 2H), 
7.31 (s, 2H), 7.02 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 6.66 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 4.23 (d, J = 6.1, 2H), 3.98 (s, 2H), 3.75–
3.63 (m, 8H), 2.47 (s, 2H), 1.55 (m, 4H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 156.63, 144.37, 
143.97, 142.61, 130.13, 129.26, 127.27, 125.70, 111.88, 63.84, 52.23, 43.37, 41.18, 33.68, 
28.31, 27.64; MS (ESI+) m/z 502.13 [M+H]+, 504.13 [M+2]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated 
for [C22H30N3O4SCl2]+: 502.1334, found: 502.1338.

4-(4-(Bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)butyl (4-sulfamoylphenethyl)carbamate(5c)
mp: 100–102 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 7.77–7.70 (m, 2H), 7.37 (d, J = 8.2, 2H), 
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7.30 (s, 2H), 7.19 (t, J = 5.5, 1H), 7.02 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 6.66 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 3.94 (d, J = 5.5, 
2H), 3.69 (s, 8H), 3.21 (dd, J = 13.3, 6.6, 2H), 2.76 (dd, J = 16.9, 9.8, 2H), 2.46 (s, 2H), 1.52 
(s, 4H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 156.30, 144.37, 143.58, 142.03, 130.15, 129.19, 
125.67, 111.88, 63.51, 52.23, 41.28, 35.09, 33.67, 28.32, 27.63; MS (ESI+) m/z 516.15 
[M+H]+, 518.15 [M+2]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C23H32N3O4SCl2]+: 516.1491, 
found: 516.1490.

3-(4-Sulfamoylphenethylamino) benzo [e][1,2,4] triazine 1-oxide (7)
Compound 7 was synthesized from 6 by a general amination method and resulted in a 
yellow solid with a yield of 94%. mp: 250–252 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 8.15 (s, 
1H), 8.13 (s, 1H), 8.03 (s, 1H), 7.82–7.71 (m, 3H), 7.60 (d, J = 8.0, 1H), 7.47 (d, J = 8.0, 2H), 
7.38–7.30 (m, 1H), 7.28 (s, 2H), 3.60 (d, J = 6.2, 2H), 3.01 (dd, J = 6.2, 2H); 13C NMR (101 
MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 158.80, 143.70, 142.07, 135.76, 129.25, 125.92, 124.66, 119.93, 41.92, 
34.09; MS (ESI+) m/z 346.10 [M+H]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C15H16N5O3S]+: 
346.0974, found: 346.0973.

3-((4-Sulfamoylphenethyl)amino)benzo[e][1,2,4]triazine 1,4-dioxide (8)
Compound 8 was synthesized from 7 by a general oxidation method, resulting in an or-
ange red solid with a yield of 96%. mp: 210–212 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 8.31 
(t, J = 6.1, 1H), 8.22 (d, J = 8.1, 1H), 8.13 (d, J = 8.1, 1H), 7.97–7.89 (m, 1H), 7.75 (d, J = 8.3, 
2H), 7.61–7.53 (m, 1H), 7.47 (d, J = 8.3, 2H), 7.29 (s, 2H), 3.67 (dd, J = 7.2, 6.1, 2H), 3.03 (t, J 
= 7.2, 2H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 149.67, 143.19, 142.16, 138.19, 135.48, 130.07, 
129.26, 127.04, 125.71, 121.13, 116.89, 41.76, 34.18; MS (ESI+) m/z 362.09 [M+H]+. HRMS 
(ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C15H16N5O4S]+: 362.0923, found: 362.0928.

3-(4-Sulfamoylphenethylamino)-7,8-dihydro-6H-indeno [5,6-e][1,2,4] triazine 1-oxide 
(10)
Compound 10 was synthesized from 9 by using a general amination method, which result-
ed in a yellow solid with a 85% yield. mp: 238–240 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 7.95 
(s, 1H), 7.82 (s, 1H), 7.74 (t, J = 10.0, 2H), 7.49–7.39 (m, 3H), 7.28 (s, 2H), 3.57 (dd, J = 13.0, 
6.8, 2H), 3.02–2.90 (m, 6H), 2.11–1.99 (m, 2H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 157.56, 
153.64, 142.79, 141.97, 130.10–127.99, 125.35, 112.78, 41.77, 32.35, 31.60, 25.25; MS 
(ESI+) m/z 386.13 [M+H]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C18H20N5O3S]+: 386.1287, 
found: 386.1291.
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3-((4-Sulfamoylphenethyl) amino)-7,8-dihydro-6H-indeno [5,6-e][1,2,4] triazine 
1,4-dioxide (11)
Compound 11 was synthesized from 10 by using a general oxidation method resulting 
in an orange red solid with a yield of 46%. mp: 218–220 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DM-
SO-d6), δ 8.19 (s, 1H), 7.98 (d, J = 24.2, 2H), 7.75 (d, J = 7.8, 2H), 7.46 (d, J = 7.7, 2H), 
7.29 (s, 2H), 3.65 (d, J = 6.2, 2H), 3.12–2.92 (m, 6H), 2.17–1.99 (m, 2H); 13C NMR (101 
MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 154.56, 149.25, 145.07, 143.22, 142.15, 129.23, 125.71, 41.76, 32.74, 
31.80, 25.24; MS (ESI+) m/z 402.12 [M+H]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C18H-
20N5O4S]+: 402.1236, found: 402.1234.

6-(4-(Methylsulfonyl)phenyl)-N-phenyl-3-(sulfamoylamino)pyrazine-2-carboxamide 
(12)
Compound 12 was synthesized from commercially purchased VE-821 by using the general 
procedure described above, which resulted in a yellow solid with an overall yield of 58%. 
mp: 233–235 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 11.27 (s, 1H), 10.82 (s, 1H), 9.28 (s, 1H), 
8.64 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 8.08 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 7.83–7.76 (m, 2H), 7.68 (s, 2H), 7.48–7.39 (m, 2H), 
7.23 (dd, J = 14.0, 6.6, 1H), 3.30 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 164.59–163.27, 
149.32–147.73, 144.46–143.38, 141.16, 139.57, 137.17–136.45, 128.69, 127.46, 125.15, 
122.08, 43.46; MS (ESI+) m/z 448.07 [M+H]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C18H-

18N5O2S2]+: 448.0749, found: 448.0748.

5-(4-(Isopropylsulfonyl) phenyl)-3-(3-(4-((methylamino) methyl) phenyl) isoxazol-5-yl) 
pyrazin-2-carboxamide (13)
Compound 13 was synthesized from commercially purchased VE-822 by using the general 
procedure described above, which resulted in a yellow solid with an overall yield of 65%. 
mp: 242–244 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 8.94 (s, 1H), 8.38 (d, J = 8.5, 2H), 8.02 (d, 
J = 8.2, 2H), 7.93 (d, J = 8.5, 2H), 7.79 (s, 1H), 7.54 (d, J = 8.2, 2H), 7.20 (s, 2H), 6.96 (s, 2H), 
4.17 (s, 2H), 3.54–3.38 (m, 1H), 2.58 (s, 3H), 1.17 (t, J = 14.1, 6H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DM-
SO-d6), δ 167.67, 162.00, 151.75, 142.47, 141.04, 139.53, 137.62, 135.78, 129.00, 127.17, 
125.69, 124.47, 102.16, 54.22, 53.49, 34.94, 15.19; MS (ESI+) m/z 543.15 [M+H]+. HRMS 
(ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C24H27N6O5S2]+: 543.1484, found: 543.1484.

3-Methyl-4-oxo-N-(4-sulfamoylphenethyl)-3,4-dihydroimidazo[5,1-d][1,2,3,5]tetrazine-
8-carboxamide (15a)
Compound 15a was synthesized from 14 by reacting it with 4-(2-aminoethyl) benzene 
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sulfonamide using the general procedure for synthesizing temozolomide derivatives de-
scribed above. This reaction resulted in a white solid with a yield of 50%. mp: 195–197 °C; 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 8.83 (s, 1H), 8.58 (t, J = 5.9, 1H), 7.74 (d, J = 8.3, 2H), 7.44 
(d, J = 8.3, 2H), 7.30 (s, 2H), 3.86 (s, 3H), 3.58 (dd, J = 13.4, 6.8, 2H), 2.96 (t, J = 7.1, 2H); 
13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 159.67, 143.64, 142.05, 139.20, 134.45, 130.30, 129.14, 
128.46, 125.73, 36.16, 34.78; MS (ESI+) m/z 378.10 [M+H]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculat-
ed for [C14H16N7O4S]+: 378.0984, found: 378.0986.

3-Methyl-4-oxo-N-(sulfamoyloxy)-3,4-dihydroimidazo[5,1-d][1,2,3,5]tetrazine-8-
carboxamide (15b)
Compound 15b was synthesized from 14 by reacting it with aminoxysulfonamide using 
the general procedure for synthesizing temozolomide derivatives described above. This 
reaction resulted in a white solid with a yield of 41%. mp: 195–197 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, 
DMSO-d6), δ 8.81 (s, 1H), 7.80 (s, 1H), 7.67 (s, 1H), 7.30 (s, 2H), 3.86 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (101 
MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 161.51, 139.16, 134.57, 130.51, 128.37, 45.72.

3-Methyl-4-oxo-N-(4-sulfamoylbenzyl)-3,4-dihydroimidazo [5,1-d][1,2,3,5]tetrazine-8-
carboxamide (15c)
Compound 15c was synthesized from 14 by reacting it with 4-(aminomethyl) benzene 
sulfonamide hydrochloride using the general procedure for synthesizing temozolomide 
derivatives described above. This reaction resulted in a white solid with a yield of 88%. 
mp: 185–187 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 9.20 (t, J = 6.2, 1H), 8.87 (s, 1H), 7.77 (d, J 
= 8.3, 2H), 7.50 (d, J = 8.3, 2H), 7.31 (s, 2H), 4.55 (d, J = 6.3, 2H), 3.87 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (101 
MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 159.96, 143.85, 142.63, 142.63, 138.96, 134.69, 130.11, 129.28, 128.62, 
127.68, 125.77, 41.94, 36.23; MS (ESI+) m/z 364.08 [M+H]+. HRMS (ESI+) [M+H]+ calculat-
ed for [C13H14N7O4S]+: 364.0828, found: 364.0826.

3-Methyl-4-oxo-N-(5-sulfamoyl-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)-3,4-dihydroimidazo[5,1-d][1,2,3,5]
tetrazine-8-carboxamide (15d)
Compound 15d was synthesized from 14 by reacting it with 5-amino-1, 3,4-thiadi-
azole-2-sulfonamide hydrochloride using the general procedure for synthesizing temo-
zolomide derivatives described above. This reaction resulted in a light yellow solid with a 
yield of 95%. mp: 128–130 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 8.63 (s, 1H), 8.06 (s, 1H), 
7.81 (s, 1H), 7.35 (s, 2H), 3.83 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 171.73, 170.89, 
165.39, 161.04, 157.91, 139.53, 134.24, 127.88; MS (ESI+) m/z 358.01 [M+H]+. HRMS 
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(ESI+) [M+H]+ calculated for [C8H8N9O4S2]+: 358.0141, found: 358.0140.

Synthesis of 4-(2-(3-carbamimidoylguanidino)ethyl)benzenesulfonamide hydrochloride 
salt (18)
4-(2-Aminoethyl)benzenesulfonamide 16 (0.5g, 1.0 equiv.) and cyanoguanidine 17 (0.21g, 
1.0 equiv.) were suspended in n-butanol (5.0 mL) and treated with a 6.0 M aqueous hy-
drochloric acid solution (1.0 equiv., 0.4 mL). The mixture was treated at 100 °C overnight 
and the solvents were removed under vacuum. The residue was thereafter crystallized 
from isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to obtain compound 18 as a white solid with a 75% yield. 
mp: 154–159 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 7.87 (d, 2H, J = 8.4, Ar-H), 7.82 (brs, 2H, 
exchangeable with D2O), 7.50 (d, 2H, J = 8.4, Ar-H), 7.38 (brs, 1H, exchangeable with D2O), 
6.62 (brs, 2H, exchangeable with D2O), 3.15 (t, 2H, J = 6.7), 2.98 (t, 2H, J = 6.7); 13C NMR 
(101 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ 164.0, 143.7, 142.0, 130.3, 127.0, 119.3, 61.4, 34.1; MS (ESI+) m/z 
285.11 [M+H]+.

CA inhibition assays

To measure the CA-catalyzed CO2 hydration activity an Applied Photophysics stopped-
flow instrument was used [61]. To maintain ionic strength Na2SO4 (20 mM) was used with 
HEPES (20 mM, pH 7.5) as a buffer and Phenol red (0.2 mM) as an indicator working at 
the maximum absorbance of 557 nm, which was used to follow the initial rates of the 
CA-catalyzed CO2 hydration for a duration of 10–100 s. To determine the kinetic param-
eters and inhibition constants varying CO2 concentrations were included (1.7–17 mM). 
Initial velocity was assayed with at least six traces of the initial 5–10% of the reaction for 
each compound. Compounds were dissolved in distilled-deionized water (0.01 nM). The 
combined enzyme solutions and compounds were incubated for 15 min at room tempera-
ture to allow for the E-I complex formation prior to measurements. The nonlinear least-
squares method of PRISM 3 was used to estimate the inhibition constants and the mean 
of three independent estimations is reported. The CA isoforms included are recombinant 
proteins obtained in house.

Biological assays

Cells

All cell lines used were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. 
Canine kidney epithelial MDCK cells overexpressing human CAIX (CAIX+) or a scrambled 
control vector (CAIX−) have been described before [37, 44]. The HCT116 constitutive CAIX 
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knockdown cell line and its scrambled control have also been described before and were 
kindly provided by Professor Adrien Harris (Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine, 
University of Oxford, John Radcliffe hospital, Oxford, UK) [24, 28, 62]. Cells were exposed 
to hypoxic or anoxic conditions in a hypoxic chamber (MACS VA500 microaerophilic work-
station, Don Whitley Scientific, UK) with 0.2 or ≤0.02% O2, respectively, and 5% CO2 and 
residual N2 to upregulate and activate CAIX. Normoxic cells were grown in normal incuba-
tors with 21% O2, 5% CO2 at 37 °C.

Cell viability assays

The efficacy of the cytotoxic derivatives was compared to their respective parental com-
pounds in cell viability assays using alamarBlue® (Invitrogen). In short, MDCK cells were 
seeded in 96-well plates and allowed to attach overnight. The next day plates were ex-
posed to hypoxia and DMEM was replaced with pre-incubated hypoxic DMEM. In contrast, 
testing the ATRi was performed in anoxic conditions to decrease the radiosensitivity of 
the cells. In parallel normoxic 96-well plates were incubated in normal incubators with 
21% O2 and 5% CO2. Compounds were dissolved in DMSO (0.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) and fi-
nal concentrations were made with pre-incubated hypoxic or normoxic DMEM and added 
to the wells after 24 h of exposure. To test the ATR inhibitors cells were exposed to the 
compounds 1 h prior to irradiation and the 96-well plates were irradiated (225 kV Philips 
X-ray tube) with 2 Gy (normoxia) or 4 Gy (anoxia). Cells were exposed to compounds for 
a total of 2 h for chlorambucil and tirapazamine, or 72 h for temozolomide and the ATR 
inhibitors, after which medium was washed off and replaced with fresh medium. For chlo-
rambucil, tirapazamine, and ATR inhibitor derivatives cells were allowed to grow for an 
additional 72 h under normoxic conditions prior to measurement, whereas cells exposed 
to temozolomide derivatives remained in hypoxic conditions prior to measurement. Cells 
were allowed to convert alamarBlue® for 2 h during normoxic conditions, which corre-
sponds with their metabolic function and is a measure for cell viability.

Clonogenic assays

Clonogenic survival of MDCK cells was determined with high cell numbers to allow for 
CAIX-dependent extracellular acidification [44]. These cells were exposed to temozolo-
mide or 15b for 24 h during normoxic or hypoxic conditions after which cells were tryp-
sinized and reseeded in triplicate with known cell numbers. Cells were allowed to grow for 
7 days to form colonies that were quantified after staining and fixation with 0.4% methy-
lene blue in 70% ethanol. Surviving fraction was normalized to vehicle (0.5% DMSO).
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Basal respiration measurements

Oxygen Consumption Rates (OCR) were determined using the Seahorse XF96 extracellular 
Flux analyzer (Agilent Technologies). Cells were seeded in a XF96 cell plate with normal 
growth medium at an optimized cell density of 1.5 × 104 cells/well. Plates were placed in 
a 5% CO2 incubator at 37 °C in order to let the cells attach. Subsequently cells were incu-
bated for 18 h under hypoxic conditions (0.2% O2). Culture medium was exchanged with 
DMEM containing 25 mM d-glucose, 4 mM l-glutamine and 1 mM sodiumpyruvate (GIBCO, 
Thermo Fisher) 60 min prior to the assay and plates were placed in a CO2-free incubator 
at 37 °C. Prior to the first injection, baseline OCR was determined using a mixing period 
of 5 min and a measurement period of 3 min followed by 3 loops of mixing and measuring 
for 3 min each. Medium containing vehicle (PBS, Lonza), Phenformin Hydrochloride (Sig-
ma-Aldrich), or the CAIXi conjugated phenformin derivative 18 were injected followed by 
several mixing and measurements cycles. Subsequently cells were washed with PBS and 
lysed in a 0.05% SDS (Sigma-Aldrich) solution. Protein quantification for normalization 
purposes was performed using Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher).

Western blot

To validate CAIX expression in the genetically modified cell lines protein immunoblotting 
was performed after 24 h of hypoxia exposure (0.2% O2) as described previously [43]. Pri-
mary antibodies used included the anti-CAIX M75 antibody (kindly provided by Professor 
Silvia Pastorekova, Institute of Virology, Slovak Academy of Science, Slovak Republic), and 
anti-β-actin (MP Biomedicals, #691001) as a reference protein.

Statistical analyses

GraphPad Prism (version 5.03) was used for all statistical analyses. For the cytotoxic com-
pounds IC50 values were estimated with the curve of the log(inhibitor) vs. normalized re-
sponse (Variable slope). Means between groups were compared using unpaired t-tests, 
where p < 0.05 indicated statistical significance.
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Supplementary data

Supplementary Figure S1. CAIX protein expression during normoxia and hypoxia of the MDCK (A) and HCT116 

(B) cells and pH measurements of MDCK cells (C). Expression of ß-actin was included as a reference protein. 

CAIX+ MDCK cells are overexpressing CAIX, and CAIX- cells are control cells lacking both human and canine CAIX 

expression. HCT116 scrambled control vector cells (SCR) show hypoxia-dependent CAIX expression, whereas 

CAIX knockdown (KD) cells do not. During normoxic conditions HCT116 SCR cells have no detectable levels of 

CAIX, since the dot (B) is an artefact on film. The pH of the culture medium was measured of the MDCK cells after 

24 hours of normoxic or hypoxic exposure (C). Mean ± SEM of three independent biological repeats are shown. 
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Asterisks indicate statistical significance (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01).

Supplementary Figure S2. Relative cell viability of CAIX+ and CAIX- MDCK cells exposed to increasing concen-

trations of chlorambucil or the CAIXi conjugated derivatives during normoxic (N) and hypoxic (H) conditions. 

Relative cell viability was normalized to vehicle control (0.5% DMSO). Average ± SEM of three independent bio-

logical repeats is shown.
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Supplementary Figure S3. Relative cell viability of CAIX+ and CAIX- MDCK cells exposed to increasing concen-

trations of tirapazamine or the CAIXi conjugated derivatives during normoxic (N) and hypoxic (H) conditions. 

Relative cell viability was normalized to vehicle control (0.5% DMSO). Average ± SEM of three independent bio-

logical repeats is shown
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Supplementary Figure S4. Relative cell viability of CAIX+ and CAIX- MDCK cells exposed to increasing concen-

trations of temozolomide or the CAIXi conjugated derivatives during normoxic (N) and hypoxic (H) conditions. 

Relative cell viability was normalized to vehicle control (0.5% DMSO). Average ± SEM of three independent bio-

logical repeats is shown.
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Supplementary Figure S5. Relative cell viability (%) in MDCK CAIX- and CAIX+ cells exposed to ATR inhibitors 

(VE-821 and VE-822) or the CAIXi conjugated derivatives (12 and 13) without radiation during normoxia (21% 

O2) and anoxia (<0.02% O2). Cells were exposed to 500 nM VE-821 and 12, and to 50 nM VE-822 and 13. Average 

± SEM of three independent biological repeats is shown. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (*p < 0.05; **p 

< 0.01; ***p<0.001).
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NMR spectra 1: 4-(4-(bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)-N-(4-sulfamoylphenyl)butanamide (2a).
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NMR spectra 2: 4-(4-(bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)-N-(4-sulfamoylbenzyl)butanamide (2b).
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NMR spectra 3: 4-(4-(bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)-N-(4-sulfamoylphenethyl)butanamide(2c).
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NMR spectra 4: 4-(4-(bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)butyl (4-sulfamoylphenyl)carbamate(5a).
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NMR spectra 5: 4-(4-(bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)butyl (4-sulfamoylbenzyl)carbamate(5b).
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NMR spectra 6: 4-(4-(bis(2-chloroethyl)amino)phenyl)butyl (4-sulfamoylphenethyl)carbamate(5c).
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NMR spectra 7: 3-(4-sulfamoylphenethylamino) benzo [e][1,2,4] triazine 1-oxide (7). 
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NMR spectra 8: 3-((4-sulfamoylphenethyl)amino)benzo[e][1,2,4]triazine 1,4-dioxide (8).
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NMR spectra 9: 3-(4-sulfamoylphenethylamino)-7,8-dihydro-6H-indeno [5,6-e][1,2,4] triazine 1-oxide (10).
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NMR spectra 10: 3-((4-sulfamoylphenethyl) amino)-7,8-dihydro-6H-indeno [5,6-e][1,2,4] triazine 1,4-dioxide (11).
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NMR spectra 11: 6-(4-(methylsulfonyl)phenyl)-N-phenyl-3-(sulfamoylamino)pyrazine-2-carboxamide (12).
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NMR spectra 12: 5-(4-(isopropylsulfonyl) phenyl)-3-(3-(4-((methylamino) methyl) phenyl) isoxazol-5-yl) pyr-

azin-2-carboxamide (13).
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NMR spectra 13: 3-methyl-4-oxo-N-(4-sulfamoylphenethyl)-3,4-dihydroimidazo[5,1-d][1,2,3,5]tetrazine-8-car-

boxamide (15a).
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NMR spectra 14: 3-methyl-4-oxo-N-(sulfamoyloxy)-3,4-dihydroimidazo[5,1-d][1,2,3,5]tetrazine-8-carboxam-

ide (15b).
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NMR spectra 15: 3-methyl-4-oxo-N-(4-sulfamoylbenzyl)-3,4-dihydroimidazo[5,1-d][1,2,3,5]tetrazine-8-car-

boxamide (15c).
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NMR spectra 16: 3-methyl-4-oxo-N-(5-sulfamoyl-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)-3,4-dihydroimidazo[5,1-d][1,2,3,5]

tetrazine-8-carboxamide (15d).
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NMR spectra 17: 4-(2-(3-carbamimidoylguanidino)ethyl)benzenesulfonamide hydrochloride salt (18)
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Abstract

Human carbonic anhydrase (CA) IX has emerged as a promising anticancer target and a diagnostic 

biomarker for solid hypoxic tumors. Novel fluorinated CA IX inhibitors exhibited up to 50 picomo-

lar affinity towards the recombinant human CA IX, selectivity over other CAs, and direct binding 

to Zn(II) in the active site of CA IX inducing novel conformational changes as determined by X-ray 

crystallography. Mass spectrometric gas-analysis confirmed the CA IX-based mechanism of the in-

hibitors in a CRISPR/Cas9-mediated CA IX knockout in HeLa cells. Hypoxia-induced extracellular 

acidification was significantly reduced in HeLa, H460, MDA-MB-231, and A549 cells exposed to the 

compounds, with the IC50 values up to 1.29 nM. A decreased clonogenic survival was observed when 

hypoxic H460 3D spheroids were incubated with our lead compound. These novel compounds are 

therefore promising agents for CA IX-specific therapy. 
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Introduction

Tumor hypoxia promotes invasiveness and is associated with resistance to chemotherapeutics and 

radiation and thus poor prognosis [1-5]. Human carbonic anhydrase IX (CA IX) shows limited ex-

pression in normal tissues [6] and is significantly up-regulated by hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF-

1α) [7] or other alternative microenvironmental factors [8-12] in a variety of tumors. CA IX is crucial 

for cancer cell survival because bicarbonate and protons, produced upon CA IX-catalyzed reversible 

hydration of CO2, are necessary to maintain the cellular pH balance: bicarbonate is transported into 

the cell to neutralize intracellular acid, while protons increase extracellular acidification [13-16]. 

CA IX also stimulates cell spreading and epithelial-mesenchymal transition [17, 18]. Therefore, CA 

IX has been proposed to be a promising tumor hypoxia biomarker for diagnostic and targeted drug 

delivery applications [19].

Sulfonamides are classical CA inhibitors, where the deprotonated sulfonamide group is required 

for displacement of the catalytic Zn2+-bound water molecule to bind directly with Zn2+ in the active 

site to inhibit CA [20, 21]. Therefore, the binding affinity can be enhanced using inhibitors with the 

lowered pKa of the sulfonamide group [21, 22]. Introduction of fluorine atoms that lower the pKa 

due to their electron-withdrawing capabilities is one of the choices due to unique features, such 

as high electronegativity, small size, low atomic weight, and contribution to increased lipophilicity. 

Fluorine is found in ~20% of current pharmaceuticals and this trend is increasing [23]. Krishnamur-

thy and colleagues investigated fluorinated benzensulfonamides and concluded that fluorine is the 

best choice for electron-withdrawing substituents [21]. We expanded this strategy and created new 

routes for functionalization of pentafluorobenzensulfonamides [24, 25] including para-, ortho-, and 

meta- substituted fluorinated benzensulfonamides. The bulky hydrophobic groups at ortho or meta 

positions are necessary for the favorable hydrophobic contacts with the amino acids of CA IX binding 

pocket [26]. Here we present novel the ortho-substituted fluorinated benzenesulfonamides VR16-09 

and VR16-10 (Table 1, Scheme 1) in combination with the previously chemically and biophysically 

characterized meta and ortho-substituted fluorinated inhibitors VD11-4-2 and VD12-09 [26]. We hy-

pothesized that these benzenesulfonamides will exhibit high affinity and strong selectivity towards 

recombinant CA IX and will possess significant functional effects in cancer cell lines on reducing 

hypoxia-induced acidosis as well as hypoxia-dependent clonogenic survival, providing efficacious 

opportunity to target CA IX-expressing cells.
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Results and discussion

Binding and inhibition of recombinant CA isoforms

The affinities of VR16-09 and VR16-10 to 12 catalytically active recombinant CA isoforms were de-

termined by the fluorescent thermal-shift assay (FTSA) and compared with previously published 

[26] inhibitors VD11-4-2 and VD12-09 (Table 1). The Ki values against CA IX and CA XII were also 

measured by the stopped-flow inhibition assay (SFA) of the CO2 hydration CA enzymatic activity 

(Table 1). FTSA revealed that VR16-09 bound CA IX significantly (Kd = 0.16 nM) stronger than oth-

er CA isoforms (Kds > 200 µM) (Table 1, Figure 1A-C). VR16-09 with the bulky aminocyclododecyl 

group exhibited greater selectivity towards CA IX as compared with VR16-10, VD12-09, and VD11-4-

2 bearing aminocyclooctyl groups. SFA did not allow the determination of Ki < ~2 nM against CA IX, 

because the concentration of CA IX was 10 nM, thus limiting the determination of IC50 at 5 nM. There-

fore, the Kds determined by the FTSA should be used rather than SFA. Nevertheless, SFA confirmed 

that VR16-09 and VR16-10 efficiently inhibited the CA IX activity (Figure 1D-F). These compounds 

are advantageous compared to SLC-0111 that has entered the clinical trials (Ki(CA IX) = 45 nM, Ki(CA XII) = 

4.5 nM and only 20-fold selectivity over CA II, thus would possibly exhibit larger adverse effects [27, 

28]). In contrast, selectivity of VR16-09 for CA IX over CA I and CA II is more than one million-fold.

Table 1: The dissociation constants (Kds) of VR16-09, VR16-10, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 for 12 recombinant catalyt-

ic domains of human active CA isoforms as determined by FTSA at pH 7.0 (37 °C). The Ki values determined by SFA 

(pH 7.5, 25 oC) are shown in the parentheses. Uncertainties of FTSA and SFA measurements do not exceed 2-fold.

CA isoform Kd, (Ki), nM

VR16-09 VR16-10 VD11-4-2* VD12-09*

CA I ³200 000 5000 710 50 000

CA II ³200 000 1000 60 1 300

CA III ³200 000 ³200 000 40 000 ³200 000

CA IV ³200 000 1820 25 1 700

CA VA ³200 000 5000 2 500 3 300

CA VB 45000 100 5.6 210

CA VI ³200 000 26300 95 4 300
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Table 1 continued: The dissociation constants (Kds) of VR16-09, VR16-10, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 for 12 re-

combinant catalytic domains of human active CA isoforms as determined by FTSA at pH 7.0 (37 °C). The Ki values 

determined by SFA (pH 7.5, 25 oC) are shown in the parentheses. Uncertainties of FTSA and SFA measurements 

do not exceed 2-fold.

CA isoform Kd, (Ki), nM

VR16-09 VR16-10 VD11-4-2* VD12-09*

CA VII 37 000 100 9.8 330

CA IX 0.16 (<1) 0.20 (<1) 0.05 1.1

CA XII 710 (100) 370 3.3 330

CA XIII 20 40 3.6 140

CA XIV 170 170 1.6 170

*Kd values of VD11-4-2 and VD12-09 towards CA isoforms have been already published [26].

Crystal structures of inhibitors bound to recombinant CA IX

The structures of the CA IX catalytic domain in complex with VR16-09 (PDB ID: 6G98), VR16-10 (PDB 

ID: 6G9U), VD12-09 (PDB ID: 6FE0) and VD11-4-2 (PDB ID: 6FE1) were determined by X-ray crystal-

lography at resolutions ranging from 1.75 Å to 2.47 Å (Figure 2, Table S1). The sulfonamide moiety 

and trifluorobenzene cycle of all observed ligands fit in the conserved region of the CA IX active site, 

the cycloalkane tail moieties were guided towards the hydrophobic part of the active site and moieties 

with terminal hydroxyl group were located in the hydrophilic part of the active site. The sulfonamide 

amino group formed a coordination bond with Zn(II), as observed in many other CA-sulfonamide 

complexes. All ligands were positioned very similarly within the active site of CA IX, except with some 

differences occurring in the case of VD11-4-2 (Figure 2). VD11-4-2 also formed two additional hy-

drogen bonds with Asn62 and Gln92, which might explain its stronger affinity for CA IX as compared 

to other analyzed compounds. All four crystal structures showed that some conformational changes 

have occurred in the CA IX active site pocket as compared to other known CA IX structures [29, 30]. In 

order to fully understand conformational changes occurring in those cases, we determined also apo 

(ligand free) CA IX structure at 1.87 Å resolution (PDB ID: 6FE2). In case of VR16-09, the cyclododecyl 

moiety altered rotamer of Gln92, which in turn changed the conformation of Gln67 (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: The binding affinity by FTSA (panels A-C) and inhibition by SFA (panels D-F) of VR16-09 towards 

human recombinant CAs. Thermal melting curves of 8 mM CA IX (A) and 5 mM CA II (B) determined by ANS flu-

orescence in the presence of various VR16-09 concentrations. C – Melting temperatures (Tm) of CA IX (■), CA II 

(◊) and CA XII (▲) as a function of added compound concentration. The lines were regressed according to [60]. 

Absorbance decrease due to enzymatic acidification of the medium by CA IX (D) or CA XII (E) for various VR16-09 

concentrations. F – Fraction inhibition of CA IX (■) or CA XII (▲) as a function of the total VR16-09 concentration. 

The lines are fit according to the Morrison equation [50]. 

CA IX-dependent functional activities of inhibitors in cancer cells

Compounds were evaluated for their biological functional activities in a panel of human cancer cell 

lines. CA IX expression was increased in hypoxic (0.2% O2) A549 (lung), AsPC-1 (pancreatic), MDA-

MB-231 (breast), H460 (lung), and HeLa (cervical) cancer cells, whereas CA XII expression was sim-

ilar under normoxia and hypoxia (Figures S1, S2). We evaluated the potency of the compounds to 

inhibit the CA catalytic activity in hypoxic MDA-MB-231 cells by determining the rate of the CO2/

HCO3
- hydration/dehydration reaction via 18O depletion from 13C18O2, measured by mass-spectromet-

ric (MS) gas analysis. Addition of cell suspension resulted in an acceleration of the reaction, indicat-

ing CA catalytic activity in MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 3A). Pre-incubation of the cell suspension with 

VR16-09, VD11-4-2, or VD12-09 resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in CA activity (Figure 3B-D).

To verify the CA IX specificity, hypoxic HeLa cells, in which CA IX was knocked out (KO) (Figure S3), 
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Figure 2: Crystal structure of VR16-09 (panel A, PDB ID: 6G98) bound in the active site of human recombinant 

CA IX. The Fo − Fc omit map is contoured at 3σ. Panel B shows that VR16-09 fitted in apo-CA IX structure (PDB ID: 

6FE2), demonstrating collision points with residues indicating too short inter-atomic distances if conformational 

changes had not occurred. Protein and ligand carbons are shown in green and black, respectively, and apo-CA IX 

residues are shown in light blue. Atom colors are: oxygen (red), nitrogen (blue), fluorine (light blue), and sulfur 

(yellow). Panel C shows comparison of binding modes for compounds VR16-09 (black carbons), VR16-10 (green 

carbons), VD12-09 (yellow carbons), and VD11-4-2 (light blue carbons). The zinc ion is shown as a gray sphere 

and residues participating in hydrogen bonds or charged interactions are also specified for the respective inhib-

itors. The figure was prepared using Pymol [61].

were exposed to VR16-09, VD11-4-2 and VD12-09 at concentrations of near maximum inhibition of 

extracellular CA activity in hypoxic MDA-MB-231 cells. In both HeLa CA IX KO lines, VR16-09 (300 

nM), VD11-4-2 (300 nM), or VD12-09 (30 µM) did not alter CA activity (Figure 3E), although consid-

erable CA activity remained, indicating activity of other CA isoforms. In HeLa wild-type (WT) cells, 

CA activity decreased (P<0.01) to 30-40%, values that did not significantly differ from the two HeLa 

CA IX KO cell lines. Thus, VR16-09, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 specifically target CA IX, while other CAs 

remain unaffected. Previously Frost and colleagues reported a Ki value of 85.3 nM against extracellu-

lar CA for the fluorescent sulfonamide Cpd 5c in intact hypoxic MDA-MB-231 cells using the same 18O 

exchange assay [31]. Extracellular CA activity of MDA-MB-231 cells was also significantly reduced 

by 1 µM acetazolamide [32]. The inhibitors VR16-09 and VD11-4-2 exhibited higher effect towards 

CA IX expressed in cellular models than previously reported compounds likely due to higher affinity.
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Figure 3: IC50 determination of VR16-09, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 in hypoxic MDA-MB-231 cells and CA IX-depen-

dent mode of action for inhibitors in hypoxic HeLa CA IX KO cells. A – Original recordings of the log enrichment 

of MDA-MB-231 cells pre-incubated with VD11-4-2 for up to 3 h. The beginning of each trace shows the rate of 

degradation of the 18O-labeled substrate in the non-catalyzed reaction. B-D – Relative CA activity in MDA-MB-231 

cells, incubated under hypoxia (1% O2) for 3 days. Cells were pre-incubated with VR16-09 (B), VD11-4-2 (C), or 

VD12-09 (D) for up to 3 h. CA activity was determined by MS gas-analysis from the increase in the rate of log en-

richment after addition of cell suspension. CA activity in the presence of inhibitor was normalized to the activity 

in the absence of inhibitor. E – CA activity in HeLa-WT and HeLa-CA IX-KO cells, before (white bars) and after 

addition of VR16-09, VD11-4-2 or VD12-09 (black bars). Average + SD of 4 independent experiments per cell 

line are shown. Asterisks indicate significant difference between CA activity before and after addition of inhibitor 

(**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, n.s.: not significant).
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The functional activity of inhibitors was further confirmed by measuring the rise in extracellular 

pH directly inside a hypoxic chamber [33]. VR16-09, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 significantly (p<0.05) 

reduced hypoxia-induced acidification of HeLa cells in a dose-dependent manner, while the effect 

on cells exposed to normoxia was negligible (Figure 4A). This functional activity was the most pro-

nounced for VR16-09 at 50 µM, which significantly reduced hypoxia-induced acidosis of 4 inves-

tigated cell lines (Figure 4A, 4B). VD11-4-2 also significantly reduced (p<0.05) hypoxic acidifica-

tion of HeLa, H460, MDA-MB-231, and A549 cells (Figure 4A, 4C). A 4-fold lower concentration of 

sodium bicarbonate in the medium was used for A549 to determine the functional effects of the 

compounds due to relatively low levels of hypoxia-induced CA IX (Figure S1). VD12-09 exhibited 

functional activity in HeLa cells (Figure 4A). The smallest, albeit significant (p<0.05), impact on ex-

tracellular acidification was found for VR16-10 (Figure S4). Interestingly, inhibitors VR16-09 and 

VR16-10 differ structurally by the size of the hydrophobic ring at ortho position. Thus, a 12-carbon 

ring of VR16-09 was found to be more favorable than an 8-carbon ring of VR16-10 because ~3-fold 

higher functional effects of VR16-09 on the reduction of hypoxia-induced acidification of H460 cells 

were observed, even though their affinities towards recombinant CA IX were similar (Kds of 0.16 and 

0.20 nM, respectively). Functional activities of several CA IX-targeting agents, such as fluorescent 

sulfonamide [33] and nitroimidazole-based inhibitors [34, 35] have been previously reported using 

the same method in HeLa cells, where a dose-dependent reduction in hypoxia-induced extracellular 

acidification was observed. Results of the current study indicate that the inhibitors investigated here 

are more efficacious in decreasing extracellular acidification than previously described compounds 

because of their significant functionality at lower concentrations (5-50 µM), highlighting the poten-

tial for CA IX-targeting therapy.

Interestingly, hypoxia-induced acidosis of AsPC-1 cells increased after exposure to VR16-09 or VD11-

4-2 (Figure 4B, 4C), related to the unique expression of monocarboxylate transporter 1 (MCT1) un-

der both normoxic and hypoxic conditions in these cells (Figure S5A). Recently, CA IX was proposed 

to be a ‘H+-distributing antenna’ for MCT1 to facilitate rapid extrusion of lactate and H+ from the 

cell [36]. Even though the catalytic activity of CA IX was inhibited in AsPC-1 by compounds, the rise 

of acidification might be caused by MCT1 which is further non-catalytically stimulated by CA IX. In 

contrast, MCT4 was expressed in all tested cell lines and was up-regulated in response to hypoxia 

(Figure S5B), in line with previously confirmed HIF-1α-dependent mechanism of MCT4 expression 

in cancer cells [37]. 
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Figure 4: A – Changes in extracellular acidification of HeLa cells after the treatment with VR16-09, VD11-4-2 or 

VD12-09 for 72 h under normoxia (21% O2; white bars) or hypoxia (0.2% O2; grey bars). B-C – Effect of VR16-09 

(B) and VD11-4-2 (C) on the hypoxia-induced extracellular acidification of H460, MDA-MB-231, A549, and AsPC-

1 after the exposure for 72 h. Average ± SD of at least 3 independent experiments is shown. Asterisks indicate 

significant difference between medium pH of cells exposed to DMSO and cells treated with various doses of 

inhibitor under hypoxic conditions (*p<0.05; **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001).
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Inhibitor-induced cytotoxicity 

Cytotoxicity of tested compounds was higher in normoxic than hypoxic cell monolayers, as deter-

mined by cell viability assay using alamarBlue® after treatment for 48 h or 72 h (Figure S6A, S6B, 

Table S2). Inhibitors were less effective in reducing viability of hypoxic CA IX-expressing cells than 

normoxic cells without or with significantly lower CA IX expression. Sensitivity of HeLa and H460 

cells to VR16-10 was the lowest and is in line with the lowest VR16-10 functional activity measured 

by extracellular pH assay. Therefore, VR16-10 was not investigated further. Similarly, compounds 

were more effective in reducing clonogenic survival in normoxic compared to hypoxic monolayer 

HeLa cells (Figure S6C). Our results correlate with previously published cytotoxicity profiles of ben-

zenesulfonamides, including SLC-0111 [38], sulfamate S4 [39], and dual-target compounds bear-

ing various CA IX-targeting moieties combined with different anti-cancer drugs [40], which showed 

more effective cell kill in normoxia than hypoxia. We hypothesize that higher cytotoxicity of inhib-

itors in normoxic cells as compared with hypoxic cells could be due to the affinity of investigated 

compounds towards CA XII, expressed in all cell lines investigated here and shown to be up-regulat-

ed to compensate the CA IX knockdown [41]. Thus, new cellular models with both CA IX and CA XII 

KO would be crucial to determine the link between functional activity of compounds and CA IX or CA 

XII-dependent cellular mechanisms.

Hypoxia-dependent effect on spheroid clonogenic survival

To confirm the CA IX-dependent efficacy of the compounds, H460 spheroids were employed. Im-

munofluorescence analysis confirmed overlap between CA IX expression and pimonidazole (PI-

MO)-positive hypoxia in sections of H460 spheroids grown for 11 days, whereas neither CA IX nor 

hypoxia were found in spheroids grown for 7 days (Figure 5A). Therefore, non-hypoxic (4 days) 

and hypoxic (11 days) H460 spheroids were exposed to VR16-09 using an effective dose based on 

extracellular pH assays (Figure 4A, 4B) for 24 h and afterwards plated for clonogenic survival. In 

contrast to 2D cell viability and clonogenic survival assays, a hypoxia-dependent effect on clonogenic 

survival of VR16-09 was found in H460 spheroids (Figure 5B). The 3D cell models reflect important 

properties of in vivo tumors such as interactions between cells, oxygen gradients, penetration of 

drugs, response and resistance, and production/deposition of extracellular matrix, which are absent 

in rapidly and uncontrollably growing 2D cells [42-44]. Our study confirms the importance of using 

in vitro 3D cellular models for screening of CA IX-targeting inhibitors. 
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Figure 5: A – Immunofluorescence images of H460 spheroids stained for DAPI (blue), PIMO (green) and CA IX 

(red). The scale bar indicates 100 µM. B – Survival of clonogenic cells derived from non-hypoxic (■) and hypoxic 

(□) H460 spheroids exposed to VR16-09 for 24 h on day 4 or day 11, respectively. Asterisks indicate statistically 

significant differences between the surviving fractions of clonogenic cells derived from normoxic or hypoxic 

spheroids after exposure to the same dose (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001).

Conclusions

In conclusion, the integrative set of synthesis, inhibitory activities, biophysical binding profiles, crys-

tallographic analysis, and effects in 2D and 3D cancer cell culture models is described in the present 

study. X-ray analysis demonstrated novel, previously unseen conformational changes in CA IX active 

site due to ligand binding. Our compounds exhibited high affinity and selectivity towards recom-
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binant CA IX, reached nanomolar CA IX-dependent functional effects as well reduced hypoxia-in-

duced acidification in a variety of cancer cell lines. Interestingly, hypoxia-dependent reduction of 

clonogenic survival was only observed in spheroids, highlighting the importance of investigating CA 

IX-targeting compounds in 3D cell models resembling the naturally occurring hypoxic microenviron-

ment with clonogenic survival as endpoint. The newly designed compounds are therefore promising 

agents for CA IX-specific therapy.

Materials and Methods

Chemistry

VR16-09 and VR16-10 were synthesized following a similar route as described in our previous 

research [24]. Pentafluorobenzenesulfonyl chloride (1, Acros Organics) was converted to penta-

fluorobenzenesulfonamide (2) via amination with aqueous ammonia (scheme 1) by our improved 

method [25]. On the basis of our previous investigations, sulfonamide 2 undergoes aromatic nucle-

ophilic substitution reactions with sulfur-centered nucleophiles readily and forms exclusively the 

para-substituted products. High reactivity of polyfluorinated compounds leads to the formation of 

monosubstituted or even further substituted compounds. The subsequent ortho-substitution occurs 

in the case of 4-substituted-2,3,5,6-tetrafluobenzenesulfonamides, bearing non-oxidized sulfur-cen-

tered substitutes at para position. Similarly, sulfonamide 2 was treated with 4-(2-mercaptoethyl)

benzoic acid (7) to furnish para-substituted compound 3 and subsequent aromatic nucleophilic sub-

stitution reactions with cyclododecylamine and cyclooctylamine in DMSO in the presence of Et3N 

yielded desirable compounds VR16-09 and VR16-10. Since suitable sulfur-centered nucleophile 

7 was not commercially available, it was synthesized using literature methods. Starting from com-

mercially available (2-bromoethyl)benzene (4, Acros Organics), Friedel-Crafts acylation with acetyl 

chloride proceeded in high yield. Acylation was accomplished as described in literature [45], except 

for changing highly toxic solvent carbon disulfide to more acceptable dichloromethane. Conversion 

of methyl ketone 5 into benzoic acid 6 was carried out via haloform reaction by the method of Fore-

man and McElvain [46]. Finally, benzoic acid 6 was treated with thiourea in refluxing water to gen-

erate intermediate salt, which was partitioned by adding sodium hydroxide solution as described by 

Takano [47].

Compound characterization

All starting materials and reagents were commercial products. They were used without further puri-

fication. Melting points of the compounds were determined in open capillaries on a Thermo Scientif-
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ic 9100 Series and are uncorrected. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker spectrometer 

(400 and 100 MHz, respectively) in DMSO-d6 using residual DMSO signals (2.52 ppm and 40.21 ppm 

for 1H and 13C NMR spectra, respectively) as internal standard. 19F NMR spectra were recorded on 

a Bruker spectrometer (376 MHz) with CFCl3 as an internal standard. Proton, carbon and fluorine 

chemical shifts were expressed in parts per million (ppm) in the indicated solvent. Multiplicity was 

defined as s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), q (quartet), dd (a doublet of doublets), ddd (a doublet 

of doublet of doublets), m (multiplet), br s (broad singlet). TLC was performed with silica gel 60 F254 

aluminum plates (Merck) and visualized with UV light. Column chromatography was performed us-

ing silica gel 60 (0.040-0.063 mm, Merck). High-resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were recorded on a 

Dual-ESI Q-TOF 6520 mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies). The purity of final compounds was 

verified by HPLC to be >95% using the Agilent 1290 Infinity instrument with a Poroshell 120 SB-C18 

(2.1 mm × 100 mm, 2.7 μm) reversed-phase column.

Scheme 1: Synthesis scheme of VR16-09 and VR16-10. Reagents and conditions: (a) NH3 aq, THF, -10 ºC; (b) 7, 

Et3N, MeOH, r.t. 24 h, then conc. HCl; (c1) cyclododecylamine, Et3N, DMSO, 70ºC, 36 h, then H2O, HCl; (c2) cyclooc-

tylamine, Et3N, DMSO, 70ºC, 24 h, then H2O, HCl; (d) CH3COCl, AlCl3, CH2Cl2, 0°C – +2°C, then conc. HCl; (e) NaOH, 

H2O, dioxane, Br2, 0°C – +2°C, then conc. HCl, (f) NH2CSNH2, H2O, reflux 3 h, then NaOH 1 h reflux, then 2M HCl.
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Pentafluorobenzenesulfonamide (2)

The solution of pentafluorobenzenesulfonyl chloride (1) (1.00 g, 3.75 mmol) and THF (60 mL) was 

cooled to ~ -10oC and aqueous ammonia (~1.20 mL, 25 %) was added dropwise while stirring until 

the solution was at pH ~7. After stirring for an additional 1 h, the solvent was removed under re-

duced pressure and the white solid was washed with cold H2O. Recrystallization was accomplished 

from H2O. Yield: 0.84 g (90 %), mp 156-157°C close to the value in the literature, mp 156oC [48]. 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): 8.48 (2H, s, SO2NH2). 19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): -139.5 (2F, dd, 1J = 19 

Hz, 2J = 6 Hz), -149.39 (1F, t, J = 22 Hz), -161.03 (2F, t, J = 20 Hz).

 4-(2-{[4-(Aminosulfonyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenyl]thio}ethyl)benzoic acid (3)

The mixture of pentafluorobenzenesulfonamide (2) (2.00 g, 8.09 mmol), 4-(2-mercaptoethyl)benzo-

ic acid (7) (1.77 g, 9.71 mmol), Et3N (2.50 mL, 17.9 mmol), and MeOH (20 mL) was stirred at ambient 

temperature for 24 h. The solution was acidified to pH = 5 with conc. HCl and MeOH was removed 

under reduced pressure. The white solid was washed with water and dried. Recrystallization was 

accomplished from EtOH. Yield: 2.42 g (73 %), mp 235-236°C. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz) δ 12.87 

(1H, br s, COOH), 8.40 (2H, s, SO2NH2), 7.85 (2H, d, J = 8.1 Hz, ArH), 7.36 (2H, d, J = 8.1 Hz, ArH), 3.36 

(2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz, SCH2CH2), 2.95 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz, SCH2CH2). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 100 MHz) δ 167.57 

(CO), 146.85 (C3, C5, dd, 1J (19F-13C) = 244.2 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) = 17.1 Hz), 142.99 (C2, C6, dd, 1J (19F-13C) 

= 254.0 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) = 17.1 Hz), 144.79 (Ar), 129.78 (Ar), 129.53 (Ar), 129.28 (Ar), 122.92 (C4, t, J 

(19F-13C) = 15.3 Hz), 118.64 (C1, t, J (19F-13C) = 20.4 Hz), 35.91 (SCH2CH2), 34.79 (SCH2CH2). 19F NMR 

(DMSO-d6, 376 MHz) δ: -133.0 (2F, dd, 1J = 24.3 Hz, 2J = 9.9 Hz), -139.1 (2F, dd, 1J = 24.2 Hz, 2J = 9.9 Hz). 

HRMS for C15H11F4NO4S2 [(M-H)-]: calcd. 407.9993, found 407.9986.
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 4-(2-{[4-(Aminosulfonyl)-3-(cyclododecylamino)-2,5,6-tetrafluorophenyl]thio}ethyl)

 benzoic acid (VR16-09)

The mixture of 4-(2-{[4-(aminosulfonyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenyl]thio}ethyl)benzoic acid (3) (0.40 

g, 0.98 mmol), cyclododecylamine (0.286 g, 1.56 mmol), Et3N (0.34 mL, 2.44 mmol), and DMSO (6 

mL) was stirred at 70°C for 36 h. The solution was cooled to room temperature, diluted with water 

(20 mL) and acidified to pH = 5 with 2M HCl. The white solid was filtered, washed with water and 

dried. Recrystallization was accomplished from EtOH:H2O (2:1). Yield: 0.36 g (64 %), mp 169-170°C. 

1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz) δ 12.86 (1H, br s, COOH), 8.13 (2H, s, SO2NH2), 7.85 (2H, d, J = 8.1 Hz, 

ArH), 7.33 (2H, d, J = 8.1 Hz, ArH), 6.19 (1H, d, J = 9.2 Hz, NH), 3.69 (1H, br s (unresolved m), CH of 

cyclododecane), 3.28 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz, SCH2CH2), 2.91 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz, SCH2CH2), 1.8-1.1 (22H, m, 

cyclododecane). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 100 MHz) δ 167.63 (CO), 148.18 (C3, d, J (19F-13C) = 244 Hz), 

144.84 (C6, ddd, 1J (19F-13C) = 249.6 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) = 15.6 Hz), 3J (19F-13C) = 3.6 Hz), 144.86 (Ar), 141.62 

(C5, ddd, 1J (19F-13C) = 236.5 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) = 15.3 Hz, 3J (19F-13C) = 4.6 Hz), 132.81 (C2, d, J (19F-13C) 

= 15.1Hz), 129.78 (Ar), 129.57 (Ar), 129.14 (Ar), 119.53 (C1, dd, 1J (19F-13C) = 11.9 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) 

= 4.5 Hz), 117.52 (C4, dd, 1J (19F-13C) = 23.8 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) = 19.1 Hz), 52.68 (CH of cyclododecane, 

d, J = 10.6 Hz), 35.85 (SCH2CH2), 34.73 (SCH2CH2), 30.95 (cyclododecane), 24.10 (cyclododecane), 

23.75 (cyclododecane), 23.40 (cyclododecane), 23.23 (cyclododecane), 21.28 (cyclododecane). 19F 

(DMSO-d6, 376 MHz) δ -120.6 (C3-F, d, J = 11.3 Hz), -137.0 (C5-F, dd, 1J = 27 Hz, 2J = 11.5 Hz), -145.1 

(C6-F, dd, 1J = 27 Hz, 2J = 2.5 Hz). HRMS for C27H35F3N2O4S2 [(M-H)-]: calcd. 571.1918, found 571.1924.
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 4-(2-{[4-(Aminosulfonyl)-3-(cyclooctylamino)-2,5,6-tetrafluorophenyl]thio}ethyl)benzoic 

acid (VR16-10)

The mixture of 4-(2-{[4-(aminosulfonyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenyl]thio}ethyl)benzoic acid (3) (0.40 

g, 0.98 mmol), cyclooctylamine (0.214 mL, 1.56 mmol), Et3N (0.34 mL, 2.44 mmol), and DMSO (6 

mL) was stirred at 70°C for 24 h. The solution was cooled to room temperature, diluted with water 

(20 mL) and acidified to pH = 5 with 2M HCl. The white solid was filtered, washed with water and 

dried. Recrystallization was accomplished from EtOH:H2O (2:1). Yield: 0.32 g (64 %), mp 166-168°C. 

1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz) δ 12.87 (1H, br s, COOH), 8.11 (2H, s, SO2NH2), 7.85 (2H, d, J = 8.1 Hz, 

ArH), 7.33 (2H, d, J = 8.1 Hz, ArH), 6.33 (1H, d, J = 8.7 Hz, NH), 3.71 (1H, br s (unresolved m), CH of 

cyclooctane), 3.30 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz, SCH2CH2), 2.91 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz, SCH2CH2), 1.9-1.4 (14H, m, cy-

clooctane). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 100 MHz) δ 167.64 (CO), 148.16 (C3, d, J (19F-13C) = 242.7 Hz), 144.84 

(C6, ddd, 1J (19F-13C) = 249.7 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) = 15.7 Hz, 3J (19F-13C) = 3.8 Hz), 144.9 (Ar), 141.62 (C5, 

ddd, 1J (19F-13C) = 236.0 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) = 15.1 Hz, 3J (19F-13C) = 4.4 Hz), 132.21 (C2, d, J (19F-13C) =14.1 

Hz), 129.81 (Ar), 129.53 (Ar), 129.21 (Ar), 119.41 (C1, dd, 1J (19F-13C) = 11.5 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) = 4.9 Hz), 

117.51 (C4, dd, 1J (19F-13C) = 23.7 Hz, 2J (19F-13C) = 18.5 Hz), 55.66 (CH of cyclooctane, d, J = 11.4 Hz), 

35.86 (SCH2CH2), 34.63 (SCH2CH2), 32.62 (cyclooctane), 27.29 (cyclooctane), 25.94 (cyclooctane), 

25.53 (cyclooctane), 23.38 (cyclooctane). 19F NMR (DMSO-d6, 376MHz) δ -120.81 (C3-F, dd, 1J = 11.4 

Hz, 2J = 3.1 Hz), -137.1 (C5-F, dd, 1J = 27.0 Hz, 2J = 11.5 Hz), -145.2 (C6-F, dd, 1J = 26.9 Hz, 2J = 3.0 Hz). 

HRMS for C23H27F3N2O4S2 [(M-H)-]: calcd. 515.1292, found 515.1284.

 1-[4-(2-Bromoethyl)phenyl]ethanone (5)

A mixture of AlCl3 (2.91 g, 21.82 mmol), acetyl chloride (1.71 mL, 24.05 mmol) and CH2Cl2 (50 mL) 

was stirred at 0°C – +5°C until AlCl3 dissolved. Solution of (2-bromoethyl)benzene (4) (2.00 mL, 

14.64 mmol) in acetyl chloride (3.4 mL) was then added dropwise at 0°C – +2°C. The resulting mix-

ture was stirred at 0°C – +2°C for 1h and then poured into a mixture of concentrated HCl (20 mL) and 

ice (200 mL). This mixture was extracted with CH2Cl2 (30 mL × 3). The combined organic extracts 

were washed with 1N NaOH, water and brine, dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated under reduced 

pressure. The resultant residue was subjected to flash chromatography (silica gel, hexane/EtOAc, 

9:1) to afford compound 5 (2.83 g, 85 %) as an oil. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 7.94 (2H, d, J = 8.2 
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Hz, ArH), 7.33 (2H, d, J = 8.2 Hz, ArH), 3.61 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz, CH2), 3.24 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz, CH2), 2.60 

(3H, s, COCH3).

 4-(2-Bromoethyl)benzoic acid (6)

A solution of sodium hydroxide (4.16 g, 104 mmol) in H2O/dioxane (50 mL/40 mL) was prepared in 

three-necked, round bottomed flask fitted with a thermometer and a dropping funnel. The solution 

was cooled to 0°C in an ice-salt bath, and bromine (2.04 mL, 39.6 mmol) was slowly added with 

stirring at 0°C – +7°C. 1-[4-(2-Bromoethyl)phenyl]ethanone (5) (3.00 g, 13.2 mmol) was then added 

dropwise to sodium hypobromite solution at 0°C – +2°C. The resulting mixture was stirred at 0°C – 

+5°C for 1.5 h and then acidified with concentrated HCl. The precipitated acid was filtered, washed 

with water and dried. Recrystallization was accomplished from toluene. Yield: 2.50 g (83 %), mp 

207-208°C, close to the value in the literature mp 205-207°C [46]. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 

12.91 (1H, br s, COOH), 7.89 (2H, d, J = 8.3 Hz, ArH), 7.41 (2H, d, J = 8.4 Hz, ArH), 3.78 (2H, t, J = 7.1 

Hz, CH2), 3.21 (2H, t, J = 7.1 Hz, CH2).

 4-(2-Mercaptoethyl)benzoic acid (7)

The mixture of 4-(2-bromoethyl)benzoic acid (6) (2.00 g, 8.73 mmol), thiourea (0.80 g, 10.43 mmol), 

H2O (20 mL) was refluxed for 3 h. The solution was cooled to room temperature and 10 % (w/v) 

aqueous NaOH (18 mL) was added and the mixture was refluxed again for 1h. The solution was 

then cooled to room temperature, acidified to pH = 5 with 2M HCl and filtered. The white solid was 

washed with water and dried. Recrystallization was accomplished from EtOH. Yield: 1.47 g (92 %), 

mp 157-159°C, close to the value in the literature mp 156-158°C [47]. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) 

δ 12.85 (1H, br s, COOH), 7.88 (2H, d, J = 8.2 Hz, ArH), 7.36 (2H, d, J = 8.2 Hz, ArH), 2.92 (2H, t, J = 7.4 

Hz, CH2), 2.77 (2H, q, J = 6.8 Hz, CH2), 2.30 (1H, t, J = 7.7 Hz, SH).

CA inhibition assay

The enzymatic activity of carbonic anhydrase isoforms and their inhibition was determined by the 

stopped-flow CO2 hydration assay where the formed acid was followed by the absorbance change of 

a pH indicator. The Applied Photophysics SX.18MV-R stopped-flow spectrometer was used to mea-

sure the absorbance change of Phenol-Red pH indicator at 557 nm [49]. Saturated CO2 solution was 

prepared by bubbling the CO2 gas in MilliQ water at 25 °C for 1 h. Experiments were performed at 

25 °C using 25 mM Hepes buffer containing 50 mM NaCl (pH 7.5), 0–10 𝜇M compound with the final 

0.4% (v/v) DMSO concentration. The final enzyme concentration was 10 nM for CA IX and 20 nM for 

CA XII. Raw curves of absorbance change were analyzed using Origin 8.1 (OriginLab Corporation) 

and the slope values were used to evaluate the rates of CO2 hydration. Spontaneous CO2 hydration 
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rate was used as a zero value, while the CA catalyzed reaction rate - as a maximum value. The Kd 

values were determined using the Morrison equation [50]:

Fluorescent thermal shift assay

The binding affinity of synthesized compounds to recombinant human CAs was measured by the 

fluorescent thermal shift assay (FTSA) where the thermal stabilization of the protein by the com-

pound was determined by following the fluorescence dependence on temperature at various added 

compound concentrations. The melting temperature (Tm) of CA was measured using the Corbett 

Rotor-Gene 6000 instrument (QIAGEN Rotor-Gene Q, excitation at 365±20 nm, emission detection 

at 460±15 nm). The protein was heated from 25 to 99 °C at a rate of 1º C/min and the fluorescence 

change of the solvatochromic dye 8-anilino-1-naphthalene sulfonate (ANS) was followed. The sam-

ples consisted of 5-10 µM CA, 0-200 µM ligand, 50 µM ANS, and 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer 

containing 100 mM NaCl at pH 7.0, with the final DMSO concentration of 2% (v/v). Protein unfolding 

profiles and the melting temperatures were determined at each ligand concentration while record-

ing extrinsic fluorescence of ANS. Data analysis was performed as previously described [51]. All 

experiments were repeated at least twice. 

CA IX purification, crystallization and X-ray crystallography data collection

Protein was prepared and crystalized as described previously [30]. Data were collected at beamline 

BL14.1, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, in Berlin, Germany. Images were processed by MOSFLM [52] 

and reflections scaled by SCALA [53]. The structure was determined by molecular replacement in 

MOLREP [54]. The ligand parameter files were generated by LIBCHECK [55]. Ligand modeling and 

manual refinement of the structure were done in COOT, followed by refinement in REFMAC. Data 

processing, refinement, and validation statistics are shown in Table S1.

Cell culture

Human cervical (HeLa), lung (H460, A549), breast (MDA-MB-231), and pancreatic (AsPC-1) cancer 

cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Lonza) supplemented with 10% fe-

tal bovine serum (FBS, Lonza). Cells were exposed to hypoxic conditions in the hypoxic chamber (MACS 

VA500 microaerophilic workstation, Don Whitley Scientific, UK) with 0.2% O2, 5% CO2 and residual N2. 

Simultaneously, normoxic cells were grown in the humidified incubator with 21% O2, 5% CO2 at 37ºC.
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Generating HeLa CA IX knockout cells

HeLa CA IX knockout (KO) clones were established as described elsewhere [56]. HeLa cells were rou-

tinely cultured in DMEM (Lonza) supplemented with 10% FBS (Lonza) and transfected with a vector 

containing a CA IX-CRISPR guide RNA (CACCGGGGAATCCTCCTGCATCCG) using linear polyethylen-

imine (P-PEI, Polysciences Inc.). 24 h after transfection, selection with puromycin was started and 

maintained for 48 h, after which monoclones were picked and routinely cultured. After exposure to 

hypoxia (0.2%, 24 h), an initial screening for CA IX expression was performed by Western blotting 

(Figure S3), followed by genetic confirmation of CA IX KO in clones that showed no CA IX expression. 

This was done by single allele sequencing using the TOPO® TA Cloning® Kit (Invitrogen) according 

to the manufacturer’s protocol. KO-causing mutations in the CA9 gene were confirmed in two alleles 

per clone.

Determination of CA catalytic activity in cancer cells via gas-analysis mass spectrometry

Catalytic activity of CA in hypoxic MDA-MB-231 and HeLa cancer cells was determined by moni-

toring the 18O depletion of doubly labeled 13C18O2 through several hydration and dehydration steps 

of CO2 and HCO3
- at 24 °C [57,58]. The reaction sequence of 18O loss from 13C18O18O (m/z = 49) over 

the intermediate product 13C18O16O (m/z = 47) and the end product 13C16O16O (m/z = 45) was moni-

tored with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (OmniStar GSD 320; Pfeiffer Vacuum, Asslar, Germany). 

The relative 18O enrichment was calculated from the measured 45, 47, and 49 m/z abundance as a 

function of time according to: log enrichment = log (49x100/(49+47+45)). For the calculation of CA 

activity, the rate of 18O depletion was obtained from the linear slope of the log enrichment over the 

time, using OriginPro 8.6 (OriginLab Corporation). The rate was compared with the corresponding 

rate of the non-catalyzed reaction. Enzyme activity in units (U) was calculated from these two values 

as defined by Badger and Price [59]. From this definition, one unit corresponds to 100% stimulation 

of the non-catalyzed 18O depletion of doubly labeled 13C18O2. MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in 

Gibco Leibovitz-L15 medium (Life Technologies GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany), supplemented with 

10% fetal calf serum, 5 mM glucose and 1% penicillin/streptomycin, pH 7.4. HeLa cells were cul-

tured in RPMI-1640 Medium (Sigma Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), supplemented with 10% fetal 

calf serum and 1% penicillin / streptomycin. Both cell lines were cultured under hypoxia (1% O2) 

for 3 days prior to measurements. Cells were trypsinized, washed and resuspended in HEPES-buff-

ered saline (143 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 1 mM Na2HPO4, 10 mM HEPES, pH 

7.2). For determination of IC50 values, 2 cell culture plates (58 cm2), grown to 80% confluency, were 

used for every single measurement. To ensure an equal amount of cells within one set of measure-

ments, cells from several plates were pooled and then aliquoted according to the number of tested 

inhibitor concentrations. For the determination of IC50, the cell suspensions were incubated in the 
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corresponding concentration of inhibitor for up to 3 h. For every measurement, the non-catalyzed 

reaction was determined for 6 min in the presence of inhibitor, before cell suspension was added 

to the measuring cuvette and the catalyzed reaction was determined for 8 min. CA activity in the 

presence of inhibitor was normalized to the activity in the absence of inhibitor. IC50 values were 

determined by Hill equation using OriginPro 8.6. To investigate specificity of the inhibitors in HeLa 

WT and HeLa CA IX KO cells, the non-catalyzed reaction was determined for 6 min in the absence of 

inhibitor, before a suspension of 5×106 cells was added to the measuring cuvette. After the catalyzed 

reaction was determined for 6 min, the inhibitor was added to the cuvette and the reaction was de-

termined for another 6 min.

Extracellular acidification (pH) assay

HeLa, H460, MDA-MB-231, and AsPC-1 cells were cultured in DMEM (Lonza) supplemented with 

10% FBS (Lonza), whereas A549 cells were grown in-house made analogous medium differing only 

by a lower amount of sodium bicarbonate (final concentration 10 mM). Cell densities for each cell 

line were optimized to get ~100% confluence at the end of experiment under normoxic and hypoxic 

(0.2% O2) conditions upon vehicle (0.05% DMSO) treatment. Such conditions were necessary to 

obtain the highest possible level of CA IX-dependent extracellular acidification. Cells were plated in 

6 cm dishes and allowed to attach overnight in normoxia. The next day cells were exposed to 5-50 

µM doses of each inhibitor or DMSO for 72 h in parallel under normoxic or hypoxic conditions and 

pH of the culture medium was measured at the end of each experiment as previously reported [33]. 

Results are shown as a difference between the pH of medium in the control plate (without seeded 

cells) and the pH of medium in the targeted plate (cells exposed to the compound or vehicle).

Cell viability assay

Cytotoxicity of inhibitors was determined by the alamarBlue® cell viability assay (Life Technolo-

gies). Cell densities for HeLa, H460, MDA-MB-231, A549, and AsPC1 were optimized to get ~80% 

confluence at the end of experiment under normoxic and hypoxic (0.2% O2) conditions upon vehicle 

(0.25% DMSO) treatment. Briefly, cells were seeded in 96-well plates and allowed to attach over-

night in normoxia. On the next day, cells were exposed to normoxia or hypoxia and medium was 

replaced with pre-incubated normoxic or hypoxic medium with final concentrations of 10-150 µM 

of inhibitor or DMSO. After 72h, cells were incubated with 10% alamarBlue® for 2 h under normox-

ia at 37ºC. The fluorescence signal was measured using the multi-mode microplate reader (FLUO-

star® Omega, BMG Labtech) at 580 nm (excitation wavelength 540 nm). Response to treatments was 

quantified by evaluating EC50 values (concentration of inhibitor that leads to half-maximum viability 

response determined by Hill fit).
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Clonogenic cell survival assays

Clonogenic survival of HeLa cell monolayers was evaluated using cell densities applied in the ex-

tracellular acidification assay to determine the effect of inhibitors on the clonogenic cell survival 

while having the same acidification conditions. Cells were exposed to 10-50 µM VR16-09, VD11-4-2, 

VD12-09, or 0.25% DMSO for 72 h upon normoxic or hypoxic conditions (0.2% O2). Such doses of in-

hibitors significantly reduced hypoxia-induced acidification. Then cells were trypsinized, reseeded 

in triplicate with known cell densities and allowed to form colonies for 14 days. To test inhibitors in 

3D cell models, non-hypoxic and hypoxic H460 spheroids were exposed to 5-15 µM doses of VR16-

09 or 0.25% DMSO for 24 h on day 4 or day 11, respectively. Single cell suspensions were prepared 

and cells were plated in triplicate with known cell densities and allowed to form colonies for 14 

days. Colonies were quantified after staining and fixation with 0.4% methylene blue in 70% ethanol. 

Surviving fraction was normalized to vehicle (DMSO).

Spheroid growth 

To prepare plates for the growth of attachment-free H460 spheroids, autoclaved 1.5% w/v agarose 

(Sigma-Aldrich) was dispensed in the inner 60 wells of 96-well plates (50 µL/well) and left for po-

lymerization at room temperature for 30 min. H460 cells were plated in modified 96-well plates to 

the surface of agarose menisci with a density of 500 cells/well. The DMEM was refreshed every two 

days. After 7 or 11 days in culture, spheroids were incubated with 20 µg/mL pimonidazole (PIMO, 

Hypoxyprobe-1, HP-1000, BioConnect) for 2 h at 37ºC, collected and cryoconserved for immunoflu-

orescence analysis (see below). In parallel 4 or 11 days after cell seeding, spheroids of homogeneous 

volume were treated with 5-15 µM VR16-09 or 0.25% DMSO for 24 h and collected for clonogenic 

survival assay.

Western blot

Protein isolates were prepared by incubating scraped cells in RIPA buffer on ice for 30 min, followed 

by centrifugation to remove cell debris. Protein concentrations were determined using Bradford pro-

tein quantification reagent (BioRad). Western blot was performed using primary antibodies, includ-

ing mouse anti-CA IX (M75, 1:40, kindly provided by Silvia Pastorekova, Institute of Virology, Slovak 

Academy of Science, Slovak Republic), mouse anti-CA XII (clone 15A4, 1:100, kindly provided by Au-

relija Žvirblienė, Institute of Biotechnology, Vilnius University, Lithuania), rabbit anti-MCT1 (1:100), 

rabbit anti-MCT4 (1:400, kindly provided by Holger M. Becker, University of Veterinary Medicine 

Hannover, Hannover, Germany), rabbit anti-lamin A (1:10.000, Sigma-Aldrich), and mouse anti-ac-

tin (1:2.000.000, MP Biomedicals). Primary antibodies were incubated overnight at 4ºC, whereas 

horseradish peroxidase-linked secondary antibodies (1:2.000, Cell Signaling) were incubated for 1 
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h at room temperature. Amersham ECL Western Blotting Detection Reagent (GE Healthcare Life Sci-

ences) was applied for the detection of CA XII, MCT1, MCT4, and lamin A, while SuperSignal™ West 

Pico PLUS Chemiluminescent Substrate (Life Technologies) was used for the visualization of CA IX 

and actin.

Immunofluorescence analysis

H460 spheroids of day 7 and day 11 were cryoconserved. Frozen sections (7 µm) of spheroids 

were fixed in acetone (4ºC, 10 min), air-dried and rehydrated in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 

Non-specific binding was blocked by incubation with 0.5% goat serum in PBS for 30 min at room 

temperature. Sections were stained (37ºC, 1 h) using primary rabbit anti-PIMO (1:250) or mouse an-

ti-CA IX (1:100, M75), followed by incubation (37ºC, 1 h) with secondary goat anti-rabbit Alexa488 

or goat anti-mouse Alexa594, respectively (both 1:500, from Invitrogen). Nuclei were stained with 

DAPI (final concentration 5 µg/mL) for 2 min at room temperature. Staining without primary an-

tibody was used as negative control. Sections were viewed at 10X magnification by Nikon Eclipse 

E800 microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc.).

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism (version 6.01). A non-parametric 

Mann-Whitney U test for small groups was applied to evaluate the statistical significance of dif-

ferences between two independent groups of variables and p<0.05 was assumed to be significant 

(*p<0.05; **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001).
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Supplementary data

Figure S1: Western blot analysis of CA IX expression in A549, AsPC-1, MDA-MB-231, H460, and HeLa cells after 

exposure to normoxia (N, 21%) or hypoxia (H, 0.2%) for 72 h. Lamin A was used as loading control.

Figure S2: Western blot analysis of CA XII expression in A549, AsPC-1, MDA-MB-231, H460, and HeLa cells after 

exposure to normoxia (N, 21%) or hypoxia (H, 0.2%) for 72h. The MW of CA XII in HeLa was found to be larger 

than in other tested cell lines, suggesting variability of CA XII isoforms or their post-translational modifications 

in different cell lines. Lamin A was used as loading control.

Figure S3: Western blot analysis of CA IX expression in a panel of expected HeLa CA IX KO clones after exposure 

to hypoxia (0.2%) for 24 h. Clones 8 and 27, marked by asterisks, represent selected HeLa CA IX KO clones 1 and 

2, respectively, which were used in experiments after genetic confirmation of KO-causing mutations in the CA9 

gene in two alleles per clone. The growth rate of clones 8 and 27 were similar as compared to HeLa WT cells. 

Actin was used as loading control.
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Figure S4: Dose-dependent reduction of extracellular acidification of H460 cells after VR16-10 exposure for 72 h 

under normoxia (21% O2; white bars) or hypoxia (0.2% O2; grey bars). Results are shown as a difference between 

the pH of medium in the control plate (DMEM without seeded cells) and the pH of medium in the targeted plate 

(H460 exposed to the compound or vehicle) after the incubation for 72 h. Asterisks indicate significant difference 

of medium pH of cells exposed to DMSO and cells treated with various doses of inhibitor under hypoxic condi-

tions (****p<0.0001).

Figure S5: Western blot analysis of MCT1 (A) and MCT4 (B) expression in A549, AsPC-1, MDA-MB-231, H460, 

and HeLa cell lines after exposure to normoxia (N, 21%) or hypoxia (H, 0.2%) for 72 h. Lamin A was used as 

loading control.
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Figure S6: Cytotoxicity profiles of compounds. A – Dose-response curves representing the cytotoxicity of VR16-

09, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 in HeLa cells after 72 h exposure in normoxia (21% O2; ■) or hypoxia (0.2% O2; □). 

B – Dose-response curves showing the cytotoxicity of compounds for H460 cells after 72 h exposure in normoxia 

or hypoxia. C – Clonogenic survival of monolayer HeLa cells after the exposure to compounds for 72 h under nor-

moxia and hypoxia. Surviving fraction was normalized to vehicle control. Average ± SD of 3 independent repeats 

is shown. 
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Table S1: X-ray crystallographic data processing, refinement, and validation statistics for CA IX in complex with 

VD11-4-2 (PDB ID: 6FE1) or VD12-09 (PDB ID: 6FE0). *Values in parenthesis are for the high resolution.

Structure CA IX- VD11-4-2 CA IX- VD12-09

Space group H3 H3

Cell dimensions

a=b (Å) 152.0 152.3

c (Å) 172.2 171.5

Resolution (Å) 25-1.95 26-1.91

Highest resolution shell (Å) 1.95-2.06 1.91-2.01

Number of reflections 107506 112458

Number of reflections in 

test set

5404 5544

Completeness (%) 99.4 (98.7*) 97.1 (98.3*)

Rmerge 0.07 (0.50*) 0.08 (0.54*)

<I/σI> 8.7 (2.0*) 8.2 (2.0*)

Average multiplicity 3.0 (2.7*) 2.7 (2.7*)

R-factor 0.18 (0.34*) 0.17 (0.28*)

Rfree 0.22 (0.33*) 0.20 (0.29*)

Average B factor (Å2) 38.7 29.6

Average B factor for 

inhibitor (Å2)

47.4 35.9

<B> from Wilson plot (Å2) 24.8 23.1

Number of protein atoms 7736 7451

Number of inhibitor atoms 112 104

Number of solvent molecules 736 792

r.m.s. deviations from ideal values

Bond lengths (Å) 0.01 0.01

Bond angles (̊) 1.51 1.48

Outliers in Ramachandran 

plot (%)

0.31 0.00

PDB code 6FE1 6FE0
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Table S2: EC50 values for VR16-09, VR16-10, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 evaluated by alamarBlue® cell viability 

assay. Cytotoxic ratios (CR) of selectivity to hypoxia are indicated. The HeLa, H460, A549, and MDA-MB-231 

cells were exposed to the compounds under normoxia (21% O2) or hypoxia (0.2% O2) for 72 h, while AsPC-1 

cells – for 48 h. Results of at least 3 independent repeats are shown (mean ± SD). ND – not determined.
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Abstract

Hypoxia-activated prodrugs are designed to specifically address the hypoxic cells of tumors, which 

are an important cause of treatment resistance to conventional therapies. Despite promising pre-

clinical and clinical phase I and II results, the most important of which are listed in this review, the 

implementation of hypoxia-activated prodrugs in the clinic has, so far, not been successful. The lack 

of stratification of patients based on tumoral hypoxia status, which can vary widely, is sufficient 

to account for the failure of phase III trials. To increase the beneficial effect of hypoxia-activated 

prodrugs, hypoxia stratification of patients is needed. Here, we propose a biomarker-stratified en-

riched phase III study design in which only biomarker-positive (i.e. hypoxia-positive) patients are 

randomized between standard treatment and the combination of standard treatment with hypox-

ia-activated prodrugs. This implies the necessity of a phase II study in which the threshold for the 

hypoxia biomarker of choice will be evaluated. The total number of patients needed for both clinical 

studies is far lower than in currently used randomize-all designs. Furthermore, we elaborate on the 

improvements in HAP design that are feasible to increase the treatment success rates.
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Introduction

Tumor hypoxia is a well-known tumor microenvironmental parameter present in most solid tumors 

which hampers the efficacy of conventional anti-cancer treatments. Blood vessels within rapidly 

expanding tumor tissue often fail to develop properly, being primitive (dilated and leaky), chaotic 

(irregular and tortuous) and dysfunctional (blind ends and arteriovenous shunts). Two forms of tu-

mor hypoxia can be distinguished, namely diffusion-limited (chronic), and perfusion-limited (acute) 

[1]. Both radiotherapy (RT) and chemotherapy are dependent on the blood supply to exert their 

effects. In case of radiotherapy, oxygen reacts rapidly to modify the fundamental biological lesion 

that is caused by ionizing radiation [2]. This produces permanent DNA damage, while in the absence 

of oxygen much of the damage can be restored by the cells itself, rendering a hypoxic cell to be three 

times more resistant to RT [3]. Chemotherapeutic resistance is caused by several hypoxia-related 

factors. First of all, the hypoxic cells of the tumors are difficult to reach, existing in a pharmacolog-

ical sanctuary due to the aberrant blood supply. Additionally, decreased cellular proliferation, lost 

sensitivity to p53-mediated apoptosis and upregulation of genes involved in drug resistance also 

contribute to hypoxia-related chemoresistance [4, 5]. Furthermore tumor hypoxia leads, through 

hypoxia inducible factor (HIF)-related gene expression and the unfolded protein response (UPR), to 

an increased metastatic potential and thus poorer outcome [6]. Hypoxia is an attractive target for 

anti-cancer therapies, since it is uniquely present in tumors and is a key factor that leads to rapid 

disease progression and poor prognosis [7].

Tumor hypoxia can be addressed in different ways and approaches are primarily based on oxygen 

modification strategies, oxygen mimetics and cytotoxic agents. Oxygen modification strategies aim 

to either increase tumor oxygenation or decrease oxygen consumption of cells. Hyperbaric oxygen 

therapy, hyperthermia and carbogen breathing combined with nicotinamide have been used in clin-

ical trials as adjuvant therapies to increase tumor oxygenation. In hyperbaric oxygen therapy, 100% 

oxygen is breathed under elevated pressure, leading to systemically increased oxygen tension [8]. 

Hyperthermia, the mild local elevation of temperature, leads to dilatation of blood vessels thereby 

stimulating blood flow [9]. Carbogen (95% oxygen, 5% carbon dioxide) breathing in combination 

with the vasodilator nicotinamide also increases blood flow, thereby decreasing hypoxia. The latter 

has been clinically investigated in combination with accelerated radiotherapy (ARCON trial) [10, 

11]. However, the beneficial effect on survival and outcome of these therapies is still debated and the 

high costs, difficulty of practical planning and toxicities prevent them from wide clinical use [12-15]. 

Decreasing hypoxia by reducing the cellular oxygen consumption using e.g. metformin, an inhibitor 

of mitochondrial complex 1 activity [16], has been shown to increase tumor radiosensitivity in a 
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mouse xenograft model [17] and is currently under investigation in a phase II trial in cervix cancer 

(NTC02394652).

Oxygen mimetics are used to sensitize hypoxic cells to radiation by replacing oxygen in the milli-

second chemical reactions needed to fix DNA damage. Although in vitro and in vivo studies were 

promising, clinical use was hampered by the high doses that were needed to achieve radiosensitizing 

effects, giving rise to significant toxicities [18] .

Lastly, hypoxic cells can be directly sterilized by hypoxia-activated prodrugs (HAPs). Different class-

es of HAPs exist, all of which are activated by reduction facilitated by cellular oxidoreductases [19]. 

Typically, the initial reduction event is reversible in the presence of oxygen. Under hypoxia DNA-re-

active cytotoxins are formed that kill the hypoxic cells [20]. Several HAPs have been developed and 

are under extensive preclinical- and clinical evaluation. This review summarizes the (pre)clinical 

development of two clinically advanced HAPs (PR-104 and TH-302), addresses different hypoxia-re-

lated biomarkers and finally proposes a clinical trial design with biomarker assessment for phase 

III studies that may result in positive studies and thus clinical implementation of this promising 

anti-cancer therapy.

The road to clinical failure

Tirapazamine

TPZ is the first HAP that was evaluated and after extensive preclinical testing, demonstrated clinical 

safety in 1994 [21]. Despite early promise results of phase III clinical trials were disappointing; no 

therapeutic benefit could be established compared to standard chemoradiotherapy or chemothera-

py alone [22]. It was hypothesized that the lack of effect was due to poor extravascular transport due 

to excessive drug consumption, coupled with the observation that TPZ is activated under relatively 

mild hypoxia also present in liver, GI tract and bone marrow, which may have contributed to toxici-

ties. Notably, the aromatic N-oxide class is prone to rapid redox cycling [23] which may account for 

other dose limiting side effects such as muscle cramping and severe fatigue. Several analogues of 

tirapazamine with improved diffusion properties have been developed but none have progressed to 

clinical trials [24].

PR-104

Novel HAPs, activated under lower levels of hypoxia compared to TPZ, have been developed [25]. 

Examples include PR-104, which upon activation gives rise to a relatively stable cytotoxic metabolite 
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that can diffuse from the hypoxic cell to neighboring, normoxic cells, creating a localized bystander 

effect [26].

This HAP is a dinitrobenzamide mustard and has undergone broad preclinical and clinical inves-

tigation. The HAP contains a latent nitrogen mustard moiety that becomes activated under severe 

hypoxia and causes cell kill by inducing DNA cross-links [27]. Several preclinical studies have in-

vestigated the effect of PR-104 in different xenograft tumor models, either as monotherapy or in 

combination with standard anti-tumor therapies. In tumor growth delay and tumor excision assays 

PR-104 was proven to be effective, in terms of increased cell kill or inhibition of tumor growth. Fur-

thermore, combination of PR-104 with radiotherapy or chemotherapy enhanced these effects [25, 

27-30]. Direct comparison with TPZ indicated superiority of PR-104 presumably caused by its by-

stander effect [25, 27]. This bystander effect is hard to prove in vivo, but in vitro models have been 

established. Wilson et al used a multicellular layered cell culture system and showed lack of bystand-

er effect in TPZ, whereas three dinitrobenzamide agents provided efficient bystander effects [26].

Clinical safety and tolerability of PR-104 was evaluated in patients with solid tumors refractory to 

standard treatment [31]. In this study, with an every 3-week schedule, PR-104 was well tolerated 

with neutropenia as the primary toxicity. McKeage and colleagues investigated a weekly adminis-

tration schedule and found that thrombocytopenia (decrease of thrombocytes leading to excessive 

bleeding) and neutropenia were the dose limiting toxicities (DLTs). Therefore, a short course of 

treatment combined with radiotherapy was proposed [32]. A recent phase I study in patients with 

myeloid leukemia suggested the safe use of lower doses PR-104 in combination therapies [33]. 

However, the phase I study of Abou-Alfa and colleagues, in which PR-104 was combined with the 

tyrosine kinase inhibitor Sorafenib in advanced hepatocellular carcinoma, was stopped because the 

therapy was poorly tolerated by patients [34]. Combination with the chemotherapeutics gemcit-

abine or docetaxel in advanced solid tumors was also halted due to dose-limiting thrombocytopenia 

[35]. Another study using PR-104 and docetaxel in non-small cell lung cancer was terminated early 

because interim analysis showed a low probability of significant results (NCT00862134). 

Apart from the hypoxic activation of PR-104, Guise and colleagues showed that aldo-keto reductase 

1C3 (AKR1C3) is able to reduce PR-104 into its active form independent of oxygen [36]. AKR1C3 

is highly expressed in different tumor cell lines and could therefore provide a more individualized 

target for PR-104 treatment of patients. However, AKR1C3 metabolism negates hypoxia targeting 

and expression was also shown in normal human tissues, including bone marrow cells which likely 

suppressed the therapeutic index of PR-104. Two of the above mentioned clinical studies that were 

terminated ([34] and NCT00862134) were based on the high AKR1C3 expression in the tumor (he-

patocellular carcinoma and non-small cell lung cancer respectively). The possibility to use tumor 
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AKR1C3 expression as an individualized target for PR-104 treatment has not proven successful, and 

the activation of the prodrug in normal tissues opposes its further use in anti-cancer treatment.

TH-302 (Evofosfamide)

Another HAP that has undergone clinical testing is TH-302, a 2-nitroimidazole-based nitrogen mus-

tard prodrug. Under hypoxia its reduction leads to the release of isophosphoramide mustard (IPM) 

which alkylates DNA. However the IPM active metabolite is charged at physiological pH [37] suggest-

ing it will not readily diffuse through membranes to surrounding cells to exert its cytotoxic effect. 

Preclinical research regarding the effect of TH-302 in in vivo tumor models is more widespread. 

As for PR-104, TH-302 has been tested as monotherapy as well as in different combinations with 

existing anticancer therapies. TH-302 monotherapy inhibited tumor growth and combination with 

chemo- or radiotherapy significantly enhanced the effect in most studies and models [38, 39]. In 

an extensive monotherapy study using 11 xenograft models, Sun et al found a good correlation be-

tween the hypoxic fraction in the tumor measured at baseline by pimonidazole immunohistochemi-

cal staining and TH-302 efficacy [40]. In the three non-responding tumor models, hypoxic fractions 

were below 5%. Additionally, a causal relationship was found between the tumor oxygenation levels 

and the therapeutic efficacy. This effect was confirmed in a study of Peeters et al [41] and provides 

a proof-of-principle for TH-302 activity in hypoxic tumor cells. Furthermore, several studies have 

shown that the response to TH-302 could be predicted using different imaging methods [41, 42].

Besides the combination of TH-302 with chemo- or radiotherapy, other approaches have been used 

to augment the effect of TH-302. The exacerbation of transient hypoxia by either hydralazine or py-

ruvate has been tested and in both cases tumor growth delay was increased [43-45]. Hypoxia modi-

fication seems therefore feasible and triple combination with chemo- or radiotherapy could further 

enhance treatment outcome. However, optimal treatment schedules should be carefully considered 

since the increased hypoxia may oppose the effect of chemo- or radiotherapy. Other recent stud-

ies aimed to enhance the cytotoxicity of TH-302 by sensitizing tumor cells to DNA-damage induced 

apoptosis using Chk1 or mTOR-inhibitors, and showed enhanced anti-tumor activity [46, 47]. 

Clinical safety and therapeutic efficacy testing in several phase I and II studies with TH-302 led to 

promising results. TH-302 was well tolerated with dose limiting skin and mucosal toxicities. The 

combination of TH-302 with doxorubicin resulted in increased hematologic toxicity of doxorubicin, 

but this was manageable with prophylactic growth factor support. Evidence of anti-tumor activity 

was established, as well as a favorable progression free survival, overall survival and tumor response 

[48-51]. This paved the way for phase III clinical trials, the results of which were eagerly awaited. 

Two extensive trials, with more than 600 patients each, were carried out in advanced pancreatic 
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cancer (MAESTRO; NCT01746979) and soft tissue sarcoma (TH CR-406/SARC021) and evaluated 

the effect on overall survival of the addition of TH-302 to conventional therapies (gemcitabine and 

doxorubicin, respectively) [52]. Both trials failed to meet their primary endpoints of improving over-

all survival. However, for the MAESTRO trial, the hazard ratio of 0.84 nearly reached significance 

(p=0.0588). The researchers pointed out three potential factors explaining these disappointing find-

ings. Firstly, the placebo-group performed better than the initial assumptions and secondly, slightly 

more patients in the control-arm received second-line therapy following disease progression than in 

the experimental arm [53]. Finally, intent to treat rules led to 2 patients out of 693 being randomly 

assigned to receive TH-302 + gemcitabine but, due to delays, eventually led to receiving gemcitabine 

+ placebo following re-randomization. Statistical analysis of overall survival by treatment-received, 

rather than intent-to-treat, did achieve significance (p=0.0485).

Because of these negative trials, TH-302 appears to follow in the footsteps of TPZ, whereby neither 

have achieved positive phase III results after promising phase I and II studies. Remarkably, all trial 

designs lacked one critical feature, namely the assessment of the levels of tumoral hypoxia. It has 

been shown in a broad range of tumors that hypoxia levels can vary widely [54, 55]. For pancreatic 

cancer, values ranging from 0-26% are reported [56]. Patients with a low hypoxic fraction are not ex-

pected to benefit from combination treatment. In the MAESTRO trial, where results were approach-

ing significance, it would have been of great importance to have information regarding the hypoxic 

status of the tumors of each individual patient. 

Hypoxia selection by biomarkers

In different studies, tumor hypoxia was shown to be a prognostic biomarker, indicative for treatment 

outcome independent of the applied therapy [57, 58]. On the other hand, it could also be applied 

as a predictive biomarker, potentially forecasting the efficacy of treatment. The need to measure 

hypoxia is therefore evident and, to date, multiple approaches exist to detect hypoxia either directly 

or indirectly.

Direct pO2 measurements using oxygen electrodes inserted into the tumor have been used exten-

sively to determine the oxygenation status of solid tumors. The procedure is safe, although highly 

invasive and thus repeated measurements are not feasible. Furthermore, since no discrimination 

between necrotic and hypoxic areas can be made, the amount of hypoxic tissue can be overrated and 

the fact that it requires skillful personnel to operate the system makes the inter-operator variability 
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high [59]. Direct imaging of oxygen using 19F MRI or blood oxygen level dependent MRI (BOLD MRI) 

is also possible, however these have their own limitations. In the case of 19F MRI, local injections into 

the tumor are necessary while in BOLD MRI the signal can be influenced by factors other than hypox-

ia, resulting in low specificity [60]. A promising MRI technique proposed by O’Connor and colleagues 

is oxygen enhanced MRI (OE-MRI), which is less invasive and potentially more specific [61, 62].

Indirect methods can be based on exogenous or endogenous markers for hypoxia. Exogenous in-

jectable markers include different 2-nitroimidazole compounds such as pimonidazole and EF5 [57]. 

They form stable adducts with macromolecules only at low oxygen tension, which can be detect-

ed by antibodies and quantified immunohistochemically. However, additional tumor biopsies and 

expertise in staining quantification are needed for this purpose. Therefore, clinical usage remains 

limited and validation is still needed. When labeled with 18F, these 2-nitroimidazole compounds can 

also be used to image hypoxia using noninvasive positron emission tomography (PET). Well-known 

PET tracers for hypoxia include FMISO, FAZA and HX4 (extensively summarized in [63]). FMISO, the 

first tracer that was developed and the one that has been studied most extensively, could identify 

hypoxia in different human tumors [55], although limited clearance of the unbound tracer due to 

its high lipophilicity leads to low tumor specificity. FAZA and HX4 partly overcome that problem 

because they are more hydrophilic. FMISO and FAZA were clinically shown to have prognostic po-

tential [64, 65]. In a simulation study, HX4 showed the highest clearance and image contrast, but 

also the largest patient-to-patient variability [66]. A preclinical study that compared HX4, FAZA and 

FMISO in a rat rhabdomyosarcoma model showed different characteristics for the tracers regarding 

tumor-to-background ratio, spatial reproducibility and sensitivity to oxygen modification, perhaps 

making it a challenge to identify the optimal hypoxia tracer [67]. 

Endogenous markers of hypoxia are based on the biological consequences of hypoxia. Hypoxia sta-

bilizes hypoxia inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) which in turn regulates the expression of certain proteins 

and genes. In this respect the expression of HIF-1 itself, and its downstream targets such as carbonic 

anhydrase IX (CAIX) and glucose transporter 1 (Glut-1) have been investigated immunohistochem-

ically and it was shown that elevated expression is in general associated with poorer outcome in 

patients with certain solid tumors [68, 69]. However, correlation with direct pO2 measurements is 

minimal and these proteins can be influenced by factors other than hypoxia. 

To improve specificity, various hypoxia gene expression signatures have been developed by different 

groups [70]. For example, Toustrup and colleagues identified 15 hypoxia responsive genes in head 

and neck squamous cell carcinomas that could characterize the hypoxic state of a tumor, and showed 

that they were associated with a poorer clinical outcome. Also, this outcome could be improved by 
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hypoxic modification using nimorazole [71].

The measurement of secreted markers in the blood would be a faster and easier method to establish 

tumor hypoxia, without the need for biopsy material. In this respect, plasma osteopontin (OPN) 

has been shown to be associated with tumor pO2 in a few studies [68]. Furthermore, OPN levels 

were shown to be an independent prognostic marker for head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 

(HNSCC) [72]. Although this method is non-invasive and offers the opportunity to do serial measure-

ments, this indirect method could suffer from systemic influences. 

Altogether, it is not obvious which biomarker will be the most useful for patient selection in clinical 

trials. All available methods and biomarkers to assess tumor hypoxia have their advantages and 

disadvantages. Since tumor hypoxia is heterogeneous and dynamic, probably a combination of bio-

markers is necessary to identify patients with hypoxic tumors.

Improved hypoxia-activated prodrugs

Each HAP candidate is a bespoke invention [38, 39, 73]. The diversity of pharmacophores and their 

mechanism of action indicate every HAP candidate will have tailored requirements as design criteria 

for optimal activity are stringent [74]. It is notable that several HAPs were identified through in vitro 

screening campaigns that selected for the pharmacodynamic (PD) endpoint of maximal individual 

cell kill under low cell density conditions [75, 76]. This process of employing anti-proliferative as-

says generally favors selection of HAP candidates with high rates of reductive metabolism coupled 

with poor or zero diffusion of cytotoxic metabolites, since both features act to maximize the mea-

sured endpoint of individual cell sterilization in low-cell density monolayers. 

It has been demonstrated that selecting an optimal HAP benefits from sophisticated multi-parame-

ter modelling to carefully balance drug diffusion/consumption for adequate tissue penetration and 

thus maximize distal hypoxic cell kill [25, 77, 78]. For example, the clinical failure of TPZ is likely 

due, in part, to poor tissue penetration [77, 78] and inadequate oxygen inhibition [25], with toxicity 

preventing schedule/dose intensification [79]. HAPs such as PR-104 [27] possess several optimal 

properties, including good extravascular transport (tissue penetration) [20, 74], strict oxygen in-

hibition (KO2 ~0.1 uM) [80] and adequate cytotoxic metabolite redistribution (‘bystander effect’) 

[26, 81]. Disappointingly, several unforeseen problems led to the subsequent clinical failure of PR-

104, most notably the aerobic activation of PR-104A by human aldo-keto reductase 1C3 (AKR1C3) 
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[82] and high levels of circulating cytotoxic metabolites [83]. Both features likely contributed to the 

dose-limiting myelotoxicity in clinical trials [32].

Optimizing HAP design for maximal bystander effect is also challenging. It typically encourages 

selection of candidates with more lipophilic metabolites, ignoring the rules of lipophilic efficiency 

which can have negative consequences, such as high protein binding, excessive microsomal metabo-

lism and poor formulation properties [84-86]. Further, given bystander effects operate at the micron 

scale (< 0.1 mm) and intratumor heterogeneity of hypoxia is generally a macro scale (> 100 mm) 

phenomenon, the proposed solution does not strictly address the problem. Thus, while controlled 

metabolite redistribution may exert certain benefits such as overcoming localized cell-to-cell hetero-

geneity of oxidoreductases or oxygen concentration, it is not the panacea of successful HAP design.

There is a need for predictive biomarkers to guide clinical development of HAPs, including identifi-

cation of the oxidoreductase enzymes necessary to catalyze their activation via electron donation. 

The human flavoproteome, comprising 79 unique flavoenzymes [87], likely plays a major role in the 

bioreductive transformation of HAPs, which is in agreement with the known involvement of individ-

ual oxidoreductases [88-102]. Approaches aimed at identifying these key catalytic proteins, their 

relative contributions and tissue distributions will ultimately guide the clinical application of HAPs.

Clinical trial design optimization

The phase III studies for TPZ and TH-302 had roughly the same trial design, in which all patients 

were randomized to receive either standard of care, or the combination of standard treatment with 

the HAP. Biomarker assessment was not incorporated in the design of these studies, although in 

some cases retrospective information about hypoxia status was available. For example, a retrospec-

tive study on the Danish Head And Neck Cancer 5 trial using the aforementioned 15 hypoxia gene 

signature showed that the radiosensitizer nimorazole only benefitted the hypoxic group [71]. Re-

cently, this signature has been technically validated [103] and was found suitable for use in pro-

spective studies. An EORTC phase III trial in which non-responders (patients with less hypoxic tu-

mors) are randomized for treatment with or without nimorazole is currently recruiting patients 

(NCT02661152) to verify whether the routinely used nimorazole can be omitted for less hypoxic 

HNSCC patients. Plasma OPN levels were retrospectively detected in a subset of patients from a 

phase III trial of carboplatin/paclitaxel with or without TPZ [104]. It was shown that pretreatment 

plasma levels of OPN were significantly associated with patient response and that it thus may have 

utility as a prognostic biomarker. Rischin and colleagues applied FMISO-PET hypoxia scans pre- and 
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mid-treatment in a subset of patients from a larger multi-centered phase II tirapazamine trial [105]. 

The risk of loco-regional failure in the patients with hypoxic tumors was significantly higher when 

patients were treated by standard therapy, compared with combination therapy. 

These retrospective results strongly indicate that assessing the hypoxia status of tumors is of utmost 

importance to guide the success of HAPs. However, in the aforementioned studies, lack of hypoxia 

evaluation in patients hampers robust clinical development. For future prospective clinical trials, 

hypoxia status assessment should be incorporated. Not only will this increase the chance of demon-

strating the beneficial effect of HAPs, but fewer patients will be needed to do so. 

First of all, regardless of the biomarker that will be used, a clear threshold must be established in 

order to categorize patients into biomarker-positive and biomarker-negative. This should be done 

in a phase II setting since these studies are designed to determine whether new treatments show 

promising effects for further testing in phase III trials. As such, a single arm study design is usually 

sufficient for phase II studies. However, this becomes less straightforward in treatment regimens 

that are expected to have an effect in a selected (e.g. biomarker-positive) patient population only. 

This is also important for an adequate assessment of the expected treatment effect for a phase III 

study and subsequently an adequate power and sample size determination. Biomarker-adaptive 

designs or biomarker-stratified phase II studies have been developed to address the issue of identi-

fying a possible biomarker-positive threshold and have been recently reviewed [106]. Some exam-

ples worth mentioning are the Multi-arm multi-stage, the Adaptive parallel Simon two-stage and the 

Tandem two-stage design. 

In Multi-arm multi-stage designs [107], multiple treatment arms are tested simultaneously, but 

some are dropped early for futility. The different arms can be made up of different treatment regi-

mens, but also of different patient groups with respect to biomarker classification. In the first stage 

of the Adaptive parallel Simon two-stage design [108], two parallel phase II studies are performed. 

In case of efficacy in both arms, biomarker selection will be stopped in the second stage. In case of 

efficacy in the biomarker-positive group only, the second stage will be completed with inclusion of 

biomarker-positive patients only. In the Tandem two stage design [109], a phase II study is started 

with an unselected patient population. If the treatment appears effective after the first stage, the 

study is completed by including patients from the unselected population. If the first stage is unsuc-

cessful, a second trial is started in a selected population.

The practical implications of these designs can be shown by an example. As a reference, a standard 
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optimal two-stage phase II design is used [110]. Alpha and beta for all calculations are set at 0.05 and 

0.20 respectively. Median survival of a poor (reference) treatment is determined at 12 months and 

the hazard ratio (HR) of a more active treatment is assumed to be 0.60. This corresponds to survival 

probabilities at 12 months of 0.50 for the reference treatment and 0.66 for a more active treatment. 

The sample size for the first stage of the study is 21 patients. If 11 or fewer patients respond to the 

treatment, the study is terminated. If the trial goes on to the second stage, a total of 72 patients will 

be studied. If the total number responding is less than or equal to 42, the new treatment is rejected.

When applying this example on a Multi-arm multi-stage design, the sample size will depend on the 

number of arms. Each arm will have at most 72 patients, but it is likely that some arms will be 

terminated after 21 patients. In the adaptive parallel Simon two-stage design, two phase II studies 

are started. After 21 patients per study for the first stage, one of the trials is stopped. The other is 

continued until 72 patients have been included. This brings the total number to 93 patients. In the 

Tandem two stage design, the number of patients depends on the number of times that the first stage 

is unsuccessful. So, at the very least 72 patients will be included, and an additional 21 for each first 

stage that is terminated.

In conclusion, establishing a threshold for biomarker positive patient selection can increase the 

number of patients needed in a phase II study. However, adequate patient selection based on the 

predictive or prognostic evidence of a biomarker can increase power and/or decrease the required 

sample size for a subsequent phase III trial.

Multiple reviews have addressed the numerous phase III trial designs in which biomarkers can be 

incorporated [111-113]. For hypoxia-activated prodrugs we propose the targeted or enriched de-

sign, in which only the biomarker-positive patients are randomized between standard treatment 

and standard treatment in combination with the HAP (Figure 1). This design is commonly used, 

and is appropriate when there is preliminary evidence to suggest that treatment benefit is only ex-

pected in biomarker-positive patients. When an appropriate cut-off point has been established (in 

the aforementioned phase II study), the study is very efficient, increases the power and, above all, 

requires a small sample size. By using biomarker-stratification, the HR is expected to be much lower 

than in a randomize-all design, which affects the number of patients needed for the study in order 

to demonstrate a significant difference of the treatment regimen. Figure 2 shows numbers of pa-

tients needed for different HRs and different power levels assuming a median survival control of 12 

months. Based on retrospective information about hypoxia status in previous studies [11, 114], we 

presume that a decline of HR of 0.3 is feasible when HAP treatment is only given to hypoxia-positive 

patients instead of to the whole group of patients. When assuming a HR of 0.8 for the whole group 
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of patients, this means that 109 patients would be needed for this phase III study compared to 951 

when all patients are randomized (with a power of 0.9). This huge difference in total number of 

patients needed in phase III more than compensates for the extra patients needed in the phase II bio-

marker optimization phase. Even with lower differences in HR, a large difference in patients needed 

to show a significant effect of the therapy exists. This will mean a shorter time period to complete 

the study and assist patients to avoid potentially futile treatment regimens, an ethically responsible 

approach that will lead to reduced costs. 

Figure 1: Enriched/targeted study design

Figure 2: number of patients needed per hazard ratio for different levels of power.
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Conclusion

The high incidence of tumor hypoxia in cancer and its associated poor prognosis justifies expansion 

of ongoing efforts to address this unmet need. Hypoxia is arguably the best validated target in on-

cology yet to be addressed by a successful therapy. Surpirisingly, 50 years of HAP design has failed 

to yield a clincially approved agent. The reasons for this failure are multifaceted, some of which are 

addressed in this review. Current phase III studies have omitted to stratify patients based on the hy-

poxia-status of the tumor. A biomarker-stratified enriched study design, with upfront assessment of 

the hypoxia biomarker threshold, will increase the chance to proof the beneficial effect of HAPs with 

fewer patients needed and subsequent implementation in clinical practice. The oncology communi-

ty has the requisite tools to achieve success and they should be utilised constructively.
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Abstract

Tumor hypoxia, present in the majority of solid tumors, has been associated with poor 
prognosis and is generally seen as a therapeutic problem. The use of hypoxia-activated 
prodrugs (HAPs) to eradicate hypoxic cells is a promising approach in cancer treatment. 
The clinical use of the HAP PR-104 in treatment of solid tumors is limited due to its off-tar-
get, aerobic activation by the reductase AKR1C3 and potentially by the undesired in vivo 
glucuronidation of the compound. To tackle these limitations, PR-104 was chemically 
modified, resulting in the novel HAP CP-506. In the present study we show for the first 
time promising therapeutic efficacy of CP-506 in 2D and 3D in vitro cell culture models 
and in vivo in a series of tumor-bearing animal models. Additionally, in line with an oxy-
gen-dependent cytotoxic effect in vitro we demonstrate that CP-506 effectively decreases 
the hypoxic fraction in some tumor models, with the optimal time point to detect this de-
crease depending on dosing and tumor model. The hypoxia-specific activation of CP-506 
is an important feature, opening opportunities for combination treatment with e.g. radio-
therapy and immunotherapy. 
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Introduction

The majority of solid tumors contain hypoxic areas, in which cells receive an insufficient 
oxygen supply due to the tumor outgrowing its already abnormal and chaotic vasculature 
[1, 2]. Tumor hypoxia has been associated with poor prognosis and is generally seen as 
a therapeutic problem [2, 3]. The use of hypoxia-activated prodrugs (HAPs) to eradicate 
these hypoxic cells is a promising approach in cancer treatment. HAPs are prodrugs that 
release or are activated to an effector, generally a cytotoxin, specifically in a hypoxic micro-
environment. For maximal therapeutic potential, HAPs should preferentially be activated 
at oxygen levels low enough to prevent activation under physiological oxygen conditions. 
The active metabolite(s) should be able to kill non-proliferating cells present in hypoxic 
tumor areas. A sufficient bystander effect, i.e. the ability to diffuse from the hypoxic activa-
tor cells to the more-oxygenated surrounding cells and kill these too, is another important 
characteristic of the active metabolite(s), since it increases the efficacy of the HAP [4].

The HAP has to be enzymatically reduced in order to release or activate the effector [5]. 
The general activation mechanism is provided by one-electron reductases. These reduce 
the HAP to an inactive intermediate, which, when sufficient oxygen is present, is back-oxi-
dized to the parental HAP and reactive oxygen species (ROS). Superoxide dismutases scav-
enge these ROS, ensuring that the HAP is not toxic in well-oxygenated tissues. In hypoxic 
tumor regions, however, this inactive intermediate is further reduced, or fragments, to an 
active, cytotoxic metabolite [6]. Depending on the HAP, an off-target activation mechanism 
can be present, in which two-electron reductases bypass the oxygen-sensing intermediate 
by reducing the HAP immediately to its active metabolite [7].

Several HAPs are being investigated in different stages of clinical development [4, 8]. PR-
104 is a pre-prodrug, which in plasma is rapidly hydrolyzed by phosphatases to the prod-
rug PR-104A. This prodrug is reduced by one-electron reductases (e.g. cytochrome P450 
oxidoreductase (POR) and methionine synthase reductase (MTRR) [9, 10]) to an inactive 
intermediate. When oxygen is present, this intermediate is immediately back-oxidized, 
whereas in hypoxic conditions it is further reduced to the DNA-crosslinking PR-104H (hy-
droxylamine) and PR-104M (amine) metabolites [11]. The DNA inter-strand crosslinks 
caused by these active metabolites disrupt replication forks during mitosis, representing 
the main mechanism underlying PR-104 cytotoxicity [12, 13]. In vitro and in vivo, PR-104 
was found to be selectively active in hypoxia in a range of cancer cell lines and human 
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tumor xenografts [14]. Based on these promising results, clinical trials were initiated, 
however, phase 1 trials testing PR-104 in patients with solid tumors showed dose-limit-
ing myelosuppression, predominantly neutropenia and thrombocytopenia [15, 16]. Severe 
dose-limiting myelotoxicity was also observed in a phase 2 clinical trial combining PR-
104 with gemcitabine or docetaxel [17]. In depth in vitro research elucidated that PR-104 
can be activated in aerobic conditions and thus in an oxygen-independent manner, by the 
two-electron reductase aldo-keto reductase 1C3 (AKR1C3) [9, 18]. This reductase is highly 
expressed in CD4+ myeloid progenitor cells [19], likely explaining the observed dose-lim-
iting toxic effects in the clinical trials. In advanced hepatocellular carcinoma, the combi-
nation of PR-104 and sorafenib was also poorly tolerated due to significant thrombocy-
topenia and neutropenia [20]. In these patients glucuronidation, which normally greatly 
contributes to PR-104A clearance in humans [21], is compromised, thus exacerbating the 
toxicity of PR-104A due to impaired clearance [20-22]. Glucuronidation of PR-104A can 
also limit its effectiveness by suppressing its nitroreduction [21]. The toxicities of PR-104 
prevent plasma concentrations to be high enough for antitumor effects to be observed 
[15, 16, 23], limiting its clinical applicability in solid tumors. In a phase 1/2 trial in acute 
myeloid leukemia (AML) and acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), which are AKR1C3 pos-
itive, some patients did show a positive response to PR-104 treatment, although no cor-
relation was found between functional AKR1C3 and drug efficacy [24]. PR-104 could thus 
potentially be used for the treatment of these acute leukemias. 

To tackle the limitations of aerobic activation and glucorinidation, PR-104 was chemically 
modified (Unpublished data; Figure 1A). The intermediate SN29176 was synthesized by 
changing several functional groups of PR-104. First, the 4-nitro group was replaced by 
a methylsulfone group, which is not reduced by one-electron reductases but is strongly 
electron withdrawing. It thereby tunes the 2-nitro group into the correct E1 range to en-
sure strong oxygen inhibition of nitro-radical formation. This 2-nitro group is thereby the 
only remaining nitro-group, forcing it to be the site of bioreduction. Second, the functional 
group at the carbon-6 position was removed and replaced by an amide group at the car-
bon-1 position, which should prevent AKR1C3 metabolism and thus aerobic activation of 
the compound. Third, the mesylate group of PR-104 was changed to bromide, since dibro-
mo mustards are preferred for ease of synthesis. Additionally, dibromo mustards have an 
increased lipophilicity and can therefore more easily diffuse through the cell membrane, 
expected to increase the bystander effect of the compound. Next, SN36001 was synthe-
sized from SN29176 by replacing the only left alcohol group with a 1-ethyl-piperazine 
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group. This converts the molecule from a pre-prodrug to a prodrug, i.e. it does not have to 
be hydrolyzed anymore before it can be reduced (activated). Additionally, since the mol-
ecule has no residual alcohol groups, the compound will not be glucuronidated and will 
thus potentially be cleared slower, increasing plasma exposure. Finally, since compounds 
with a dibromo mustard group degrade more rapidly, one bromide was replaced back with 
a mesylate group leading to the final compound SN36506, re-named to CP-506, a novel 
HAP. In summary, CP-506 is a HAP with favorable properties compared to its predecessor 
PR-104: it is designed to be resistant to AKR1C3 metabolism and to glucuronidation, to 
be water soluble, and to have a high bystander effect. Its proposed mechanism of action is 
similar but not identical to PR-104, lacking aerobic two-electron reduction (Figure 1B), i.e. 
CP-506 is reduced solely by one-electron reductases to an oxygen sensing intermediate, 
which is back-oxidized in the presence of sufficient oxygen. In the absence of oxygen, it is 
further reduced to its active CP-506H (hydroxylamine) and CP-506M (amine) metabolites. 
These metabolites can kill cells by crosslinking DNA. 

Figure 1: A) Development route of CP-506 from PR-104. B) Activation mechanism of CP-506. For a detailed 

description, see text.

In the present study we assessed the hypoxia-selective cytotoxic effects of CP-506 in a se-
ries of 2D and 3D in vitro models and in in vivo human tumor xenograft models.
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Materials & methods

Cell culture

Cells were routinely cultured at 37 ºC in a 5% CO2 incubator in Dulbecco’s Modified Ea-
gle Medium (DMEM; Lonza) (UT-SCC-5, MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, HCT116, H460, 
H1299, DLD-1, A2780, FaDu, C51, CT26, LLC), Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 Me-
dium (RPMI; Lonza) (H1650, LNCaP, PC3, R1), or McCoy’s 5A (Modified) Medium (Gib-
co) (DU145) supplemented with MEM Non-essential Amino Acids (Sigma-Aldrich) (FaDu 
only) and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Lonza). Tissue of origin of all cancer cell lines are 
summarized in Table 1. AKR1C3-overexpressing HCT116 cells (HCT116AKR1C3) have been 
generated and validated previously [18].

Cell viability assays

Cell viability assays were performed in plastic 96-well plates. Alternatively, when cells 
were not able to survive a 24 h anoxic incubation, the assay was performed in 35 mm glass 
dishes since glass holds less oxygen and thus does not need a 24 h anoxic incubation before 
compound exposure to guarantee that cells are fully anoxic. Cells were seeded in either 
plastic 96-well plates or 35 mm glass dishes and allowed to attach and grow in normoxia 
(21% O2, 5% CO2). Culture medium was pre-incubated in normoxia in a normal incubator 
or in anoxia (≤ 0.02% O2, 5% CO2, residual N2) in an anoxic chamber (MACS VA-500 mi-
croaerophilic workstation, Don Whitley Scientific). Dishes and plates were transferred to 
anoxia and medium was changed with pre-incubated medium for a 24 h anoxic incubation 
(control plates remained in normoxia). CP-506 was dissolved in pre-incubated medium in 
the corresponding oxygen condition using dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; final concentration 
0.1%; Sigma-Aldrich). Culture medium on cells was replaced with CP-506-containing me-
dium, and after a 4 h exposure all plates or dishes were transferred to normoxia, washed 
with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fresh culture medium was added. After 72 h cell 
viability was assessed using the alamarBlue® cell viability reagent (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Treatment response was quantified as IC50, 
i.e. the CP-506 concentration that reduced cell viability by 50%. The hypoxia cytotoxicity 
ratio (HCR) was calculated by dividing the normoxic IC50 by the corresponding anoxic IC50.

Multicellular layer clonogenic assays

Multicellular layer (MCL) clonogenic assays were performed as described previously [25]. 
Briefly, MCLs cells were grown submerged in stirred medium with 10% FBS, penicillin and 
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streptomycin for 3 days and were exposed to the HAP in 10 mL of the same medium with 
magnetic stirring for 5 h. With H460 MCLs this was done under either anoxic (95% N2, 5% 
CO2) or hyperoxic (95% O2, 5% CO2) conditions, the latter to extinguish central hypoxia 
in the MCL. With HCT116 and HCT116AKR1C3 MCLs this was done in hyperoxic conditions 
only. MCLs were then trypsinized and single cells were plated for clonogenic survival. Col-
onies (>50 cells) were grown for 10 days and counted after fixation and staining with 0.2% 
methylene blue in 50% aqueous ethanol. Treatment response was quantified as IC10, i.e. 
the CP-506 concentration that induced 90% clonogenic cell kill.

Spheroid culture

Spheroids were grown by culturing cells in agarose-coated 96-well plates as previously 
described [26] or in Corning® Costar® 96-well ultra-low attachment plates (Sigma-Al-
drich). After 7 days of culture, half of the culture medium was renewed every 2-3 days. 
Spheroid growth was monitored with an IX81 inverted microscope (Olympus) equipped 
with an EXi Aqua camera (QImaging), using the µManager open-source microscopy soft-
ware [27, 28]. Spheroid sizes were determined using the MATLAB-based and open-source 
SpheroidSizer software [29]. 

Hypoxia staining in spheroids

Spheroids were incubated with 20 µg/mL of the hypoxia marker pimonidazole (NPI, Inc.) 
for 2 h at 37 ºC, after which they were collected and snap-frozen. Spheroids were cut into 7 
µm sections, which were fixed with ice-cold acetone. Sections were washed with PBS, and 
non-specific binding was blocked with 0.5% normal goat serum (NGS) in PBS for 30 min at 
room temperature (RT). Sections were incubated overnight with rabbit anti-pimonidazole 
antibody (1:250; HP3 kit, NPI, Inc.) at 4 ºC. Sections were then washed with PBS and in-
cubated with Alexa Fluor® 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody (1:500; Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) for 1 h at RT. Sections were washed with PBS, nuclei were stained with 
DAPI (300 nM, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min at RT, sections were washed again, and 
slides were mounted with cover slips using DakoCytomation fluorescent medium (Dako). 

Spheroid clonogenic assays

Spheroids were incubated with CP-506 for 4 h, after which spheroids were collected and 
trypsinized with 0.5% trypsin-EDTA for 30 min at 37 ºC. Single cells were plated for clo-
nogenic survival. Colonies were grown for 10 days and counted after fixation and staining 
with 0.4% methylene blue in 70% aqueous ethanol.
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Animal models

Animal experiments were performed using adult NMRI-nu, NIH-III, CD-1 or CB17 SCID 
mice. Animal facilities and experiments were in accordance with institutional guidelines 
for animal welfare and were approved by the responsible animal ethical committees. 
Cells were resuspended in BD Matrigel™ Basement Membrane Matrix (BD Biosciences) 
or αMEM and injected subcutaneously (s.c.) into the lateral flank of the animal. Tumors 
were measured in two or three dimensions using a caliper. Tumor volume was calculated 
using the formula (a2×b)/2 or (a-0.5)×(b-0.5)×(c-0.5)×π/6 (0.5 mm being a correction for 
thickness of the skin), respectively. Once tumors reached ~200 mm3 (treatment starting 
volume), mice were randomized into different treatment groups. Group sizes and tumor 
start volumes are summarized in Supplementary table 1. Mice received one intraperito-
neal (i.p.) injection per day of either vehicle (saline or 2% DMSO in water for injection) or 
CP-506 at the indicated dose for 5 consecutive days (QD5) (n = 3-10 per group). Tumor 
growth was monitored 3 times per week or daily after treatment, depending on the tumor 
model. Tumor response was quantified as the time to reach 4 times the starting tumor 
volume (T4×SV). Tumor volumes and T4×SV are presented as mean ± standard deviation. 
To estimate the magnitude of treatment effect, enhancement ratio (ER) was determined as 
the ratio between mean T4×SV of CP-506 and vehicle treated groups.

Hypoxia staining in tumors

Mice bearing H460, HCT116, or MDA-MB-231 tumors were treated with vehicle/CP-506 
(QD5, 800 mg/kg), while mice with MDA-MB-468 were treated with several schedules 
(QD1: 800 mg/kg, QD3 and QD5: 400 mg/kg). Group sizes are indicated in Supplementary 
table 1. All animals were injected i.p. with the hypoxia marker pimonidazole (60 mg/kg 
in saline; NPI, Inc.) 1 h (H460, HCT116, MDA-MB-231), 24 h (MDA-MB-468), 2 d (MDA-
MB-231) or 7 d (MDA-MB-231) after the last CP-506 injection and 1 h prior to tumor har-
vesting. In MDA-MB-231- and MDA-MB-468-tumor-bearing mice another hypoxia marker, 
CCI-103F (100 mg/kg in 10% DMSO in peanut oil; NPI, Inc.), was injected i.p. 2 h prior to 
treatment start or 2 h before the last vehicle/CP-506, respectively. Tumors were collected 
and snap-frozen, and 7 µm sections were cut from the central part of the tumor. Two sec-
tions per tumor with inter-section distance of ~50-64 µm were used for analysis. Sections 
were fixed with ice-cold acetone and nonspecific binding was blocked with 5% NGS in 
0.2% PBS-Tween-20 at RT for 30 min. Sections were incubated overnight at 4 ºC with ei-
ther rabbit anti-pimonidazole antibody (1:250; NPI, Inc) or with a mixture of FITC-labeled 
mouse anti-pimonidazole antibody (1:100; NPI, Inc.) and rabbit anti-CCI-103F (F6) anti-
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body (1:250; NPI, Inc.). Then sections were washed with 0.2% PBS-Tween-20 and incu-
bated for 1 h at RT with either Alexa Fluor® 488-conjugated goat anti rabbit IgG antibody 
(1:500; Thermo Fisher Scientific) or with Alexa Fluor® 594-conjugated goat anti-rabbit 
IgG antibody (1:500; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Sections were washed again with 0.2% 
PBS-Tween-20 and slides were mounted with coverslips using DakoCytomation fluores-
cent medium (Dako).

Images were acquired as described previously [30]. Three sections were excluded from 
the analysis due to pronounced cutting or staining artefacts. Hypoxic fractions (HFs) were 
assessed using the ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health) in a semi-automated 
way as described previously [30, 31]. The thresholds to define positive areas were de-
fined by one investigator (A.Y.) for each tumor section according to the signal intensity and 
background staining. The procedure of threshold setting is arbitrary but, on the basis of 
evaluation of the CCI-103F positive tumor area in 17 tumors independently by A.Y. and J.T., 
showed to possess good inter-observer reproducibility (R2 = 0.97, p < 0.0001, Supplemen-
tary figure 1). Similar analysis was previously performed for pimonidazole-labeled area 
and demonstrated low inter-observer variability [31]. HF was calculated as percentage of 
pixels positive for pimonidazole- or CCI-103F divided by the viable tumor area (HFpimo and 
HFCCI, respectively). 

Statistical analyses

Differences in survival, defined as the fraction of tumors not reaching 4× start volume 
(4×SV), between groups were analyzed using a log-rank test. Differences in mean time to 
reach 4× start volume (T4×SV) and HFs were analyzed using an unpaired two-tailed t-test. 
p ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All analyses and statistics were performed 
using the GraphPad Prism 5.04 software (GraphPad Software, Inc.).

Results

Hypoxia selective cytotoxicity of CP-506 in several in vitro 2D cultures

To determine the hypoxia selective cytotoxicity of CP-506 in in vitro 2D monolayer cultures, 
IC50 values were determined in a panel of 18 tumor cell lines in normoxic (21% O2) and an-
oxic (≤ 0.02% O2) conditions after a 4 h incubation with CP-506 (Table 1). In normoxic con-
ditions, IC50 was reached only in the A2780 and CT26 cell lines; for all other cell lines IC50 
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was higher than 500 µM, the highest dose of CP-506 tested in these assays, confirming lack 
of activation in normoxic conditions. In anoxic conditions, IC50 ranged from 13 µM (R1) 
to 220 µM (UT-SCC-5). HCRs ranged from >2.3 (UT-SCC-5) to >12.8 (MDA-MB-468) in the 
human cell lines; the highest HCR (>38.5) was found in the rat cell line R1. Taken together, 
these data indicate hypoxia selective cytotoxicity of CP-506 in in vitro monolayer cultures.

Table 1: IC50 values in normoxic (21% O2) and anoxic (≤ 0.02% O2) conditions after 4 h CP-506 exposure and 

hypoxia cytotoxicity ratio (HCR, normoxic IC50 divided by anoxic IC50) of CP-506 in in vitro monolayer cultures. All 

tumor cell lines are of human origin unless otherwise specified.

Cell line Cancer type IC50 in nor-

moxia (µM)
IC50 in

anoxia (µM)

HCR

H460 Non-small cell lung carcinoma >500 81 >6.2

H1299 Non-small cell lung carcinoma >500 187 >2.7

H1650 Non-small cell lung carcinoma >500 102 >4.9

LNCaP Prostate carcinoma >500 76 >6.6

PC3 Prostate adenocarcinoma >500 194 >2.6

DU145 Prostate carcinoma >500 146 >3.4

HCT116 Colorectal carcinoma >500 64 >7.8

DLD-1 Colorectal adenocarcinoma >500 137 >3.7

MDA-MB-231 Mammary gland/breast adenocarcinoma >500 202 >2.5

MDA-MB-468 Mammary gland/breast adenocarcinoma >500 39 >12.8

UT-SCC-5 Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma >500 220 >2.3

FaDu Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma >500 196 >2.6

A2780

C51

Ovarian carcinoma
Colon carcinoma (mouse)

244
>500

49
78

5.0
>6.4

CT26 Colon carcinoma (mouse) 408 81 5.0

LLC Lung carcinoma (mouse) >500 92 >5.4

R1 Rhabdomyosarcoma (rat) >500 13 >38.5

Hypoxia selective cytotoxicity of CP-506 in several in vitro 3D cultures

To further determine the hypoxia selective cytotoxicity of CP-506, 3D in vitro cell culture 
systems were used. In line with the data obtained in 2D cultures, CP-506 had no cytotox-
ic effects in the concentration range tested (0-100 µM) in hyperoxic H460 multicellular 
layers (MCLs). In anoxic MCLs, however, a concentration-dependent effect was observed. 
Anoxic IC10 was found to be 32 µM. Treatment of anoxic MCLs with 100 µM CP-506 resulted 
in 99% of clonogenic cell kill relative to the hyperoxic control (Figure 2A). 
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Additionally, H460 and HCT116 spheroid cultures were set up. As these spheroids grow, 
they naturally form a hypoxic core due to limited O2 diffusion. Evaluation of hypoxia mark-
er pimonidazole labeling indicated that H460 spheroids are not yet hypoxic at day 7 (mean 
spheroid size 0.04 ± 0.007 mm3), but become pimonidazole positive, i.e. hypoxic, at day 
11 (mean spheroid size 0.13 ± 0.028 mm3) after cell seeding (Figure 2B). CP-506 had no 
cytotoxic effects in the concentration range tested (0-250 µM) in H460 spheroids at day 4 
after seeding, whereas a concentration-dependent effect was observed, with an IC50 of 233 
µM, in pimonidazole-positive (hypoxic) H460 spheroids at day 11 after seeding (Figure 
2C). HCT116 cells only grow into spheroids when seeding high cell densities. Addition-
ally, it takes 5 days for these cells to form spheroids. At this time, these spheroids are 
already large (mean spheroid size 0.20 ± 0.019 mm3) and are hypoxic (pimonidazole pos-
itive) (Figure 2B). It was not possible to obtain smaller, non-hypoxic HCT116 spheroids. 
In hypoxic (pimonidazole-positive) HCT116 spheroids at day 5 after seeding a concentra-
tion-dependent effect of CP-506 was observed, with an IC50 of 137 µM (Figure 2C). Taken 
together, these data indicate hypoxia selective cytotoxicity of CP-506 in in vitro multilayer 
and spheroid cultures.

CP-506 is not activated by AKR1C3

One major advantage of CP-506 over its predecessor PR-104 is that it is designed to not 
be activated by AKR1C3 in aerobic conditions. To confirm this, MCL cultures consisting 
of HCT116 wild-type cells or HCT116 cells overexpressing AKR1C3 (HCT116AKR1C3) were 
exposed to 10 µM PR-104A or CP-506 in hyperoxic conditions to ensure HAP activation 
would be due to oxygen-independent activation by AKR1C3 only. PR-104 drastically (> 
99.99%) decreased survival of hyperoxic clonogenic HCT116AKR1C3 cells but not HCT116 
cells, whereas CP-506 had no effect in both MCLs, confirming resistance to AKR1C3 acti-
vation (Figure 3).

CP-506 inhibits tumor growth in several in vivo human tumor xenograft models

Mice bearing tumor xenografts were treated with CP-506 800 mg/kg QD5. CP-506 signifi-
cantly improved tumor response in H460 (p = 0.0453), HCT116 (p = 0.0101) and MDA-
MB-231 (p = 0.0007) tumors, with enhancement ratios of 1.54, 1.65 and 2.35, respectively 
(Figure 4A). Mean T4×SV of CP-506 treated tumors was significantly longer compared to 
vehicle treated tumors for H460 (20.0 ± 6.3 vs 13.1 ± 6.5 d; p = 0.0444), HCT116 (33.5 ± 
9.0 vs 20.4 ± 6.8 d; p = 0.0095) and MDA-MB-231 (59.4 ± 12.3 vs 25.3 ± 7.5 d; p = 0.0004) 
(Figure 4A). Results with the H460 tumor model were independently validated in a second 
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laboratory, where CP-506 significantly (p = 0.0011) improved tumor response (Supple-
mentary figure 2). In studies with limited number of tumors and no histology treatment 
arms, tumor response to CP-506 varied (Supplementary figure 2). In UT-SCC-5 tumors CP-
506 only marginally improved tumor response (p = 0.0931). In FaDu tumors, a positive 
trend was observed but was not significant (p = 0.0565), possibly due to the limited num-
ber of animals. In A2780 and SiHa tumors, CP-506 did significantly (p = 0.0246 and 0.0353, 
respectively) improve tumor response.

Figure 2: CP-506 decreases clonogenic survival selectively in an oxygen-dependent manner. A) Effects of CP-506 

on clonogenic survival in hyperoxic and anoxic H460 multicellular layer (MCL) cultures. B) Hypoxia staining 

in H460 and HCT116 spheroids at different time points after cell seeding. Mean spheroid sizes are indicated 

between parentheses. Blue: DAPI (nuclei); green: pimonidazole (hypoxia). C) Effects of CP-506 on clonogenic 

survival in H460 and HCT116 spheroids at different spheroid sizes with differential hypoxic status.
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Figure 3: CP-506 is not metabolized by AKR1Cs. Effects of PR-104A and CP-506 (10 µM) on clonogenic survival 

in hyperoxic HCT116 and HCT116AKR1C3 multicellular layer cultures. # indicates an actual value of 0.

In a study with MDA-MB-468 tumors CP-506 caused complete tumor regression (Supple-
mentary figure 3). Since this was the best-responding in vivo tumor model, we wanted to 
independently confirm these data by repeating this study in an external laboratory. An 
additional, lower dose of CP-506 was also included. In line with the results of the first ex-
periment, CP-506 (800 mg/kg QD5) caused complete tumor regression, with no regrowth 
of tumors during the follow-up time of 125 days after start of treatment. The lower dose of 
CP-506 (600 mg/kg QD5) inhibited tumor growth, albeit to a lesser extent than the higher 
dose (Figure 4B). 

In all tumor models, CP-506 caused body weight loss, which was however not severe (> 
20%; with the exception of one FaDu tumor-bearing animal) and recoverable within a 
couple of days after end of treatment (Supplementary figure 4). 

Impact of CP-506 on hypoxic fraction in in vivo tumor xenografts

The effect of CP-506 on the hypoxic fraction (HF) of tumor xenografts was assessed by 
pimonidazole staining of tumors from mice treated with CP-506 (800 mg/kg, QD5) in com-
parison to vehicle-treated tumors. Analysis confirmed that tumors were hypoxic at treat-
ment starting volume, with HF of 17.8 ± 8.1% in H460, 16.9 ± 5.8% in HCT116, 5.9 ± 1.3% 
in MDA-MB-231 and 17.6 ± 2.2% in MDA-MB-468 (Figure 5A & Supplementary figure 5A). 
In H460, HCT116 and MDA-MB-231 tumors, there were no significant differences in tu-
mor volume between vehicle-treated and CP-506-treated tumors (Supplementary figure 
5B). CP-506 administered for 5 consecutive days did not significantly reduce HF at end of 
treatment: 15.5 ± 6.2% (vehicle) vs 11.8 ± 4.2% (CP-506), 11.6 ± 2.8% vs 10.5 ± 1.7% and 
6.1 ± 1.1% vs 6.4 ± 2.3%, respectively (Figure 5A).
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Figure 4: CP-506 inhibits tumor growth of several human tumor xenografts. A) Effect of CP-506 on H460, HCT116 

and MDA-MB-231 tumor xenograft growth. Left: Kaplan-Meier curves of the fraction of tumors not reaching 4× 

starting volume (SV). Right: time to reach 4× starting volume (T4×SV) of individual tumors, with mean ± stan-

dard deviation. *: p ≤ 0.05; **: p ≤ 0.01; ***: p ≤ 0.001. B) Effect of CP-506 on MDA-MB-468 tumor xenograft 

growth, mean ± standard deviation. 
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To further investigate the effect of CP-506 on HF, the latter was assessed at additional, 
later time points in MDA-MB-231 xenografts. An additional hypoxia marker, CCI-103F, was 
injected prior to treatment, to investigate whether pimonidazole-positive cells were al-
ready present at start of treatment (and thus CCI-103F-positive), or if they were formed 
after start of treatment (and thus CCI-103F-negative). This indicates the effectiveness of 
CP-506 in eradicating these hypoxic tumor cells. 3 days after end of treatment (7 days after 
start of treatment), CP-506 significantly (p = 0.0172) decreased HFpimo from 7.1 ± 3.5% to 
2.6 ± 1.5%. 10 days after end of treatment (14 days after start of treatment), CP-506 de-
creased HFpimo from 7.3 ± 2.6% to 3.8 ± 3.1% (Figure 5B & Supplementary figure 6A) but 
was not significant (p = 0.2149) likely because of the low (n = 2) number of animals in the 
vehicle-treated group due to low tumor take (60%) in this experiment. HFCCI was very low 
in both vehicle- and CP-506-treated tumors 7 days (1.1% vs 2.0%) and 14 days (0.6% vs 
0.8%) after CCI-103F injection, reflecting turnover of the hypoxic cells within these peri-
ods of time. Tumor volumes were not significantly different between treatment groups at 
both time points (Supplementary figure 6B). 

Changes in HF in MDA-MB-468 xenografts were evaluated using the double hypoxia mark-
er approach. Since CP-506 800 mg/kg QD5 previously resulted in total tumor regression, 
different dosing regimens of CP-506 were tested. Both HFCCI and HFpimo decreased in a 
dose-dependent manner in CP-506 treated tumors and were significantly different from 
HFCCI and HFpimo in vehicle-treated tumors. A single injection of CP-506 (800 mg/kg) de-
creased HFCCI from 18.4 ± 3.7% to 11.1 ± 5.3% (p = 0.0197) and HFpimo from 21.7 ± 5.0% to 
14.2 ± 4.7% (p = 0.0238). Three injections of CP-506 (400 mg/kg) reduced HFCCI from 16.3 
± 1.8% to 7.9 ± 5.8% (p = 0.0067) and HFpimo from 18.4 ± 6.2% to 3.2 ±3.1% (p = 0.0003). 
Five injections of CP-506 (400 mg/kg) almost abolished HFCCI from 14.3 ± 2.2% to 3.0 ± 
2.6% (p < 0.0001) and HFpimo from 13.9 ± 1.4% to 0.9 ± 0.9% (p < 0.0001) (Figure 5C & 
Supplementary figure 6A). Tumor volumes did not differ between treatment groups (Sup-
plementary figure 7B). Furthermore, the HFpimo/HFCCI ratio decreased in a dose-dependent 
manner, suggesting effective eradication of hypoxic tumor cells, with no significant differ-
ence between vehicle (1.07) and CP-506 QD1 (1.40) treated tumors, a significant differ-
ence (p = 0.0011) between vehicle (1.13) and CP-506 QD3 (0.37) treated tumors and a 
significant difference (p = 0.0002) between vehicle (0.98) and CP-506 QD5 (0.24) treated 
tumors (Figure 5D). 
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Figure 5: A) Hypoxic fraction (HF) in H460, HCT116 and MDA-MB-231 tumor xenografts as assessed by pimoni-

dazole staining. B) HF in MDA-MB-468 tumor xenografts as assessed by CCI-103F staining (left) or pimonidazole 

staining (right). C) Ratio of HF assed by pimonidazole staining and HF assessed by CCI-103F staining in MDA-

MB-468 tumor xenografts.
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Discussion

In the present study we show the first promising therapeutic efficacy of the novel HAP 
CP-506 in 2D and 3D in vitro cell culture models and in vivo in a series of tumor-bearing 
animal models. In line with an oxygen-dependent cytotoxic effect in vitro we demonstrated 
that CP-506 effectively decreased hypoxic fraction in several tumor models, with the opti-
mal time point to detect this decrease being dependent on dosing and tumor model. The 
hypoxia-specific activation of CP-506 is an important feature, opening opportunities for 
combination treatment with e.g. radiotherapy and immunotherapy. 

In in vitro 2D monolayer cell cultures, we demonstrated that CP-506 is selectively cytotoxic 
in anoxic conditions in all tested cell lines, resulting in hypoxia cytotoxicity ratios ranging 
between >2.3 and >38.5. This is in line with reported HCRs for PR-104 (~10 to ~100) [14] 
but is lower than HCRs for the HAP evofosfamide (TH-302), for which HCRs up to 600 have 
been reported [32], differences in absolute numbers that can at least partially be explained 
by differential experimental set-up. Also, in our experiments IC50 under normoxic condi-
tions was not reached in the majority of cell lines, and thus the exact HCRs in these cell 
lines are potentially largely underestimated. 

The results demonstrating selective activation of CP-506 under anoxic conditions in 2D 
cell cultures were confirmed in 3D in vitro cellular models, where the cytotoxic effect of 
CP-506 on clonogenic survival in MCLs was found to be greater compared to 2D monolay-
ers. It should be noted that in monolayer culture assays cell metabolism (as surrogate for 
cell viability) was used as an endpoint to determine CP-506 cytotoxicity, whereas in 3D 
culture assays clonogenicity was used, which is considered to be the golden standard for 
this purpose [33]. As the used endpoints differ between these assays, their results are not 
fully comparable with each other. However, we speculate that the increased cytotoxicity 
found in the MCL assays might indicate a bystander effect of CP-506. It is suggested that 
in monolayer cultures CP-506 metabolites diffuse out of the activating cells into the cell 
culture medium, resulting in an underestimation of the total cytotoxic effect CP-506. In 3D 
MCL cultures, however, CP-506 metabolites potentially diffuse into the surrounding cells, 
resulting in a greater total effect of CP-506. Next to the MCL models, hypoxia-selective cy-
totoxicity of CP-506 was further confirmed in 3D in vitro spheroid models, which naturally 
form a hypoxic core as they grow, due to limited O2 diffusion. In these spheroid assays the 
observed cytotoxic effect of CP-506 was smaller compared to their respective monolayer 
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cell cultures, which seems counter-intuitive as in tumor cell spheroids, just like in MCL 
cultures, the bystander effect should play a larger role than in monolayer cell cultures. 
However, it should be noted that although spheroids were found to be hypoxic by means 
of pimonidazole staining, the severity, i.e. the exact O2 concentration in the hypoxic core, 
remains unknown. Pimonidazole already forms covalent bonds with cellular macromol-
ecules at oxygen levels of 1.3% (10 mmHg) [34], whereas preliminary data suggests that 
CP-506 needs a much lower oxygen concentration, i.e. anoxic conditions, to be activated 
(data not shown). It is thus possible that although the used tumor cell spheroids had a 
hypoxic pimonidazole-positive core, oxygen levels in a large part of this core were still 
relatively too high for sufficient activation of CP-506. Also, the differences in used endpoint 
between these assays can also be an influencing factor.

In vivo CP-506 was found to inhibit tumor growth in several human tumor xenograft mod-
els without severe toxicity. This is in line with other HAPs such as PR-104 [14] and evo-
fosfamide [35], which all showed potent antitumor effects at tolerable doses in several in 

vivo human tumor xenograft models. Although a clear therapeutic benefit was observed, 
i.e. significant growth inhibition, CP-506 did not reduce HF in H460, HCT116 and MDA-
MB-231 xenografts harvested within an hour after the end of treatment. This indicates 
that the selected time point for histological evaluation might have been too early to detect 
the consequences of CP-506 activation in vivo and that eradication of hypoxic cells occurs 
at a later time point. Alternatively, it can be speculated that the formation of new hypoxic 
cells as a consequence of cell proliferation might compensate for the cell kill caused by 
CP-506 during treatment. Afterwards, the cumulative cytotoxic effects of CP-506 might 
exceed cell proliferation, resulting in a net decrease of HF and tumor growth inhibition. 
Indeed, this is supported by CP-506 causing a decrease in HF in the MDA-MB-231 xeno-
graft model 3 days after the end of treatment (7 days after start of treatment). A similar 
trend is seen at 10 days after the end of treatment (14 days after start of treatment), how-
ever data interpretation should be done carefully because of the low number of animals 
in the vehicle-treated group. In the MDA-MB-468 tumor model, CP-506 caused a decrease 
in tumor volume already after one injection and, correspondingly, HF was significantly 
reduced as assessed using CCI-103F and pimonidazole hypoxia markers. Using an alter-
native treatment regimen with multiple lower CP-506 doses, HF was reduced even more 
with increasing number of injections, with an almost total eradication of hypoxic tumor 
cells after 5 injections. CCI-103F and pimonidazole have been shown to mark the same hy-
poxic cells [36]. In our experiment CCI-103F was injected 2 h before the last injection and 
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pimonidazole 24 h after the last injection in the MDA-MB-468 tumor model. While the HF-

pimo/HFCCI ratio decreased with increasing number of injections, this ratio remained largely 
unchanged in vehicle-treated tumors, suggesting that within these 24 h significantly more 
hypoxic cells (marked by CCI-103F) are being killed by CP-506 than new ones (marked 
by pimonidazole) are being formed [36, 37]. Alternatively, we speculate that oxygen con-
sumption might be reduced in the better-oxygenated tumor areas because of cell kill due 
to the bystander effect of CP-506. This potentially allows more oxygen into the previously 
hypoxic areas, and thus reduces HF. This effect likely varies highly from tumor model to 
tumor model, depending on how tissue damage caused by CP-506 is resolved in the model.
Hypoxic cell turnover might be of influence in response to CP-506 by tumors [38]. If the 
turnover is fast, the effect of CP-506 might be limited: the hypoxic cells can die naturally 
before they die of the cytotoxic effects of CP-506. The effect of CP-506 will in that case be 
limited to the bystander effect in the surrounding well-oxygenated cancer cells. If the hy-
poxic cell turnover is slow, however, meaning the hypoxic cells live longer, the DNA-cross-
links caused by CP-506 will have time to accumulate in these cells and ultimately cause 
hypoxic cell death, as well as death of adjacent cells due to the bystander effect. The total 
effect will thus potentially be larger. Whether or not the effect of CP-506 depends on hy-
poxic cell turnover requires further investigation.

In the previous study on the HAP evofosfamide, we reported tumor xenograft growth in-
hibition that was associated with baseline HF [30]. HF was assessed by means of 18F-HX4 
hypoxia positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, in the same animals that under-
went evofosfamide treatment. In the present study, pimonidazole was used as a hypoxia 
marker, stained ex vivo in different animals than the ones receiving CP-506 treatment. As 
mentioned before, pimonidazole positivity of tissue does not necessarily indicate suffi-
ciently low oxygen concentrations for CP-506 activation. Also, ex vivo pimonidazole stain-
ing only provides a 2D image of what actually is a 3D structure, and might therefore not 
be representative for the actual HF in the whole tumor. A better alternative would be to 
assess hypoxia in vivo right before start of treatment in the same animal that will actually 
undergo the treatment, using a non-invasive 3D imaging technique, such as afore-men-
tioned 18F-HX4 hypoxia PET imaging [30]. This also enables determination of HF at multi-
ple timepoints, e.g. before and after treatment.

In the present study, no correlation was found between tumor growth inhibition across 
different tumor models and the respective cytotoxic effects found in vitro or the baseline 
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HF as determined with pimonidazole. Taken together, the data indicate that hypoxia is 
required to activate CP-506, but is not the only factor that determines response to CP-506 
treatment. Expression levels of nitroreductases that can activate CP-506 found within the 
tumor are a known key determinant for cellular sensitivity to HAPs [9, 39]. Additionally, 
intrinsic sensitivity of the tumor to the cytotoxic CP-506 metabolites likely plays a role as 
well. Intrinsic sensitivity might for instance be dependent on the functioning of DNA re-
pair pathways in the tumor cells. For example, tirapazamine, evofosfamide and PR-104 are 
more effective in tumor cells in which homologous recombination (HR) genes are knocked 
down or knocked out [12, 32, 40]. HR deficiency in several cancer cell types and a human 
tumor xenograft model increases cytotoxicity of evofosfamide and PR-104 [41, 42]. Exper-
iments to unravel exactly which factors and mechanisms determine sensitivity to CP-506, 
and to what extent, are currently ongoing. 

As CP-506 only targets hypoxic tumor cells, it is to be expected that in a clinical setting CP-
506 monotherapy is insufficient to completely eradicate a tumor. In general, HAPs are to 
be combined with another treatment modality which kills aerobic tumor cells. This way, 
complimentary cell kill can be achieved, increasing therapeutic potential of the treatment. 
Experiments to assess the effects of CP-506 in combination therapies with radiotherapy 
and/or immunotherapy are currently ongoing.

In conclusion, CP-506 was developed as an improved successor of PR-104 and we have 
shown its hypoxia selective cell killing effects. CP-506 has important advantage over PR-
104, since CP-506 cannot be activated in aerobic conditions by the two-electron reductase 
AKR1C3. Additionally, CP-506 cannot be glucuronidated and is water soluble. As such, CP-
506 is a promising novel HAP with potential favorable properties for future clinical use. 
Experiments to determine its exact mechanism of action, its effects when used in a combi-
nation therapy together with radiotherapy and/or immunotherapy, and factors influenc-
ing tumor sensitivity to CP-506 are currently ongoing.
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Supplementary figures

Supplementary figure 1: Inter-observer variation in HFCCI assessed by two independent researchers.
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Supplementary figure 2: Effects of CP-506 on H460, FaDu, UT-SCC-5, A2780 and SiHa tumor xenograft growth. 

Left: Kaplan-Meier curves of the fraction of tumors not reaching 4× starting volume (SV). Right: time to reach 4× 

starting volume (T4×SV) of individual tumors, with mean ± standard deviation. *: p ≤ 0.05; **: p ≤ 0.01.
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Supplementary figure 3: Effects of CP-506 on MDA-MB-468 tumor xenografts growth. 

Supplementary figure 4: Body weight of mice bearing different human tumor xenografts, treated with CP-506.
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Supplementary figure 5: A) Representative images of pimonidazole (hypoxia) staining of whole tumor 

cross-sections derived from vehicle and CP-506 treated human tumor xenografts. B) Volumes of vehicle and CP-

506 treated human tumor xenografts at time of tumor excision.

Supplementary figure 6: A) Representative images of pimonidazole (green) and CCI-103F (red) hypoxia stain-

ing of vehicle and CP-506 treated MDA-MB-231 xenografts. B) Tumor volumes of vehicle and CP-506 treated 

MDA-MB-231 xenografts at time of tumor extraction.
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Supplementary figure 7: A) Representative images of pimonidazole (green) and CCI-103F (red) hypoxia stain-

ing of vehicle and CP-506 treated MDA-MB-468 xenografts. B) Tumor volumes of vehicle and CP-506 treated 

MDA-MB-468 xenografts at time of tumor extraction.
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Supplementary table 1: Group size and tumor starting volumes of all in vivo experiments reported in this study.
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Abstract

Hypoxia, a common feature of solid tumors, is associated with poor prognosis. It aggra-
vates the malignant tumor cell phenotype, increases resistance to radiotherapy, and it is 
suggested to negatively influence immunotherapy treatment outcome. As these strategies 
are effective against the well oxygenated tumor cells, combination with a specific hypoxia 
targeting strategy is a potentially promising approach. One treatment approach of spe-
cifically targeting hypoxic tumor cells is using hypoxia-activated prodrugs (HAPs). Here 
we tested the combination treatments of single dose radiotherapy and/or immunothera-
py (the immunocytokine L19-IL2) with the novel HAP CP-506. CP-506 increased time to 
reach 4 times start volume (T4×SV) when combined with radiotherapy (from 7.5 ± 2.1 to 
13.3 ± 2.9 d, p < 0.001) or immunotherapy (from 6.8 ± 2.0 to 11.6 ± 4.2 d, p = 0.028) in a 
preclinical in vivo CT26 tumor model. This increase in therapeutic efficacy is dependent on 
the model and treatment schedule used. CP-506 is thus a promising candidate for further 
preclinical evaluation and clinical efficacy validation of combination approaches.
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Introduction

Hypoxic areas are present in the majority of solid tumors, due to the tumor outgrowing its 
already abnormal and chaotic vasculature, resulting in cells receiving insufficient oxygen 
[1, 2]. Tumor hypoxia is associated with poor prognosis, and it aggravates the malignant 
tumor cell phenotype [2, 3]. Additionally, hypoxic tumor cells are more resistant to ioniz-
ing radiation. In these cells the so-called oxygen-enhancement effect is missing or reduced, 
since there is no oxygen present to “fix” the DNA radicals formed by ionizing radiation 
[4-6]. Also, intrinsic resistance to ionizing radiation is higher in hypoxic cells, e.g. through 
increased levels of heat-shock proteins, increased numbers of cells with diminished apop-
totic potential or increased proliferation potential [7-11]. Thus, the combination treat-
ment of radiotherapy with a hypoxia targeting strategy is promising, in that the two can 
yield at least complementary cell kill: radiotherapy targets the aerobic tumor cells, and the 
other targets the hypoxic, radioresistant tumor cells. 

Lately, immunotherapies, in which the patient’s own immune system is induced and/or 
stimulated to eradicate cancer cells, have emerged as promising new cancer treatments 
[12]. One such novel therapy is the combination of the immunocytokine L19-IL2 and 
radiotherapy. L19-IL2 is a fusion protein of L19, a small-immuno-protein targeting the 
extra domain B (ED-B) of fibronectin (a marker for tumor neoangiogenesis), and IL2, a 
cytokine that acts as an important immune response activator [13]. This fusion protein 
can thus selectively deliver IL2 to ED-B expressing tumor cells and enhance an anticancer 
immune response. Indeed, it was recently shown that the combination of L19-IL2 and 
radiotherapy induces long-lasting antitumor effects, depending on ED-B expression and 
T cell infiltration, or a natural killer cell immune response [14, 15]. Additionally, it has 
been observed that this combination treatment results in an abscopal effect, i.e. tumor 
response outside the irradiation field, and a memory effect [16]. However, it is suggested 
that hypoxia can negatively influence immunotherapy treatment outcome because it can 
interfere with T lymphocyte effector function, regulate natural killer and natural killer T 
cell activity, induce resistance to cell-mediated cytotoxicity, induce immune suppression, 
contribute to immune tolerance, impair T cell infiltration, etc. [17, 18]. Adding a hypoxia 
targeting treatment to the combination of L19-IL2 and radiotherapy can therefore im-
prove its effectiveness. 

One strategy of specifically targeting hypoxic tumor cells is using hypoxia-activated pro-
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drugs (HAPs). HAPs are inactive prodrugs that are specifically activated in hypoxic areas 
only, where they are reduced by nitroreductases to their active metabolite(s). These me-
tabolites are generally cytotoxins that kill the activating tumor cell. The active metabolites 
can also diffuse into surrounding cells, killing these too; this is called the bystander effect 
[19]. Previously, we reported promising therapeutic efficacy results on the novel HAP CP-
506 [Chapter 7]. We showed that CP-506 exhibits hypoxia-selective cytotoxicity in a num-
ber of in vitro monolayer cultures as well as in several in vitro multilayer and spheroid 
cultures. Additionally, CP-506 inhibited tumor growth in several in vivo human tumor xe-
nograft models, accompanied by a significant decrease in hypoxic fraction during or early 
after treatment in some of the tumor models. Taken together, the combination of CP-506 
with radiotherapy or with radiotherapy and L19-IL2 might be a promising approach. In 
this study, we investigated the combination of CP-506 with radiotherapy and/or L19-IL2 
in several in vivo tumor models, hypothesizing that CP-506 will increase therapeutic out-
come of these treatments.

Materials & methods

Animal models

Animal experiments were performed using adult NMRI-nu nude mice (for the human H460 
non-small cell lung carcinoma) or BALB/c mice (for the murine CT26 colorectal carcino-
ma). Animal facilities and experiments were in accordance with institutional guidelines 
for animal welfare and were approved by the responsible animal ethical committees. Per 
xenograft, 1.5×106 cells were resuspended in BD Matrigel™ Basement Membrane Matrix 
(BD Biosciences) and injected subcutaneously into the lateral flank of the animal. Tumors 
were measured in three dimensions using a caliper, and a 0.5 mm correction in each di-
mension was applied for thickness of the skin. Tumor volume was thus calculated using 
the formula (a-0.5)×(b-0.5)×(c-0.5)×π/6. Upon reaching a tumor volume of approximately 
200 mm3, mice were randomly assigned to a treatment group. Tumor starting volumes and 
group sizes (n = 6-8) were similar across treatment arms within one experiment (Supple-
mentary table 1). CP-506 or vehicle (saline) control was administered via intraperitoneal 
(i.p.) injection. L19-IL2 or vehicle (PBS) control was administered via intravenous (i.v.) 
injection. Radiotherapy (Varian Truebeam linear accelerator; 15 MeV electrons) was ap-
plied as a single dose. Treatment schedules and doses are described in Figures 1-4. Tumor 
growth was monitored 3 times per week or daily after treatment until 4× tumor starting 
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volume (4×SV) or a maximum tumor volume of 2000 mm3 was reached. Survival was de-
fined as the fraction of tumors not reaching 4×SV. Tumor response was quantified as the 
time required to reach 4×SV (T4×SV).

Hypoxia staining in tumors

Mice bearing CT26 tumors were injected i.p. with the hypoxia marker pimonidazole (60 
mg/kg in saline; NPI, Inc.) upon the tumor reaching SV (n = 4, tumor volume 190 ± 47 
mm3). 1 h later, mice were injected i.v. with Hoechst 33342 (15 mg/kg in saline; Sigma-Al-
drich). 1 min later mice were sacrificed, tumors were collected and snap-frozen. Whole 
tumor cross-sections (7 µm) from the central part of the tumor were fixed with ice-cold 
acetone and nonspecific binding was blocked with 5% normal goat serum in 0.2% PBS-
Tween-20 at room temperature for 30 min. Sections were incubated overnight at 4 ºC with 
a mixture of rabbit anti-pimonidazole antibody (1:250; NPI, Inc.) and rat anti-mouse CD31 
antibody (1:500; BD Biosciences). Then sections were washed with 0.2% PBS-Tween-20 
and incubated for 1 h at room temperature with Alexa Fluor® 488-conjugated goat an-
ti-rabbit IgG (1:500; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Alexa Fluor® 594-conjugated goat an-
ti-rat IgG (1:500; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Sections were washed again with 0.2% PBS-
Tween-20 and slides were mounted with cover slips using DakoCytomation fluorescent 
medium (Dako). Images were acquired as described previously [20]. Hypoxic fractions 
were assessed using the ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health) in a semi-auto-
mated way as described previously [20, 21]. The thresholds to define positive areas were 
defined for each tumor section according to the signal intensity and background staining 
and has previously been demonstrated to have low inter-observer variability [21]. Hypox-
ic fraction (HF) was calculated as percentage of pixels positive for pimonidazole divided 
by the viable tumor area. 

Statistical analyses

Differences in survival between treatment groups were analyzed using a log-rank test. Dif-
ferences in mean times to reach T4×SV were analyzed using an unpaired two-tailed t-test. 
Synergism between two treatments was assessed using a two-way ANOVA. When p ≤ 0.05, 
results were considered statistically significant. All analyses were performed using the 
GraphPad Prism 5.04 software (GraphPad Software, Inc.).
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Results

To determine the effect of the combination of CP-506 followed by radiotherapy, mice bear-
ing H460 tumor xenografts were treated with CP-506 (800 mg/kg) or vehicle once a day 
for 5 consecutive days (QD5), followed by radiotherapy (sham or single dose 8 Gy) 2 h af-
ter the last injection (Figure 1A). As reported previously [Chapter 7], CP-506 significantly 
(p = 0.044) increased T4×SV compared to vehicle treated tumors (from 13.1 ± 6.5 to 20.1 ± 
6.3 d). The combination of CP-506 followed by radiotherapy did not increase T4×SV com-
pared to animals treated with vehicle followed by RT (Figure 1B). 

CP-506 caused slight body weight loss within a couple of days in most animals. This body 
weight loss was however not severe (< 20%) and all mice recovered within days after 
the last injection. Radiotherapy did not cause additional body weight loss (Supplementary 
figure 1).

Figure 1: A) treatment scheme: mice bearing H460 tumor xenografts were treated with CP-506 or vehicle fol-

lowed by radiotherapy. B) Effect of CP-506 monotherapy and CP-506 in combination with RT on tumor response. 

Left: Kaplan–Meier representation of the data. Right: T4×SV for each individual tumor (symbols). Horizontal 

bars indicate mean values ± standard deviation. Relevant statistical comparisons are indicated: n.s: not signifi-

cant; *: p ≤ 0.05.
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To further investigate the effects of radiotherapy and CP-506, the CT26 syngeneic tu-
mor model was used. The choice of a murine tumor model is dictated by the necessity 
of immune competent mice to evaluate CP-506 in combination with immunotherapy in 
further experiments. Histological investigations using the hypoxia marker pimonidazole 
confirmed the presence of hypoxic cells in CT26 tumors prior to treatment, although hy-
poxic fraction was found to be highly variable between the tumors, ranging from 0.8% 
to 10.3% with no correlation between HF and tumor size (Supplementary figure 1). We 
investigated if treatment outcome differs depending on whether CP-506 is administered 
before or after single dose irradiation. Since CT26 tumors grow fast (volume doubling time 
3.0 ± 0.8 d), it is not recommendable to administer CP-506 QD5 when comparing CP-506 
before and after radiotherapy because tumor volumes at time of radiotherapy would differ 
~3-fold between treatment groups, biasing the results. Also, this would shorten follow-up 
time after treatment and endpoint (4×SV) would possibly be reached before the effect of 
the treatment would be visible. Therefore, instead of 5 injections (QD5), two injections of 
CP-506 were administered within 24 hours (QD2). Mice bearing a CT26 syngeneic tumor 
were treated first with CP-506 (800 mg/kg, QD2) followed by radiotherapy (5 or 10 Gy) 30 
min after the last injection (“CP-506 + RT”) or with the respective vehicle control (“Vehicle 
+ RT”). Alternatively, mice were treated first with radiotherapy (5 or 10 Gy) immediately 
followed by CP-506 (800 mg/kg, QD2) (“RT + CP-506”) or with the respective vehicle con-
trol (“RT + vehicle”) (Figure 2A). A trend towards increased response was apparent for 
CP-506 administered after 10 Gy radiation, however, none of the treatment combinations 
of CP-506 and radiotherapy significantly increased T4×SV compared to the respective ve-
hicle controls (Figure 2B). 

CP-506 caused a slight body weight loss within a couple of days in some animals. This 
body weight loss was not severe (< 20%) and all mice recovered within days after the last 
injection (Supplementary figure 2).

Next, we further explored the trend towards increased response when CP-506 was admin-
istered after radiotherapy, and assessed if radiotherapy followed by five CP-506 injections 
would enhance treatment outcome in the CT26 syngeneic tumor model. Mice were first 
treated with radiotherapy (5 Gy), immediately followed by five injections of CP-506 (800 
mg/kg, QD5) (Figure 3A). Corresponding controls were also included. Whereas CP-506 
alone did not significantly increase T4×SV compared to vehicle controls, the combination 
of radiotherapy followed by CP-506 significantly (p < 0.001) prolonged T4×SV (from 7.5 ± 
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2.1 to 13.3 ± 2.9 d) compared to radiotherapy controls (Figure 3B). Radiation and CP-506 
were found to inhibit tumor growth synergistically (p = 0.0146).

Figure 2: A) treatment scheme: mice bearing CT26 syngeneic tumors were treated with CP-506 or vehicle fol-

lowed by radiotherapy. Alternatively, mice were treated first with radiotherapy followed by CP-506 or vehicle. B) 

Effect of CP-506 monotherapy and CP-506 in combination with RT on tumor response. Left: Kaplan–Meier rep-

resentation of the data. Right: T4×SV for each individual tumor (symbols). Horizontal bars indicate mean values 

± standard deviation. Relevant statistical comparisons are indicated: n.s: not significant

In parallel to this experiment, we tested whether CP-506 can increase therapeutic effica-
cy of L19-IL2 immunotherapy or radiotherapy and L19-IL2. To test this hypothesis, mice 
received radiotherapy (5 Gy), followed by CP-506 (800 mg/kg, QD5) and L19-IL2 (1 mg/
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kg on days 1, 3 and 5 after start of treatment). Corresponding vehicle controls were also 
included (Figure 3A). The combination treatment of CP-506 and L19-IL2 significantly (p 
= 0.028) increased T4×SV ( from 6.8 ± 2.0 to 11.6 ± 4.2 d) compared to the respective ve-
hicle controls (Figure 3B). The triple combination treatment of radiotherapy followed by 
CP-506 and L19-IL2 did not further improve therapeutic effect compared to the respective 
vehicle controls (Figure 3B). 

CP-506 caused slight body weight loss within a couple of days in some animals. This body 
weight loss was severe (< 20%) in only one mouse, and all mice recovered within days 
after the last injection. Body weight loss was highest in the triple combination group (Sup-
plementary figure 3).

Figure 3: A) treatment scheme: mice bearing CT26 syngeneic tumors were treated with CP-506, radiotherapy 

and/or L19-IL2. Corresponding vehicle controls were also included. B) Effect of CP-506 monotherapy and CP-

506 in combination with RT on tumor response. Left: Kaplan–Meier representation of the data. Right: T4xSV for 

each individual tumor (symbols). Horizontal bars indicate mean values ± standard deviation. Relevant statistical 

comparisons are indicated: n.s.: not significant; *: p ≤ 0.05; ***: p ≤ 0.001.

To further investigate the effects of the combination treatment of CP-506 and L19-IL2, the 
previous experiment was repeated: mice bearing a CT26 syngeneic tumor were treated 
with vehicle/CP-506 (800 mg/kg, QD5) and vehicle/L19-IL2 (1 mg/kg on days 1, 3 and 5 
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after start of treatment) (Figure 4A). This time, however, main purpose of the experiment 
was to investigate immunological and histological parameters directly after treatment, 
which is currently ongoing. Animals were sacrificed 24 h after the last L19-IL2 injection. 
The effects of treatment with CP-506 and L19-IL2 were found to be similar in the two 
independent experiments, confirming that CP-506 enhances therapeutic effect of L19-IL2 
(Figure 4B).

CP-506 as a monotherapy caused slight body weight loss within a couple of days in some 
animals. This body weight loss was, however, not severe (< 20%). Body weight loss was 
more pronounced in CP-506 + L19-IL2 treated animals, with some animals approaching or 
losing more than 20% (Supplementary figure 3). Additionally, these mice showed clinical 
signs of distress (less active, cowering in the corner of the cage, and reduced grooming) 
which were not observed in the previous experiment. Since mice were sacrificed 6 days 
after start of treatment, it is unknown if this body weight loss and these clinical symptoms 
were recoverable. It is unknown why these effects were seen in this but not in the previous 
experiment.

Figure 4: A) treatment scheme: mice bearing CT26 syngeneic tumors were treated with CP-506 and L19-IL2). 

Corresponding vehicle controls were also included. B) Changes in tumor volumes relative to pre-treatment tu-

mor volume.
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Discussion

Combining radiotherapy and/or immunotherapy with a hypoxia-activated prodrug (HAP) 
is a promising approach, as tumor hypoxia increases resistance to radiotherapy and it is 
suggested to negatively influence immunotherapy treatment outcome. Targeting of the hy-
poxic tumor cells by the HAP might thus be beneficial, in that it targets those cells which 
are radioresistant, and potentially promotes effectiveness of an immune response. In this 
study, we show that the combination of the HAP CP-506 with radiotherapy can induce syn-
ergistic anticancer effects. This effect, however, depends on treatment scheme and tumor 
model. Additionally, we show that combining immunotherapy with CP-506 significantly 
enhances tumor response. 

As previously reported [Chapter 7], CP-506 resulted in monotherapeutic efficacy in H460 
human tumor xenografts in line with the results in other human tumor xenografts. In this 
study we show that there is no monotherapeutic efficacy of CP-506 in the CT26 syngeneic 
tumor model. This could be caused by the tumor not being hypoxic enough, the tumor 
cells not expressing (sufficient levels of) the oxidoreductases needed to activate the HAP, 
or a low intrinsic sensitivity of the tumor cells to the HAP, e.g. due to well-functioning DNA 
damage repair mechanisms [22-24]. Baseline hypoxic fraction (HF) in H460 xenografts 
ranges from 9.5% to 25.6% [Chapter 7], whereas in CT26 syngeneic tumors it ranges from 
0.8% to 10.3%. This high variability and low HF in some CT26 tumors might partially 
explain the lack of CP-506 efficacy in this tumor model. Furthermore, preliminary data 
suggests that the levels of oxidoreductases in murine models are much lower compared 
with human tumor cell lines [Adam V Patterson et al., unpublished data]. Experiments 
to determine which reductases are mainly responsible for CP-506 activation are ongoing. 
DNA repair capacity likely plays a role in sensitivity to CP-506 as well, as the HAPs tirapa-
zamine, evofosfamide (TH-302) and PR-104 are more effective in tumor cells with homo-
logues recombination (HR) deficiencies [25-27]. Also, HR deficiency in several cancer cell 
types and a human tumor xenograft model increases cytotoxicity of DNA-alkylating HAPs, 
to which CP-506 belongs [28, 29]. Exactly how and to what extent these and other factors 
determine CP-506 efficacy remains to be elucidated.

The effect of adding CP-506 to radiotherapy depends on the used treatment scheme and 
tumor model. For H460 xenografts, for which CP-506 (QD5) was administered before ir-
radiation, no beneficial effect was found. The observed effect of radiotherapy alone was, 
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however, not in line with our expectations, and was far greater than in our previous stud-
ies (e.g. as in [20]: T4×SV of ~16 d vs ~35 d in the present study). Additionally, the fact that 
CP-506 did not reduce HF directly after treatment in the H460 xenograft model [Chapter 
7] might explain the lack of increased efficacy in this model when radiotherapy was ap-
plied at this time point. In contrast, CP-506 (QD5) did synergistically improve treatment 
outcome when administered after radiotherapy in the CT26 syngeneic tumor model. It is 
possible that CP-506 alone does kill hypoxic tumor cells, however, not to such a degree to 
result in a measurable inhibition of tumor growth. The proliferation and repopulation of 
tumor cells may be too fast even during treatment, especially in murine tumors. This re-
population might originate from the surrounding well-oxygenated cells. Inactivating these 
cells with radiotherapy may slow down the repopulation and as a result decrease tumor 
growth rate. Additionally, we speculate that irradiated cells with sub-lethal damage might 
be more sensitive to CP-506. Further research is needed to fully elucidate the underlying 
mechanisms of the observed synergistic effect. This effect also demonstrates that tumors 
not responding to CP-506 monotherapy may respond when CP-506 is combined with ra-
diotherapy. 

To further study differences in treatment outcome between CP-506 administration before 
or after radiotherapy, an additional experiment was performed using CT26 tumor-bearing 
mice using two radiation dose levels. Instead of five, only two injections of CP-506 were 
administered, as tumor volumes at time of radiotherapy would otherwise differ ~3-fold 
between treatment groups and endpoint would likely be reached before the effect of the 
treatment would be visible. CP-506, however, did not improve treatment outcome regard-
less of whether given before or after irradiation and of radiation dose. Two injections of 
CP-506 in this experiment are thus probably not sufficient to cause beneficial effects. 

As proof of principle, we used single dose radiotherapy in our experiments, as a large sin-
gle dose as used here would sterilize normoxic cells and ensure tumor regrowth to solely 
depend on surviving hypoxic tumor cells [30]. In clinical practice, however, fractionated 
radiotherapy schedules are generally used with 2 Gy per fraction. It has been demonstrat-
ed that tumors reoxygenate, i.e. HF decreases, during fractionated radiotherapy, which can 
potentially diminish the effect from HAPs [31, 32]. Beneficial effects of adding evofosfa-
mide to radiotherapy have been reported, for both evofosfamide administered before [20] 
and after [33] radiotherapy, but also when adding it to a fractionated radiotherapy sched-
ule [34]. It would thus be interesting to test the combination of CP-506 with fractionated 
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radiotherapy. As CP-506 can reduce HF in in vivo human tumor xenografts at later time 
points [Chapter 7], we speculate that it can also increase efficacy of fractionated radiother-
apy, or, alternatively, of single dose radiotherapy applied at a later time point.

In line with our hypothesis, CP-506 improved treatment outcome when combined with 
L19-IL2. This might be due to the decreased HF after CP-506 treatment, as hypoxia can 
negatively influence immunotherapy treatment outcome [17, 18]. HF after treatment is, 
however, yet to be determined. This would be in line with the results showing that evo-
fosfamide sensitizes murine models of prostate cancer to an immunotherapy (antibody 
blockade of CTLA-4 and PD-1) by disrupting the HF [35]. Another possibility is that CP-506 
causes immunogenic cell death (ICD): the process in which dying, stressed or injured cells 
start expressing, secreting or releasing damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). 
These DAMPs can act as signals for the immune system and elicit an antitumor immune 
response [36]. CP-506 would thus kill (hypoxic) tumor cells, which undergo ICD thereby 
initiating an antitumor immune response, which in itself, however, is insufficient to result 
in tumor growth inhibition in the CT26 tumor model. In the combination treatment of CP-
506 and L19-IL2, however, this immune response is further enhanced by the IL2 cytokine, 
resulting in tumor growth inhibition. Similar results have been observed previously for 
the combination of radiotherapy and L19-IL2, although in different murine models [14]. 
Further research is needed to elucidate how and to what extent CP-506 can cause ICD, and 
how this influences treatment outcome in the combination treatment with L19-IL2.

Adding radiotherapy to the combination of CP-506 and L19-IL2 did not further enhance 
treatment outcome. As radiotherapy can also induce ICD [36], it cannot be excluded that 
the immune responses caused by CP-506 and radiotherapy are highly similar and overlap-
ping, and might not be additive, i.e., the anti-tumor immune response is already maximally 
enhanced by one of the treatments. This is supported, at least in part, by similar therapeu-
tic efficacy of CP-506 monotherapy and radiotherapy. In one of the experiments, this com-
bination caused severe body weight loss and discomfort in some animals. Due to a very 
short follow-up time in this experiment, it remains unknown whether these effects are 
reversible. More research is needed to elucidate the exact interactions of these treatments, 
and how they influence treatment outcome and toxicity. Experiments to study immunolog-
ical and histological parameters after treatment are ongoing.

In conclusion, in the present study we have shown that CP-506 can improve radiotherapy 
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and immunotherapy outcome in preclinical in vivo animal tumor models, depending on 
the model and treatment schedule. CP-506 is a promising candidate for clinical efficacy 
validation, however, first more preclinical research is needed to determine the underlying 
mechanisms of the interplay between the treatments. Additionally, it is of importance to 
determine which factors, such as expression levels of nitroreductases that can activate it, 
affect CP-506 efficacy, and to what extent. 
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Supplementary table and figures

Supplementary table 1: Group size and tumor starting volumes of all in vivo experiments reported in this study.
Experiment H460: CP-506 + RT

Group Vehicle CP-506 Vehicle 
+ RT

CP-506 + 
RT

Number of mice 8 8 7 7

Starting volume
(mm3, mean ± SD)

227 ± 61 226 ± 18 213 ± 30 234 ± 58

Experiment CT26: CP-506 + RT vs RT + CP-506

Group Vehicle
+ 5 Gy

CP-506
+ 5 Gy

5 Gy
+ vehicle

5 Gy
+ CP-506

Vehicle
+ 10 Gy

CP-506
+ 10 Gy

10 Gy
+ vehicle

10 Gy
+ CP-506

Number of mice 8 9 8 8 8 9 8 8

Starting volume
(mm3, mean ± SD)

209 ± 30 189 ± 23 219 ± 38 222 ± 39 211 ± 34 206 ± 33 255 ± 62 242 ± 64

Experiment CT26: RT + CP-506 + L19-IL2

Group Vehicle CP-506 RT + 
vehicle

RT + CP-
506

Vehicle 
+ L19-IL2

CP-506 
+ L19-IL2

RT + vehicle 
+ L19-IL2

RT + CP-506 
+ L19-IL2

Number of mice 9 8 9 7 6 6 9 9

Starting volume
(mm3, mean ± SD)

241 ± 36 225 ± 29 239 ± 36 245 ± 40 235 ± 42 220 ± 33 239 ± 30 226 ± 27

Experiment CT26: CP-506 + L19-IL2 (2)

Group Vehicle 
+ vehicle

CP-506 
+ vehicle

Vehicle 
+ L19-IL2

CP-506 
+ L19-IL2

Number of mice 8 7 7 7

Starting volume
(mm3, mean ± SD)

203 ± 40 245 ± 74 221 ± 48 214 ± 48
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Supplementary figure 1: Baseline hypoxic fraction (HF) of CT26 tumors. Blue: Hoechst (nuclei); red: CD31 

(blood vessels); green: pimonidazole (hypoxia).

Supplementary figure 2: Body weight relative to body weight at start of treatment of animals treated with

CP-506 compared to vehicle with (right) or without (left) radiation (RT).
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Supplementary figure 3: Body weight relative to body weight at start of treatment of animals treated with CP-

506 compared to vehicle with (right) or without (left) radiation (RT).

Supplementary figure 4: Body weight relative to body weight at start of treatment of animals treated with a 

combination of vehicle or CP-506 and radiation (RT).
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Supplementary figure 5: Body weight relative to body weight at start of treatment of animals treated with a 

combination of vehicle, CP-506, L19-IL2 and/or radiation (RT).
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Discussion and 
future perspectives
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Indirect targeting of tumor hypoxia by targeting 
carbonic anhydrase IX

Novel carbonic anhydrase IX inhibitors in cancer treatment

Tumor hypoxia is a promising therapeutic target to exploit in cancer treatment, however, 
so far almost none of these treatments have been implemented in clinical practice. One 
way of targeting tumor hypoxia is to target its molecular response, e.g. targeting a hypox-
ia-inducible factor (HIF)-regulated protein which is implicated in cancer progression. One 
such protein is carbonic anhydrase IX (CA IX), which is mainly HIF regulated [1] and highly 
tumor specific [2]. CA IX expression is a negative prognostic factor in cancer patients re-
gardless of the tumor type or site [3]. Also, CA IX has been found to select for and to main-
tain an aggressive cancer cell phenotype and to promote metastasis formation. This makes 
CA IX an attractive target for anticancer treatment [4-8]. 
Over the years, a large variety of CA IX inhibitors has been developed and tested [9-11], 
among which the novel fluorinated high-affinity CA IX inhibitors whose design, synthesis 
and biological evaluation are described in Chapter 5. All of these inhibitors bind into the 
active pocket of CA IX, and thus inhibit the conversion of carbon dioxide and water to 
bicarbonate and a proton [9, 10, 12]. This leads to decreased extracellular acidification, 
increased intracellular acidification and subsequent cell death [13, 14]. We have observed 
the same effects with the CA IX inhibitors described in Chapter 5. These inhibitors are 
thus potential agents for CA IX specific anticancer therapy. As CA IX is involved in tumor 
cell invasion and migration, CA IX inhibitors have the potential to inhibit these tumor cell 
properties, thereby also inhibiting metastasis formation. Indeed, the CA IX inhibitor S4 has 
demonstrated anti-metastatic potential [15, 16], although it remains unclear if this effect 
is not just due to decreased cell viability [15-17]. It would be interesting and important to 
study the effects of the novel CA IX inhibitors described in Chapter 5 on tumor cell invasion 
and migration.
Therapeutic success of cytotoxic compounds frequently used as anticancer agents is often 
limited due to systemic toxicity. Therefore, novel dual target drugs were designed, synthe-
sized and biologically evaluated, as described in Chapter 4. These compounds are a new 
approach of delivering cytotoxic drugs specifically to CA IX expressing cells, which consist 
of different anticancer drugs conjugated to a CA IX targeting moiety. This should increase 
tumor specificity of the parental drugs and potentially decrease normal tissue toxicity. 
However, of all tested compounds, only an ATR inhibitor derivative was more effective in 
combination with radiotherapy in CA IX overexpressing cells compared to CA IX non-ex-
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pressing cells. Furthermore, this compound showed poor binding affinity to recombinant 
CA IX, and showed no increased efficacy in hypoxic conditions. Therefore, the cytotoxic 
effect of this compound is probably not CA IX dependent; thus, none of the dual target 
compounds evaluated in Chapter 4 reduced tumor cell viability in a CA IX specific manner. 
The problem with conjugating two molecules is that there is a chance of conformational 
changes occurring to one, or maybe even both the molecules. In the case of the dual tar-
get compounds described in Chapter 4, this might have led to alteration of the efficacy 
of the cytotoxic moiety, and/or decreased binding affinity and/or specificity of the CA IX 
inhibiting moiety. Indeed, Ki values were observed to be higher for the tested compounds. 
Because of this observation, and the observed lack of efficacy, further development of 
these compounds has not been continued. Another dual target compound, consisting of 
the cytotoxic agent mertansine (DM1, a tubulin inhibitor) conjugated to a acetazolamide 
derivative (general CA inhibitor), was recently shown to exhibit a potent antitumor effect 
in vivo [18]. The dual targeting compound strategy thus remains of interest for further 
exploration.
In vitro monolayer cell cultures lack several important characteristics which are present in 
the tumor microenvironment, including pH, oxygen and nutrient gradients, and the pres-
ence of different cell types [19]. Some of these characteristics can be simulated using 3D 
in vitro cell culture methods: for example, in Chapter 7 we have shown the presence of an 
oxygen gradient in tumor cell spheroids. Others have also reported O2 and pH gradients 
in tumor cell spheroids [20]. In Chapter 5, hypoxia-dependent reduction of clonogenic 
survival by the lead CA IX inhibitor was only observed in spheroids, not in in vitro 2D 
cultures, highlighting the importance of these 3D cell culture models. However, even these 
cultures lack certain properties of tumors in vivo, like the presence of different cell types 
(e.g. tumor stroma). It is therefore essential that the efficacy of the CA IX inhibitors which 
proved most potent in 3D cell culture models is also validated in in vivo human tumor 
xenograft models. So far, this has been done with only a few inhibitors [11]. S4 therapy 
was found to have no effect on hypoxic fraction, proliferation and apoptosis in human tu-
mor xenografts [21], and was ineffective in decreasing tumor xenograft growth [15]. It did, 
however, inhibit metastasis formation in human breast cancer xenografts [15]. Other CA 
IX inhibitors were able to inhibit osteosarcoma growth in vivo [22]. SLC-0111, another CA 
IX inhibitor, suppressed primary tumor growth and metastasis formation in in vivo human 
breast cancer xenografts [23]. The efficacy of the lead CA IX inhibitor described in Chapter 
5 also needs to be tested in in vivo human tumor xenografts models, before proceeding into 
clinical trials. 
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Interestingly, there are preclinical indications that CA IX inhibition might radiosensitize 
cells. CA IX inhibitors have been shown to increase radiotherapy efficacy in human tumor 
xenografts [24]. Furthermore, it has been shown that CA IX knockdown in tumor cells 
leads to a lower number of cells in the S-phase of the cell cycle and increases radiosensi-
tivity [25]. The exact mechanism underlying radiosensitization remains to be elucidated, 
however it would be interesting to test if the CA IX inhibitors described in Chapter 5 would 
also radiosensitize human tumor cells. 

Future directions regarding CA IX targeting anticancer therapies

Several CA IX inhibitors thus hold promise as anticancer therapies, however, so far, only 
SLC-0111 has been translated into clinical trials [11]. Results of a phase 1 clinical trial have 
not been published yet [26], but a second trial combining SLC-0111 with gemcitabine has 
recently been posted [27]. CA IX inhibitors have thus not proven their worth as anticancer 
therapies in clinical practice yet. It is expected that, should the SLC-0111 trials present 
positive results, more CA IX inhibitors might proceed into clinical trials. However, before 
implementing any of these compounds into clinical practice, their efficacy in combination 
with conventional therapies should be assessed, as these combinations have been largely 
ignored and the underlying mechanisms are poorly understood. Furthermore, because of 
the wide variety of CA IX inhibitors that are being investigated, there is a need to identi-
fy the most promising ones for continuation of clinical development. This identification 
should be based on the inhibitors’ binding affinity, pharmacokinetic characteristics, and in 

vitro and in vivo preclinical therapeutic results. These preclinical studies should focus on 
characterizing the efficacy of the inhibitor in not one but several oncogenic processes, in-
cluding proliferation, survival, invasion and migration, with the inhibitor as monotherapy 
as well as in combination with other treatment modalities. 
Only patients having tumors expressing CA IX are expected to benefit from a CA IX target-
ing therapy. In Chapter 3, we demonstrate a novel 68Ga-labeled CA IX targeting positron 
emission tomography (PET) tracer to in vivo accumulate specifically in CA IX-expressing 
tumor xenografts, with low uptake in blood and intact clearance to the urine. Incorporat-
ing CA IX imaging, e.g. by PET imaging using the lead compound described in Chapter 3, 
or one of the many other CA IX targeting PET tracers that are being developed [28-32], 
into future clinical trials is advisable. This would ensure proper patient stratification and 
a reliable outcome on the efficacy of the CA IX inhibitor.9
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Exploiting tumor hypoxia using hypoxia-activated 
prodrugs

The novel hypoxia-activated prodrug CP-506

Tumor hypoxia can be directly targeted using hypoxia-activated prodrugs (HAPs). PR-104 
is a HAP that has been extensively studied. In vitro and in vivo, PR-104 was found to be se-
lectively active in hypoxia in a range of cancer cell lines and human tumor xenografts [33]. 
Clinical trials were initiated, however, clinical development of PR-104 stopped because it 
was found that it can be activated under normoxia, and thus in an oxygen-insensitive man-
ner, by the two-electron reductase aldo-keto reductase 1C3 (AKR1C3) [34, 35], giving rise 
to severe dose-limiting myelotoxicity in several clinical trials [36, 37]. To tackle this limita-
tion, the PR-104 molecule was chemically modified to prevent activation by AKR1C3, re-
sulting in the novel HAP CP-506. In this thesis we present the first results of this new HAP: 
in Chapter 7 we show that CP-506 is indeed resistant to activation by AKR1C3, and that it 
has hypoxia-selective cytotoxicity in a range of in vitro 2D tumor cell monolayer cultures, 
as well as in several in vitro 3D tumor cell multilayer and spheroid cultures. Additionally, 
we show that it inhibits growth of several human tumor xenograft models in vivo, and that 
it reduces the hypoxic fraction in human breast cancer xenografts. However, treatment 
with a HAP alone is not sufficient, since well-oxygenated cells will be targeted only to a 
certain degree (by the HAP’s bystander effect). Combining HAPs with other cancer treat-
ments which target these well-oxygenated cells, such as radiotherapy, thus is essential. In 
Chapter 8, we show promising (preliminary) data demonstrating anticancer effects of CP-
506 when combined with radiotherapy or immunotherapy in an in vivo syngeneic model. 
CP-506 has thus shown to be a promising novel HAP with potential favorable properties 
for future clinical use, although more studies are required to validate our findings and to 
determine factors determining the therapeutic effect of CP-506 alone or in combination 
with other treatment modalities.

Alternative approach: molecularly targeted hypoxia-activated prodrugs

Traditional HAPs, to which CP-506 belongs, generally release a DNA-damaging cytotoxin 
in hypoxic conditions. This cell killing mechanism is comparable to the one of traditional 
chemotherapeutics, which may create a toxicity overlap that might limit the future utility 
of these traditional HAPs in combination with conventional cancer treatments [38]. There-
fore, more and more research on HAPs focuses on a new class of HAPs that do not release a 
potent DNA-damaging cytotoxin, but instead release a molecularly targeted protein ligand. 
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This way, these HAPs can specifically target anticancer agents to hypoxic tumor cells [38].
The nuclear poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) protein promotes DNA repair by 
binding to sites of DNA damage [39]. A PARP inhibitor could thus enhance the effect of 
DNA-damaging treatments. A hypoxia-activated PARP inhibitor, CEP-9722, is currently in 
phase 2 clinical trials being tested in patients with advanced solid tumors or mantle cell 
lymphoma either as monotherapy or in combination with gemcitabine, cisplatin or temo-
zolomide [40-43]. 
Alkyl groups at the O6 position of guanine can be removed by O6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyl-
transferase (AGT), causing resistance to DNA-alkylators [44]. A HAP of O6-benzylguanine, 
an AGT inhibitor, sensitizes cancer cells to laromustine, an O6-alkylator, in vitro [45]. It 
would be interesting to study the anticancer effects of a combination of CP-506, a DNA-al-
kylator, with a HAP of this subgroup.
Checkpoint kinase 1 (Chk1) and Aurora A kinase fulfill important roles in cell-cycle pro-
gression and regulation. Several Chk1 inhibitors have been developed and investigated 
clinically, but many of these clinical trials were terminated due to cardiotoxicity [46, 47], 
probably as a result of systemic inhibition of Chk1. CH-01 is a HAP of a Chk1 and Aurora 
A kinase inhibitor and can thus specifically inhibit these kinases in hypoxic areas only, po-
tentially limiting toxicity in normal, healthy tissues [48]. In several cancer cell lines in vitro, 
CH-01 significantly reduced cell viability in hypoxic conditions [48]. Since Chk1 inhibition 
leads to radiosensitization of cancer cells in vivo [49], it would be interesting to investigate 
the combination treatment of CH-01 with radiotherapy.
DNA-dependent protein kinase, catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs) is a DNA-repair protein re-
quired for non-homologues end-joining [50]. Inhibition of DNA-PKcs leads to radiosensi-
tization of cancer cells in vitro [51], which was also observed with BCCA621C, a HAP of a 
DNA-PKcs inhibitor [51].
HER signaling pathways are involved in a range of cellular processes, including but not 
limited to the regulation of cell growth and survival, adhesion, migration and differen-
tiation [52]. In cancer, HER kinases, belonging to the epidermal growth factor receptor 
(EGFR) tyrosine kinases, are often hyperactivated, potentially causing tumor progression, 
angiogenesis and metastasis [52]. Interfering with HER signaling pathways is therefore 
an interesting approach for anticancer therapy. Indeed, tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) 
such as erlotinib are used as treatment for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and other 
types of cancer in which EGFR mutations are frequently found [53]. However, because of 
their roles in normal cellular functioning, it is desirable to avoid systemic inhibition of HER 
kinases. Also, cancer cells often become resistant to existing EGFR TKI treatments [54, 55]. 
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TH-4000 (tarloxotinib) is a HAP of a pan-HER inhibitor. More specifically, it releases an ir-
reversible EGFR TKI specifically in hypoxic conditions, thereby potentially overcoming the 
limitations of conventional EGFR TKIs [56]. In a range of NSCLC cell lines in vitro, TH-4000 
was found to specifically kill hypoxic cells. Additionally, in in vivo human NSCLC xenograft 
models it inhibited tumor growth to the same or even to a higher extent than erlotinib 
[57, 58]. Clinical trials with TH-4000 were started, however, two recent phase 2 trials in 
patients with NSCLC, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) and squamous cell 
carcinoma of the skin were terminated because patients with NSCLC and HNSCC did not 
achieve the primary interim response rate endpoint [59-61]. It should be noted that these 
trials did include baseline hypoxia PET imaging using 18F-HX4, which is an encouraging 
development that should be incorporated in more future trials, as discussed later.
In summary, several molecularly targeted HAPs have been designed and are in different 
stages of clinical development up to phase 3 clinical trials, but none have made it into clin-
ical practice yet. Additionally, combining these HAPs with conventional cancer treatments 
is an interesting approach, which requires further investigations. An important reason for 
the development of this new class of HAPs is the potential toxicity overlap of traditional 
HAPs with conventional anticancer treatments, which would limit their use. However, it 
is expected that this toxicity overlap is minimal for the HAP CP-506, investigated in this 
thesis. Since CP-506 is activated only in severe hypoxic conditions only found in tumors, 
and cannot be activated by aerobic two-electron reductases, it is expected that the toxicity 
of CP-506 is minimal, and that it can thus safely be combined with other anticancer treat-
ments. However, more research is needed to determine the exact mechanism of action of 
CP-506, factors influencing tumor sensitivity to it, and its mechanisms of action in com-
bination with other treatment modalities, before it can proceed to go into clinical trials. 
This holds true not only for CP-506, but for every HAP that is intended to go into clinical 
practice, as discussed below.

Future directions regarding hypoxia-activated prodrugs

Several HAPs so far have shown promising potential in preclinical experiments but could 
not live up to expectations in clinical trials. What is probably the most important short-
coming of most clinical HAP trials is the failure to stratify patients who would actually ben-
efit from HAP therapy from patients who would not. The difficulties of dividing patients 
into these subgroups are substantial, because there are several criteria that are involved 
in determining a HAP’s effectiveness, including but not limited to the extent of tumor hy-
poxia, the tumor reductase expression profile, and the intrinsic sensitivity of tumor cells 
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to the HAP’s active metabolite(s).

Direct measurement of tumor oxygenation is possible using needle electrodes, however 
the applicability of this technique is limited to accessible tumors, and only very few cen-
ters have this equipment [62]. A more applicable option is the noninvasive use of hypoxia 
tracers such as the PET tracers 18F-FMISO, 18F-FAZA and 18F-HX4 [62], reviewed in Chapter 
2. High expression levels of hypoxia- (HIF-)regulated proteins such as CA IX can serve as 
surrogate hypoxia markers, enabling the use of tracers targeting these proteins, such as 
the 68Ga-labeled CA IX targeting small molecule PET tracer we synthesized and investi-
gated in Chapter 3. However, no individual gene can be considered a definitive hypoxia 
marker [63]. Therefore, a number of hypoxia gene expression signatures, encompassing 
expression levels of multiple hypoxia-regulated genes, have been developed [64]. 

Even among homogenous patient populations the incidence and severity of tumor hypox-
ia can vary extensively; for example, in a study of HNSCC, hypoxic fraction varied 20-fold 
across 103 patients [65]. In preclinical tumor xenograft models, however, tumor hypoxia 
is often more extensive and homogeneous. This might overestimate the HAP’s actual ef-
fectiveness, and is something that should be kept in mind when investigating HAPs [38]. 
For successful patient stratification in future clinical trials, a form of tumor hypoxia as-
sessment must thus be incorporated to determine the presence, extent and severity of 
tumor hypoxia in each patient. This was demonstrated in a retrospective sub-study of 45 
HNSCC patients within a phase 2 clinical trial in which patients were randomly assigned 
to chemoradiotherapy with or without tirapazamine (TPZ). 18F-FMISO PET imaging iden-
tified patients with substantial pre-treatment tumor hypoxia. Importantly, adding TPZ to 
conventional treatments (chemoradiotherapy) in patients having a hypoxic tumor signifi-
cantly reduced locoregional failure (1 out of 19) compared to standard treatment only (8 
out of 13) [66]. The aforementioned hypoxia gene expression signatures also hold promise 
in this respect. In a retrospective study, patients were classified into ‘more hypoxic’ and 
‘less hypoxic’ subsets using a 15-gene hypoxia signature. This showed the signature to be a 
prognostic as well as a predictive factor for the effect of nimorazole in combination with ra-
diotherapy. In patients with hypoxic tumors five-year locoregional control improved from 
18 to 49%, whereas it did not improve in patients with less hypoxic tumors [67, 68]. These 
findings clearly demonstrate the need for tools to assess pre-treatment tumor hypoxia 
status. Most recent clinical HAP trials, such as the two large-scale phase 3 trials in which 
no improved overall survival was found when combining evofosfamide with gemcitabine 
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or doxorubicin [69, 70], did however still not incorporate hypoxia imaging. This might 
be because many centers do not have the necessary capacity and/or equipment to carry 
this out, limiting their participation in such trials. Also, the costs associated with hypoxia 
assessment and subsequent patient stratification would likely be high [38]. The absence 
of patient stratification could however very well explain the failure of these clinical trials, 
and thus it is vital that patient stratification based on tumor hypoxia is implemented in 
future clinical HAP trials. In Chapter 6, we propose a biomarker-stratified enriched study 
design for these trials, in which only biomarker-positive patients are randomized between 
standard treatment and the combination of standard treatment with HAPs. The number of 
patients needed for this phase 3 design is far lower than in current randomize-all designs, 
even when a phase 2 trial in which the threshold for the hypoxia biomarker of choice is 
evaluated is done first.

Because of the heterogeneity of tumor hypoxia, the HAP’s bystander effect is important 
for its efficacy. Indeed, the antitumor efficacy of PR-104 is thought to be partially due to 
its bystander effect [71]. As CP-506 is based on PR-104, it is expected to have a similar 
bystander effect, and thus that this effect is an important contributor to the total effect of 
CP-506. However, CP-506 requires severe hypoxic, or anoxic, conditions for its activation. 
Thus, cells that are hypoxic enough to be radio- or chemoresistant (< 0.13% O2 [72]), but 
not enough to activate CP-506, need to be adjacent to an anoxic area to be targeted by CP-
506. Because of the large variation in both perfusion and hypoxia in tumors [73], it could 
be beneficial to incorporate one of the emerging techniques for in situ functional imaging 
of intratumoral heterogeneity [74] into future clinical trials [38]. 

Tumor hypoxia should not only be present, but should also be treatment-limiting for 
HAPs to be beneficial. Apparently, this is not always the case, as is evidenced in HNSCC. 
In this type of cancer, hypoxia is associated with locoregional failure of patients treated 
with radiotherapy [75]. HNSCC can be divided into subtypes, among which those caused 
by human papillomavirus (HPV) infection. Positive tumor HPV status is associated with 
significantly improved overall survival, and the genomic character of these subtypes is 
different from the HPV-negative subtypes [76, 77]. Using the afore-mentioned 15-gene hy-
poxia signature, the range and levels of hypoxia were found to be similar in HPV-positive 
and HPV-negative subtypes [68, 78]. A retrospective study showed, however, that nimora-
zole did improve radiotherapy treatment outcome in patients with a negative hypoxic tu-
mor HPV status, but not in patients with positive hypoxic tumor HPV status [79]. Another 
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retrospective study showed that TPZ improved chemoradiotherapy treatment outcome 
only in patients with a negative hypoxic tumor HPV status [80]. Similar observations were 
done in prostate cancer: hypoxia was found to be associated with early biochemical re-
lapse after radiotherapy and also with local recurrence in the prostate gland [81]. The 
same patient cohort was divided into genetic subtypes in a follow-up study, with a high or 
low percentage of genome alteration. Hypoxia was associated with poor prognosis in the 
subtype with high genomic instability only, which was validated in another, independent 
patient cohort [82]. These studies show that in HNSCC and in prostate cancer hypoxia is 
not always a treatment-limiting factor. Therefore, it could be beneficial in future clinical 
trials to not only include hypoxia imaging, but also evaluate the genetic subtypes of the 
disease. More research is needed to elucidate the role of tumor hypoxia in patient progno-
sis in different cancer types.

Another factor that determines the response of a tumor to HAP treatment is the expres-
sion of reductases that can activate the HAP. In vitro, the activating enzymes have been 
identified for several HAPs and include POR, MTRR, NDOR1, NOS, FOXRED2 and CYB5R3 
[35, 83-89]. Although these studies identify enzymes capable of activating HAPs, they do 
not show which are important at endogenous expression levels, as these studies were 
all performed using gain-of-function models. Gene knockout models and genetic loss-of-
functions screens are more suitable to determine the latter. For example, this way POR 
was identified as the most important determinant of hypoxic cell sensitivity to the HAP 
SN30000, an optimized analogue of TPZ [90]. It has yet to be determined if POR is equally 
important in the activation of other HAPs, including CP-506. It would thus be optimal if 
future clinical trials not only incorporate hypoxia assessment, but also a screening for re-
ductase expression levels, more specifically the reductase(s) that is/are known important 
mediator(s) of sensitivity to the HAP being investigated. Of interest is that the specific bind-
ing of aforementioned nitroimidazole hypoxia markers such as pimonidazole, 18F-FMISO, 
18F-FAZA and 18F-HX4 is dependent on hypoxia as well as on one-electron reductase activ-
ity [88, 91]. Thus, these PET agents could serve as both hypoxia- and one-electron reduc-
tase-markers, assuming that the same reductase(s) are responsible for the activation of an 
imaging probe and therapeutic agent [73].

Most HAPs, including CP-506, release cytotoxins that react with the DNA. Therefore, DNA 
damage response pathways are likely a determinant of intrinsic sensitivity of tumor cells 
to these cytotoxins. Indeed, in vitro it was shown that TPZ, evofosfamide and PR-104 are 
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more effective in tumor cells in which homologues recombination (HR) genes are knocked 
down or knocked out [84, 92, 93]. It has been found that HR deficiency in several cancer 
cell types and a human tumor xenograft model increases cytotoxicity of DNA crosslinking 
HAPs (evofosfamide, PR-104) more than other HAP classes [94, 95]. This suggests that 
patients with HR defective tumors would benefit most from DNA crosslinking HAPs, to 
which CP-506 belongs. Thus, it would be beneficial if future clinical trials also incorporate 
a screening for biomarkers that predict sensitivity of tumor cells to the HAP. However, first 
more research is needed to identify and validate these biomarkers, as so far only one pre-
dictive biomarker (mutation or expression of ERCC1, a DNA repair gene) for a crosslinking 
agent (cisplatin) has been reported [96], but none are in clinical use [97]. 

Similarly to hypoxia heterogeneity in tumors, the expression profile of biomarkers for in-
trinsic sensitivity might also be variable. For example, hypoxia can downregulate DNA re-
pair pathways, including HR [98]. This might increase intrinsic sensitivity of these hypoxic 
cells to HAPs, as in the case of conventional DNA crosslinking agents [99]. However, the 
surrounding more oxygenated cells, which are targeted by the HAP’s metabolites via its 
bystander effect, would not have this increased intrinsic sensitivity, limiting this cytotox-
icity due to the bystander effect. Therefore, the afore-mentioned emerging techniques for 
in situ functional imaging of intratumoral heterogeneity [74] could be included into future 
clinical trials not only to determine the variation in perfusion and hypoxia in tumors, but 
also the variation in expression of biomarker(s) reflecting intrinsic sensitivity to HAPs.

Concluding: future directions for exploiting tumor 
hypoxia for cancer treatment

Tumor hypoxia is interesting to exploit for cancer treatment. However, the complexity of 
it and all its involved processes is a likely explanation for the failure of many hypoxia-tar-
geting anticancer therapies that have been developed. However, the success of nimorazole 
(it being standard of care for the treatment of HNSCC in Denmark [100, 101]) proves that 
it is possible to exploit tumor hypoxia in cancer treatment. Novel hypoxia-targeting agents 
need proper preclinical characterization, required for selection of the most optimal drug 
for clinical testing. These clinical trials require a proper setup, incorporating techniques 
that allow accurate patient stratification, as it is likely that not all patients will benefit from 
these agents. This stratification ensures a reliable outcome on the efficacy of the treatment 
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and improves the chance that in the future more patients will benefit from hypoxia target-
ing anticancer therapies.
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Summary

Cancer is a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. Over the years, incidence 
rates have been, and still are, increasing. Cancer arises due to mutations in the DNA of a 
normal cell, caused by external mutagens or genetically inherited. These mutations accu-
mulate and slowly transform the normal cell into a malignant cell with increased prolifer-
ation and lifespan. Conventional cancer therapies include surgery, radiotherapy and differ-
ent kinds of chemotherapies. Research on new treatment options more and more focuses 
on targeted treatments, immunotherapies, and combinations of all of these treatments. 

Hypoxia is a common feature of solid tumors, and is caused by an abnormal, chaotic, frag-
ile and hyperpermeable tumor vasculature. Where normal physiological oxygen levels 
range between 1 and 11%, hypoxic tumor areas can potentially contain no oxygen at all 
(anoxia). Tumor hypoxia aggravates the malignant tumor cell phenotype and has been 
associated with poor prognosis. Additionally, tumor hypoxia poses therapeutic problems 
since it is known to induce resistance to several anticancer therapies, including radiother-
apy, chemotherapy, and likely immunotherapy. However, this also makes tumor hypoxia a 
promising therapeutic target to be exploited in cancer treatment. By combining conven-
tional treatments, which target well-oxygenated cells, with hypoxia-targeting strategies, 
a greater anticancer effect can be achieved. In this thesis, two strategies to exploit tumor 
hypoxia in cancer treatment have been explored. 

One way of exploiting tumor hypoxia in cancer treatment is by targeting a member of the 
hypoxia response pathway. HIF-1α plays a key role in this response of cells to hypoxic 
stress. Upon stabilization of HIF-1α in hypoxia, genes having a hypoxia-responsive ele-
ment (HRE) are transcribed, which aid the cell in its survival in the hypoxic environment. 
Among these genes is the carbonic anhydrase 9 (CA9) gene. CA IX is a transmembrane 
protein that catalyzes the hydration of carbon dioxide to bicarbonate and a proton. CA 
IX is predominantly expressed in tumors, has been found to select for and to maintain an 
aggressive cancer cell phenotype and to promote metastasis formation, and is a negative 
prognostic factor in cancer patients regardless of the tumor type, site, or treatment. This 
makes CA IX an attractive target for anticancer treatment. 

Only patients with CA IX expressing tumors are expected to benefit from CA IX-targeting 
anticancer treatments. Therefore, non-invasive detection of CA IX expression can aid in the 
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successful development of CA IX targeting cancer treatments. In Chapter 3, we describe the 
design and synthesis of novel gallium-radiolabeled small-molecule sulfonamides targeting 
CA IX. We demonstrate in vivo that the lead 68Ga-labeled CA IX targeting positron emission 
tomography (PET) tracer accumulates specifically in CA IX-expressing tumor xenografts in 
two separate experiments. Additionally, we show that uptake in the blood is low, and that 
the compound is cleared intact into the urine. Incorporating CA IX imaging, e.g. by using 
this tracer, into future clinical trials is advisable, ensuring proper patient stratification and 
a reliable measure of the efficacy of the CA IX inhibitor.

In Chapter 4 we describe the design, synthesis and biological evaluation of novel dual tar-
get drugs. These compounds are a new approach of delivering cytotoxic drugs specifical-
ly to CA IX expressing cells, which consist of different anticancer agents (chlorambucil, 
tirapazamine, temozolomide, two different ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3 related (ATR) 
inhibitors, and the anti-diabetic drug phenformin) conjugated to a CA IX targeting moiety. 
This should increase tumor specificity of the parental drugs and potentially decrease nor-
mal tissue toxicity. However, of all tested compounds, only one of the ATR inhibitor deriv-
atives was more effective in combination with radiotherapy in CA IX overexpressing cells 
compared to CA IX non-expressing cells. Furthermore, this compound showed poor bind-
ing affinity to recombinant CA IX, and showed no increased efficacy in hypoxic conditions. 
Therefore, the cytotoxic effect of this compound is probably not solely CA IX dependent. 
Further (pre)clinical development of these compounds has not been continued, however, 
the general dual targeting compound strategy remains of interest for further exploration.
In Chapter 5 we describe the design, synthesis and biological evaluation of novel fluorinat-
ed high-affinity CA IX inhibitors. We show that these inhibitors exhibit picomolar affinity 
to recombinant CA IX and selectivity over other CAs, and that they directly bind to the 
active site of CA IX. Additionally, they significantly reduced hypoxia-induced extracellular 
acidification in a range of cancer cell lines. In hypoxic H460 tumor spheroids, the lead 
inhibitor decreased clonogenic survival. Therefore, these novel compounds are promising 
agents for CA IX-targeting anticancer therapy. As CA IX is involved in tumor cell invasion 
and migration, it would be interesting and important to study the effects of these inhibi-
tors on these processes. It is essential that the efficacy of the lead CA IX inhibitor is tested 
in in vivo human tumor xenografts models before proceeding into clinical trials.

Another way of exploiting tumor hypoxia in cancer treatment is by using hypoxia-acti-
vated prodrugs (HAPs). HAPs are activated specifically in hypoxic conditions, where they, 
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in general, act as either radiosensitizers or as DNA-damaging cytotoxins. Several early 
HAPs yielding good results in in vitro tumor cell lines and in vivo preclinical animal models 
stranded in development during clinical trials due to disappointing results. Several other 
HAPs are in different stages of clinical development. So far, only the hypoxic cell radiosen-
sitizer nimorazole has made it into clinical practice: it significantly improved the effect of 
radiotherapy in head and neck tumors without major side effects, and is now standard of 
care for the treatment of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma in Denmark. The absence 
of patient stratification could very well explain the failure of the other clinical HAP trials, 
and thus it is vital that patient stratification based on tumor hypoxia is implemented in 
future clinical HAP trials. In Chapter 6, we propose a biomarker-stratified enriched study 
design for these trials, in which only biomarker-positive patients are randomized between 
standard treatment and the combination of standard treatment with HAPs. The number of 
patients needed for this phase 3 design is far lower than in current randomize-all designs, 
even when a phase 2 trial, in which the threshold for the hypoxia biomarker of choice is 
evaluated, is done first.

PR-104 is another HAP that has been extensively studied. In vitro and in vivo, PR-104 was 
found to be selectively active in hypoxia in a range of cancer cell lines and human tumor xe-
nografts. However, clinical development of PR-104 as treatment for solid tumors stopped 
because it was found that it can be activated under normoxia, and thus in an oxygen-insen-
sitive manner, by the two-electron reductase aldo-keto reductase 1C3 (AKR1C3), giving 
rise to severe dose-limiting myelotoxicity in several clinical trials. To tackle this limitation, 
the PR-104 molecule was chemically modified to prevent activation by AKR1C3, resulting 
in the novel HAP CP-506. In Chapter 7 we show that CP-506 is indeed resistant to activa-
tion by AKR1C3, and that it reduces cell viability in a range of in vitro 2D tumor cell mono-
layer cultures in a hypoxia-selective manner. Also, in several in vitro 3D tumor cell mul-
tilayer and spheroid cultures, CP-506 reduces clonogenic survival in a hypoxia-selective 
manner. Additionally, we show that it inhibits growth of several human tumor xenograft 
models in vivo, and that it reduces the hypoxic fraction in human breast cancer xenografts. 
CP-506 is thus a promising novel HAP. However, in most cases treatment with a HAP alone 
will not be sufficient to eradicate a tumor completely, since well-oxygenated cells will be 
targeted only to a certain degree (by the HAP’s bystander effect). Combining HAPs with 
other cancer treatments which target these well-oxygenated cells, such as radiotherapy, 
thus is essential. In Chapter 8, we show promising (preliminary) data demonstrating an-
ticancer effects of CP-506 when combined with radiotherapy or immunotherapy in an in 
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vivo syngeneic model. We show that it can synergistically inhibit tumor growth when com-
bined with radiotherapy, and that it can improve immunotherapy outcome. CP-506 has 
thus shown to be a promising novel HAP with potential favorable properties for future 
clinical use, although more studies are required to validate our findings and to determine 
factors determining the therapeutic effect of CP-506 alone or in combination with other 
treatment modalities.

Our results confirm that tumor hypoxia is interesting and promising to exploit for cancer 
treatment. However, novel hypoxia-targeting agents need proper preclinical characteriza-
tion, required for selection of the most optimal drug for clinical testing. These clinical trials 
require a proper design, incorporating techniques that allow accurate patient stratifica-
tion, as it is likely that not all patients will benefit from these agents. This stratification en-
sures a reliable measure of treatment efficacy and increases the chance that in the future 
more patients will benefit from hypoxia targeting anticancer therapies.
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Nederlandstalige samenvatting

Kanker is een van de belangrijkste doodsoorzaken wereldwijd. Het aantal kankerpatiën-
ten is over de jaren heen gestegen, en stijgt nog steeds. Kanker ontstaat door mutaties in 
het DNA van een normale cel, welke veroorzaakt worden door externe toxische stoffen of 
welke genetisch geërfd zijn. Deze mutaties stapelen zich op en veranderen de normale cel 
langzaam in een kwaadaardige cel met verhoogde proliferatie en levensduur. Conventi-
onele kankerbehandelingen zijn onder andere operatie, radiotherapie, en verschillende 
soorten chemotherapieën. Nieuwe kankerbehandelingen focussen zich steeds meer op 
therapieën specifiek gericht op bepaalde eigenschappen van de tumor, op immunothera-
pieën, en op combinaties van al deze behandelingen.

Hypoxie (lage zuurstofconcentratie) is een veel voorkomend kenmerk van solide tumoren, 
en wordt veroorzaakt door een abnormaal, chaotisch, fragiel en zeer doordringbaar vaten-
stelsel in de tumor. Normale fysiologische zuurstofniveaus liggen tussen de 1 en 11%; hy-
poxische tumor regio’s bevatten nog lagere zuurstofniveaus tot zelfs helemaal geen zuur-
stof (anoxie). Tumor hypoxie maakt de tumorcel nog kwaadaardiger, en is geassocieerd 
met een slechte prognose. Ook veroorzaakt tumor hypoxie problemen bij de behandeling 
van kanker. Het is bekend dat het resistentie tegen verschillende kankerbehandelingen op-
wekt, waaronder radiotherapie, chemotherapie, en waarschijnlijk ook immunotherapie. 
Anderzijds maakt dit tumor hypoxie ook een veelbelovend therapeutisch doelwit om uit 
te buiten in de behandeling van kanker. Door therapieën die zuurstofrijke cellen aanpak-
ken te combineren met op hypoxie gerichte behandelingen kan een groter effect bereikt 
worden. In dit proefschrift zijn twee potentiële kankerbehandelingen verkend die zich op 
tumor hypoxie richten.

Een manier om tumor hypoxie uit te buiten in de behandeling van kanker is door zich te 
richten op de reactie van een tumorcel op hypoxie. HIF-1α speelt een sleutelrol in deze 
reactie. HIF-1α wordt onder hypoxie gestabiliseerd, waarna genen met een “hypoxie-res-
ponsief element” (HRE) eiwitten tot expressie brengen welke de cel helpen om te overle-
ven in de hypoxische omgeving. “Carbonic anhydrase IX” (Koolzuuranhydrase IX; CA IX) is 
een van deze eiwitten. CA IX is een transmembraan eiwit dat koolstofdioxide omzet naar 
bicarbonaat en een proton. CA IX komt voornamelijk tot expressie in tumoren, selecteert 
voor en onderhoudt een agressief fenotype van de kankercel, en bevordert de formatie van 
metastasen (uitzaaiingen). CA IX expressie is geassocieerd met een slechtere prognose in 
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kankerpatiënten, ongeacht het type of de plaats van de tumor, of de behandeling. Dit maakt 
CA IX een aantrekkelijk doelwit voor de behandeling van kanker.
Het ligt in de lijn der verwachting dat enkel patiënten met tumoren die CA IX tot expressie 
brengen zullen profiteren van een behandeling gericht tegen CA IX. Niet-invasieve detectie 
van CA IX expressie kan daarom helpen bij het succesvol ontwikkelen van nieuwe kanker-
behandelingen gericht tegen CA IX. In Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijven we het ontwerp en de syn-
these van nieuwe met radioactief gallium gemerkte kleine moleculen, meer specifiek sulf-
onamides, gericht tegen CA IX. In twee verschillende proefdierexperimenten tonen we aan 
dat de beste 68Ga-gemerkte “positron emission tomography” (PET) tracer gericht tegen 
CA IX specifiek accumuleert in tumoren die CA IX tot expressie brengen. Verder tonen we 
aan dat de opname in het bloed laag is, en dat de tracer intact in de urine geklaard wordt. 
We kunnen daarom aanbevelen om in toekomstige klinische studies CA IX expressie in 
tumoren in beeld te brengen, bijvoorbeeld met behulp van de hier beschreven PET-tracer. 
Zo kan de werkzaamheid van de behandeling worden geëvalueerd, zoals we beschrijven 
in Hoofdstuk 2. 

In Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijven we het ontwerp, de synthese en de biologische evaluatie van 
nieuwe zogenaamde “dual-target” stoffen. Dit is een nieuwe manier om toxische stoffen 
specifiek af te leveren in tumorcellen die CA IX tot expressie brengen. Deze dual-target 
stoffen bestaan uit verschillende kanker medicijnen (chlorambucil, tirapazamine, temo-
zolomide, twee verschillende “ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3 related” (ATR) remmers, en 
het anti-diabetisch medicijn fenformine), geconjugeerd met een groep die zich op CA IX 
richt. Dit zou de tumor specificiteit van het kankermedicijn moeten verhogen, en poten-
tieel de toxiciteit in normale weefsels verlagen. Echter, van alle stoffen die getest zijn was 
alleen één van ATR-remmer derivaten effectiever in combinatie met radiotherapie in cel-
len die CA IX tot overexpressie brengen vergeleken met cellen die geen CA IX tot expressie 
brengen. Deze stof had echter een slechte bindingsaffiniteit met recombinant CA IX, en 
vertoonde geen verhoogde werkzaamheid in hypoxische condities. Hierom is het toxische 
effect van deze stof waarschijnlijk niet alleen maar afhankelijk van CA IX. We zijn daarom 
niet verder gegaan met de (pre)klinische ontwikkeling van al deze stoffen. Echter, het alge-
mene principe van dual-target stoffen blijft interessant voor verder onderzoek.

In Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven we het ontwerp, de synthese en biologische evaluatie van nieu-
we gefluoreerde hoge-affiniteit CA IX remmers. We tonen aan dat deze remmers picomo-
laire affiniteit voor recombinant CA IX hebben, verhoogde selectiviteit voor CA IX over 
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andere CAs, en dat deze remmers direct binden in de actieve plek van het CA IX molecuul. 
Ook verminderen deze remmers significant de door hypoxie geïnduceerde extracellulaire 
verzuring in verschillende kankercellijnen. De beste remmer vermindert tevens overle-
ving in hypoxische 3D tumor sferoïde structuren. Deze nieuwe stoffen zijn daarom veel-
belovend als kankerbehandeling gericht tegen CA IX. Omdat CA IX ook een rol speelt in de 
invasie en migratie van tumorcellen is het interessant en belangrijk om de effecten van 
deze remmers op deze processen te onderzoeken. Verder is het essentieel dat de werk-
zaamheid van de beste CA IX remmer wordt getest in tumordragende proefdieren, voordat 
er met klinische studies gestart wordt. 

Een andere manier om tumor hypoxie te gebruiken in de behandeling van kanker is het 
gebruiken van “hypoxia-activated prodrugs” (HAPs). HAPs worden specifiek geactiveerd 
in hypoxische condities, waar ze werken als een stof die cellen gevoeliger maakt voor ra-
diotherapie, of als een DNA-beschadigend toxische stof. Met verschillende HAPs werden 
in het verleden goede resultaten behaald zowel in kankercellijnen als in proefdieren. In 
klinische studies waren de resultaten echter teleurstellend, waarna de verdere ontwik-
keling van deze stoffen gestopt werd. Verscheidene andere HAPs zijn op dit moment in 
verschillende fases van klinische ontwikkeling. Momenteel is nimorazole de enige HAP 
die in de kliniek gebruikt wordt. Nimorazole is een HAP die hypoxische cellen gevoeliger 
maakt voor radiotherapie; het verhoogt het effect van radiotherapie in hoofd-hals pla-
veiselcelcarcinoom significant, zonder ernstige bijwerkingen. Nimorazole is nu de stan-
daardbehandeling voor hoofd-hals plaveiselcelcarcinoom in Denemarken. Het ontbreken 
van stratificatie van patiënten is een aannemelijke verklaring voor het falen van andere 
klinische studies met HAPs; daarom is het uiterst belangrijk dat stratificatie van patiën-
ten, gebaseerd op de aan- of afwezigheid van tumor hypoxie, geïmplementeerd wordt in 
toekomstige klinische studies met HAPs. In Hoofdstuk 6 stellen we een door middel van 
een biomerker gestratificeerd verrijkt studieontwerp voor, waarin alleen biomerker-posi-
tieve patiënten gerandomiseerd worden tussen standaardbehandeling en de combinatie 
van deze standaardbehandeling met HAPs. Het aantal patiënten dat nodig is voor dit fase 
3 ontwerp is vele malen lager dan het aantal dat momenteel in klinische studies gebruikt 
wordt waarbij alle patiënten gerandomiseerd worden, zelfs als er eerst een fase 2 studie 
gedaan wordt waarin de drempelwaarde van de gekozen biomerker bepaald wordt.
PR-104 is een andere HAP welke uitgebreid onderzocht is. Zowel in verschillende kan-
kercellijnen als in proefdieren met verschillende tumortypes van humane oorsprong was 
het selectief actief in hypoxie. De klinische ontwikkeling van PR-104 als behandeling voor 
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solide tumoren werd echter stopgezet toen bekend werd dat PR-104 ook onder normale 
zuurstofspanning geactiveerd kan worden door het twee-elektron reductase “aldo-keto re-
ductase 1C3” (AKR1C3), wat leidde tot ernstige myelotoxiciteit in verschillende klinische 
studies. Om deze beperking aan te pakken werd het PR-104 molecuul scheikundig ver-
anderd zodat het niet meer door AKR1C3 geactiveerd kan worden, wat resulteerde in de 
nieuwe HAP CP-506. In Hoofdstuk 7 tonen we aan dat CP-506 inderdaad resistent is tegen 
activatie door AKR1C3, en dat het de levensvatbaarheid van verschillende kankercellijnen 
op een hypoxie-selectieve manier vermindert. Verder tonen we aan dat CP-506 de over-
leving op een hypoxie-selectieve manier vermindert in verschillende 3D kankermodellen, 
en dat het de groei van verschillende tumor types van humane oorsprong in proefdieren 
vermindert. Verder vermindert het de hypoxische fractie in borstkanker tumoren. CP-506 
is dus een veelbelovende nieuwe HAP. In de meeste gevallen zal behandeling met alleen 
een HAP echter niet genoeg zijn om een tumor compleet uit te roeien, omdat zuurstofrijke 
cellen slechts gedeeltelijk worden aangevallen (door het zogenaamde toeschouwerseffect 
van de HAP). Het is dus essentieel om HAPs te combineren met andere kankerbehandelin-
gen, zoals radiotherapie, die deze zuurstofrijke cellen aanvallen. In Hoofdstuk 8 presente-
ren we de veelbelovende eerste data welke de effecten van CP-506 tegen kanker aantonen 
wanneer dit gecombineerd wordt met radiotherapie of immunotherapie. We tonen aan 
dat CP-506 tumorgroei synergistisch kan remmen wanneer het gecombineerd wordt met 
radiotherapie, en dat het de uitkomst van immunotherapie kan verbeteren. We tonen dus 
aan dat CP-506 een veelbelovende nieuwe HAP is met gunstige eigenschappen voor toe-
komstig gebruik in de kliniek. Wel is er meer onderzoek nodig om onze bevindingen te 
valideren en om te bepalen welke factoren van invloed zijn op het therapeutisch effect van 
CP-506 alleen of in combinatie met andere behandelingen.

Onze resultaten bevestigen dat het interessant en veelbelovend is om zich op tumor hy-
poxie te richten in de behandeling van kanker. Nieuwe op hypoxie-gerichte behandelingen 
vereisen echter een goede preklinische karakterisatie, welke nodig is om de meest op-
timale stof voor klinische studies te kiezen. Deze klinische studies moeten een geschikt 
ontwerp hebben, waarbij technieken worden geïncorporeerd die accurate stratificatie van 
patiënten mogelijk maken, omdat het in de lijn der verwachting ligt dat niet alle patiënten 
baat hebben van deze nieuwe behandelingen. Deze stratificatie zorgt ervoor dat een be-
trouwbare meting van het effect van de behandeling verkregen wordt, en vergroot de kans 
dat in de toekomst meer patiënten baat zullen hebben van nieuwe kankerbehandelingen 
gericht tegen tumor hypoxie.
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Valorization addendum

Maastricht University views knowledge valorization as a “process of creating value from 
knowledge, by making knowledge suitable and/or available for social (and/or economic) 
use and by making knowledge suitable for translation into competitive products, services, 
processes and new commercial activities” (adapted definition based on the National Val-
orization Committee 2011:8). This valorization addendum will reflect on the novelty, (po-
tential) value and relevance for society of the work described in this thesis. 

Cancer 

This thesis focuses on new treatment modalities against cancer. Millions of people suffer 
from cancer, and cancer incidence keeps, unfortunately, rising. Cancer has a huge impact 
on a patient’s life since treatment is often very demanding for a patient with many hospital 
visits and (severe) side-effects caused by the treatment(s). Not only the patient him-/her-
self is affected by the disease as close relatives and friends share the emotional suffering 
with the patient, and often devote their time to care for the patient. Thus, cancer has a 
huge overall impact on society with many people suffering from its consequences. Addi-
tionally, an economic impact is apparent, in that not only treatments costs are very high, 
but people (patients as well as their caregivers) also retreat from the workforce because 
of cancer. This evidences a need for more effective and better tolerable treatment options 
in the battle against this heinous disease.

Anticancer treatments in general

Research on new anticancer treatments is nowadays mainly focused on targeted treat-
ments that, compared to the conventional treatments, have the potential to cause fewer 
side effects, exhibit more localized treatment delivery, achieve higher tumoral concentra-
tion of anticancer therapeutics and decrease resistance of the cancer cells towards the 
treatment. Additionally, combination therapies are extensively being explored. In these 
therapies different pathways are simultaneously targeted, which can enhance efficacy in 
an additive or even synergistic manner compared to a monotherapy approach.

Tumor hypoxia is associated with poor prognosis, and is a known therapeutic problem, in 
that hypoxic tumor cells are more resistant to the conventional anticancer treatments. In 
this thesis, two strategies have been explored to exploit tumor hypoxia for cancer treat-
ment, by targeting the hypoxia responsive enzyme carbonic anhydrase IX (CA IX), or by 
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using the hypoxia-activated prodrug (HAP) CP-506, which is to be combined with other 
anticancer therapies. Should these (combination) treatment strategies ultimately prove 
successful and applicable in humans, they can, together with any other effective anticancer 
treatment, aid in reducing the afore-mentioned negative impact of cancer on society. 

Patient stratification

Not all cancer patients will benefit from the treatment options explored in this thesis. CA 
IX inhibitors only work in CA IX expressing tumors. Likewise, HAPs only work in tumors 
that have sufficiently low oxygen levels for activation of the HAP. However, since the ma-
jority of solid tumors does contain hypoxic areas and does express CA IX (in these areas), 
the potential impact of these treatments is substantial. Proper patient stratification re-
mains, however, needed. This stratification ensures that patients do not receive unneces-
sary treatment, but will receive the treatment best suited for them. This reduces treatment 
costs, unnecessary suffering of cancer patients, and increases their chance of cure. 
The CA IX positron emission tomography (PET) imaging tracer described in Chapter 3 of 
this thesis could aid in the stratification of cancer patients since it can be used to detect CA 
IX expressing tumors, and can thus identify patients who would likely benefit from a CA 
IX targeting treatment. This technique has many clinical benefits over e.g. tumor biopsies 
as it is noninvasive, repeatable, and gives an image of CA IX distribution representing the 
whole tumor. The idea of CA IX PET imaging is not novel, with a number of CA IX-specific 
imaging tracers being used for preclinical CA IX imaging. However, none of these imaging 
tracers is currently being used in clinical practice. Before the tracer investigated in this 
thesis can be used in clinical practice, it will first have to be validated in clinical trials. In 
a similar manner, hypoxia imaging tracers such as the hypoxia PET tracer 18F-HX4 can be 
used for the detection and stratification of patients likely to benefit from CP-506, or any 
other HAP, treatment. As CA IX is considered to be a surrogate hypoxia marker, the CA 
IX PET imaging tracer described in this thesis could also be used for this purpose. First, 
however, this tracer would need to be validated in this context. Compared to e.g. 18F-HX4, 
the radioactive particle of this tracer has a shorter half-life, reducing radiation burden to 
relatives as it has completed decayed within a few hours after imaging. It is also relatively 
cheaper, and thus reduces treatment costs, as it is easier to synthesize and no cyclotron is 
needed.

These imaging techniques can not only be used to stratify patients, they can also possibly 
be used during and after treatment, to assess the effect of the treatment. In this manner 
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a patient can timely receive additional and/or alternative treatment when the previous 
treatment proves ineffective. This further increases their chance of cure with fewer side 
effects.

Dual-target drugs

Dual-target drugs are conjugates of two individual therapeutic agents, each with its own 
mechanism of action. These agents can also specifically target cancer-associated pathways 
or proteins, e.g. CA IX. This way, dual-target drugs have the potential to increase tumor 
specificity of anticancer drugs, increase drug concentrations in the tumor only, and poten-
tially decrease normal tissue toxicity. The dual-target CA IX inhibitors described in Chap-
ter 4 of thesis, however, did not demonstrate effectiveness against cancer cells. Further 
(pre)clinical development of these compounds has not been continued. However, the rel-
evance of these results should not be underestimated, as they can provide more insights 
into the underlying principles of dual-target drugs. Our results show that conjugating two 
molecules does not necessarily result in a compound with the desired characteristics of 
the parental compounds, and that this conjugation might actually decrease efficacy and/
or affinity of the parental compounds. This shows that the underlying mechanisms are 
complex and require further investigation. Future dual-target compounds thus require ex-
tensive characterization: it should be studied whether the conjugation does not interfere 
with the effects of the compounds. Also, it is needed to investigate whether the active com-
pounds reach their intended target(s). Others have shown that the dual-target approach 
targeting CA IX can be successful, at least in preclinical in vivo studies. CA IX thus remains 
a good target, and the dual-target drug approach remains viable and promising for further 
exploration. Further studies will need to prove the clinical relevance of this type of com-
pounds as anticancer treatment.

CA IX inhibitors

The concept of inhibiting CA IX as anticancer treatment is not novel: many CA IX inhibi-
tors have been and are still being investigated preclinically. Only a single small-molecule 
CA IX inhibitor, SLC-0111, has so far made it into clinical trials. Results of a phase 1 study 
are eagerly awaited. Should this trial prove that SLC-0111 is safe to use, further trials are 
needed to assess safety and efficacy of this compound. Should SLC-0111 prove safe to use 
as well as effective, more CA IX inhibitors may proceed into clinical trials. However, should 
these trials present negative results, we might have to re-think the use of CA IX inhibitors 
as anticancer treatments. Many potential compensatory mechanisms can be triggered in 
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the case of CA IX inhibition, thus it is possible that this inhibition alone is insufficient for 
a clinically relevant therapeutic outcome. Instead, combining CA IX inhibitors with other 
treatment modalities might be more effective. A second trial with SLC-0111 has recently 
been announced online, to determine MTD and collect preliminary data on the therapeutic 
efficacy of the compound in combination with the chemotherapeutic agent gemcitabine. 
Results of this trial will provide more insight into the clinical relevance of such combina-
tion therapies. Should such combination therapies prove successful, then the CA IX inhibi-
tors described in Chapter 5 of this thesis could possibly be useful in such therapies, as they 
had very high affinity for CA IX. Promising results with these inhibitors were obtained in 
in vitro assays, however, they will first need to be tested in in vivo animal models, before 
proceeding into clinical trials. Should they prove successful, however, they can contribute 
to an effective anticancer treatment. 

CP-506

The concept of using HAPs as anticancer treatment is not novel, with many HAPs contin-
uously being developed and (pre)clinically investigated. One HAP, nimorazole, has made 
its way into clinical practice in Denmark, proving the potential of clinical relevance for 
this type of compounds. As such, one could argue the novelty of and need for another HAP. 
Nimorazole is a hypoxic cell radiosensitizer and is thus intended to be used in combina-
tion with radiotherapy. CP-506, the HAP described in Chapters 7 and 8 of this thesis, is a 
hypoxia-specific cytotoxin with a bystander effect. It thus has the potential to not only syn-
ergize with or increase the efficacy of radiotherapy, but also other treatment modalities 
including chemotherapy and immunotherapy. Its predecessor, PR-104, was a successful 
HAP in preclinical studies, and rapidly proceeded into clinical trials. Toxicity issues, how-
ever, hampered the use of PR-104 in solid tumors. The components of the molecule likely 
to be responsible for this toxicity were altered, resulting in the HAP CP-506. This HAP is 
thus specifically designed to be an improvement over its predecessor. As other HAPs, CP-
506 is mainly intended to be used in combination therapies. The results in Chapters 7 and 
8 of this thesis show CP-506 to be a promising candidate for further preclinical evaluation 
and clinical efficacy validation of combination approaches with radiotherapy and/or im-
munotherapy. A phase 1 clinical trial is being planned and expected to start in early 2019. 
This trial will assess the safety of CP-506 treatment in humans for the first time. After-
wards, phase 2 and 3 trials are needed to further validate CP-506 as an effective and safe 
anticancer treatment, as a monotherapy and in combination therapies. These trials should 
be set up as we propose in Chapter 6 of this thesis, i.e with proper patient stratification. 
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This is of importance for the potential success of these promising drugs, as the failure 
of HAPs in clinical trials so far can (at least partly) be attributed to an improper design 
of these trials. Proper experimental set-up ensures a reliable outcome on the efficacy of 
the HAP and improves the chance that in the future more patients will benefit from this 
promising treatment option. Successful results could lead to CP-506 being on the market 
in a couple of years. This would provide clinicians and patients with a powerful tool in the 
battle against cancer.
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z’n vieren zijn altijd erg geslaagd. En misschien moeten we het judoën toch nog eens op 
proberen te pakken?
Willem, ik ben altijd erg blij als er na een werkdag weer een filmavond met jou voor de 
deur staat. Die moeten we er zeker in houden! Net zoals die Coca-Cola chicken ;-). Ik hoop 
dat je snel een leuke baan vindt, maar toch stiekem ook wel dat je nog een tijdje in Maas-
tricht blijft wonen (zul je dan zien dat wíj gaan verhuizen xD).

Lauren, helaas hebben we elkaar juist tijdens mijn PhD minder vaak gezien als wat ik zou 
willen, vanwege de “verre” afstand Eijsden-Nieuwegein en omdat we het beide erg druk 
hadden met ons werk. Maar als we elkaar weer zien is het altijd weer ouderwets gezellig. 
Ook kunnen we altijd goede gesprekken voeren, zo ook over ons werk en wat we daarin 
wel en niet willen. Bedankt dat je mijn paranimf wilt zijn! En leuk dat je nu misschien al-
snog een PhD wilt gaan doen. Ik hoop van harte dat je snel iets (PhD of niet) vindt (dichter 
bij ons in de buurt natuurlijk ;-))! Ik wens je er alvast veel succes mee, al weet ik ook dat je 
dat gegarandeerd niet nodig zult hebben. Dat doe jij wel even!

Kosta, jou ken ik al vanaf de middelbare school, waar we meteen goede vrienden zijn ge-
worden. Toch apart dat we daarna beide dezelfde studie zijn gaan doen, en ook nog eens 
een PhD. Maar wel erg fijn omdat we op die manier zowel de leuke als de minder leuke 
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kanten van dit alles beide begrepen en elkaar hierin konden helpen wanneer dat nodig 
was. Onze lunch-dates waren altijd weer iets waar ik erg naar uit keek! Niet alleen van-
wege dat, maar ook omdat we het dan eens even over andere (belangrijkere? ;-)) zaken 
konden hebben. Verder zou ik volgens mij wel 5 pagina’s kunnen vullen met alle dingen 
die we samen meegemaakt hebben. Ik heb altijd erg veel lol met je en weet zeker dat we 
dat nog veel meer gaan beleven. Bedankt ook dat je mijn paranimf wilt zijn! Ik wens jou en 
Joyce alle goeds met kleine Evy en jullie nieuwe huis :-).

Tineke, Marien, Peter, Fenna; bedankt voor het warme onthaal in jullie familie(s), en voor 
de interesse in mijn werk die jullie altijd tonen. Het is altijd erg gezellig met jullie.

Pap, mam, Melvin en Moniek, uiteraard verdienen jullie hier ook een prominente plaats. 
Jullie hebben me altijd vrij gelaten om mijn eigen keuzes te maken, maar me hier wel 
altijd vol in gesteund en ondersteund. Jullie staan altijd voor me klaar en bieden altijd 
een warm huis om weer naar terug te komen. Het is moeilijk om te verwoorden (zeker 
omdat ik niet zo’n prater ben zoals jullie weten ;-)) wat jullie allemaal voor me gedaan 
hebben (te veel) en hoeveel dat voor me betekent (heel veel). Reuze bedankt voor alle 
praktische/financiële/mentale/ennogveelmeer hulp de afgelopen jaren (en daarvóór 
natuurlijk ook), voor de interesse in wat ik doe, en natuurlijk ook voor alle leuke dingen 
die we samen doen. Zonder jullie was de hele weg naar hier een heel stuk moeilijker 
geweest.

En dan was er nog iemand die mij meermaals verzocht heeft om een paar pagina’s over 
diegene vol te schrijven, maar wie was dat ook alweer… ;-). Maaike, helaas ga ik dat aan-
tal niet redden, maar kwaliteit over kwantiteit, toch? We zijn nu al 6 jaar samen, en ik 
weet zeker dat er daar nog vele bij komen. Wat we ook samen doen, het is altijd gezellig. 
Hoewel ik thuis niet zoveel vertel over mijn werk ben je altijd een luisterend oor als ik 
dat eens wel doe, ben je altijd geïnteresseerd in wat ik doe, en sta je altijd klaar om te 
helpen als dat nodig is. Het is altijd fijn om na een werkdag ’s avonds weer gezellig met 
jou samen te zijn. Bedankt voor alle steun de afgelopen jaren, voor alle gezelligheid, voor 
al je verhaaltjes, natuurlijk ook voor het koken/afwassen e.d. als ik weer eens een hele 
avond moest bestralen ofzo ;-)... en ook voor de psychologische trucjes die je vast op me 
hebt toegepast? :-P. Bedankt voor alles wat jou jou maakt! Ik schrijf dit nu in mijn laatste 
week in Nieuw-Zeeland, en ik kan niet wachten om volgende week weer samen met jou 
te zijn. Je hebt me uitdrukkelijk verzocht om je geheime identiteit hier niet prijs te geven, 
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helaas, anders was dit proefschrift meteen een bestseller geworden… Maar ik mis die 
gekke onzin die we samen altijd verzinnen/doen enorm en kijk daar weer erg naar uit. 
Ik houd van je! 
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